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Double the" Strength of

Ordinary

Extracts.

They flavor as natural as fresh fruit.

ABSOLUTELY PURE.
(No chemicals or acids.)

FULL

Sebago,

MEASURE,

STRENGTH

MRS. GEO. HANSON.

*■

(No short weight panel bottles)
Although costing a trifle more than brands of
questionable merits, are so far superior in

VICTORY!
“It Saved My Life."

as

CARPET BEATING NOTICE.
relayed by experienced workmen. Every
carpet is beaten Dy itself and thoroughly
steamed which is the best known disinfectant,
and endorsed by all physicians.
and

TELEPHONE

CONECTION

-AT-

Me.

ANOTHER

and FLAVOR

to make them much more economical to
use.
Sold by grocers everywhere,
jud
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Scrofula, Dyspepsia,

And Extreme Weakness
CUBED BY

Dana's Pills and

Sarsaparilla!

Please notice our testimonials are
new ENGLAND not from Montana
or Mexico.
There are MANY Sarsafrom

1

CURES," DANA’S.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.:
Gentlemen
For Five
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INSTANTANEOUS PHOTOGRAPH, and represents this
popular and instructive pastime
in its most simple stage.
We can provide all the apparatus if you have an inclination towards this gathering of
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My little girl
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giving her DANA’S
cured her.

Respectfully,

Me.
MRS. GEO. HANSON.
DANA’S Kidney land Liver PILLS are made lo
work in harmony with DANA'S
SARSAPARILLA
They are the best PILL made.

DANA SARSAPARILLA CO.
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ME.

WEATHER.

Nothing Very Cheerful in the Predictions
for Today.

Washington, June 27.—For Maine:
Showers; south winds; slightly warmer.
Signals displayed on the Atlantic coast,
from Wilmington Section to Boston Section, except at Washington.
Boston, June 27.—Local forecast for
New England for Tuesday: Kain; slight
change in temperature; southerly winds.
Local Weather

Report.

8 a. m. 8 p.

M.

Barometer. 30.022 29.947
Thermometer. 68.0
66.0
Dew Point. 68.
66.

Humidity.100.
Wind.S

FRGW3 DEATH TO LIFE.
A Cure Which Crowns Hidden’s
Mag*

Compound King

of

Medicines.
Mrs. Isabel M. Perkins of Haverhill, Mass.,
tells a story, marvellous but true. The lower
half of her body was paralyzed. The rest
—a 44 receptacle for intense
pain.” She
44

writes that she was a
casket of disease.”
Disease and pain stricken, enciente.
yet for
seven months more than half dead.
A severe cough set in.
Hemorrhages were of
frequent occurrence. Frequently lost a pint
of blood in bleeding attacks.
Simplest
food caused great distress. Doctors of various schools were bailed. Said she would
die when baby was born. Dr. Hidden came
with his great life giver, the
Magnetic
Compound. The weary patient found instant relief. In ttvo days the stomach retained food without distress.
In four
days cough and hemorrhages were under
control. The gain was steady and certain.
Life came back. Paralysis was conquered.
Baby was born without pain. Mother and
child are alive today,(2J years
later) active,

healthy,smart. Hidden’s Magnetic
Compound performs wonderful cures

because

it is new.
It is not an old fashioned
mineral decoction, a century behind the times.
It is a clean, new
right up with the
compound,
medical and scientific
knowledge of today. It
cures modern diseases in the modern
way. It
fills the tired, worn out
system, with new life,
vigor and snap. It is the coming medicine. All
BUY IT, TRY IT, ’TWILL DO
YOU GOOD. Remember the name:

HIDDEN MEDICINE CD.,

ART BUILDING LAID.

Newburyport, Mass.

at

Colby,

Bates and

State College—The Customary Presentation to the College at Waterville
and the

Usual

Victims

of

Presentations

Class

Boys Who Have
leyan,

to

the

Distinction—Maine

Won

Honors at Wes-

Mall.

Music was fur-

100
SE
8

Velocity.6
Weather.F’oggy Foggy
Mean daily ther.. ,68.0|Max. vel. wind... 12
Maximum ther.. .59.0jTotal precip.... 0.07
Minimum ther...

56.0|

Weather

Observations.

following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, June 27, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 60°, E, cloudy: New York, 74°,
SE, cloudy; Philadelphia, 78°, SW, rain;
Washington, 72°, SW, rain; Albany, 68°,
S, rain; Buffalo, 68°, SW, partly cloudy;
Detroit, 60°, SW, cloudy; Chicago, 62°,
W, cloudy; St. Paul, 68°, SW, cloudy;
St. Yincent, 64°, E, cloudless; Huron, So.
Dak., 80°, W, partly cloudy; Bismarck,
78°, NW, partly cloudy; Jacksonville, —°,
The

—,

cloudless.

Captain Borup’s

Faun.”
The ode of presentation was then sung
and Rev. F. Bakeman accepted the gift
in a few well chosen remarks in behalf
of the college:
The programme of the forenoon exercises was:
Class Ode.
Oration—The Ogham......C. F. Stimson
Poem—“Living? Why?”.C: F. Smith
History.H. T. Jordan
Award of prizes.G. O. Smith

follows:
Political Wire Puller, a pair of pincers—H. T.

Case.

were as

Jordan.
Our Timid Herculies, an insect gun—C. W.
Perkins.
’93’s Model Student, a knife with which to do
his cutting—S. D Graves.
’93’s Smiling Maiden, a hand mirror—Miss L.
G. Cummings.
Two Inveterate Prize Winners, for the first
time in history the prize is omitted—D. E. Bowman and O. L. Hall.
xiicpicooiuiD

WU
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gas meter—C. F. Stinson.
Acrobat
and
Algebriac,
Trigonometric
Tumbler, a slate—J. B. Slocum.
Class of ’95, Class Horn and Pail.

The class officers

are:

President—J. H. Ogler.
Vice President—W. E. Lombard.
Orator—E. L. Nichols.
Poet—C. F. Stimson.
Historian—A. T. Jordan.
Awarder of Prizes—G. O. Smith.
Toastmaster—H. M. Connors.
Marshal—C. F. Fairbrother.
Committee on Ode—Miss G. M. Coburn, J. B.
Slocum, Miss E. M. Taylor, Miss H. R. Beede.
Executive Committee—O. L. Hail, H. L. True,
C. H. Perkins, Miss L. A. Cummings.
In the evening, the junior prize exhibition took plrce at the Baptist church.
Rev. D. T. Wyman of Lewiston was introduced by President Small and offered
the prayer, after which the following

rendered:
Evils of Unrestricted Immigration,
Nathan G. Foster, Weld
A Suggestion from the Renaissance,
Leon Otis Glover, Canton
The Utility of Art,
EvaM. Taylor, Hampden
The Florentine Sphinx,
George O. Smith, Skowhegan
Prohibition and Temperance,
Albert Robinson, St. George, N. B.
A Literary Parallel,
Grace M. Coburn, Skowhegan
Politics as a Profession,
Cyrus F. Stimson, Palmer, Mass.
Yi ordsworth and Tennyson, a
Comparison,
Joel B. Slocum, Boston, Mass.
The Anarchist,
Dennis E. Bowman, Sidney
Directly after the exhibition, a commencement hop was given by the HexaC. H.
gon Club of Colby University,
Reynolds, F. B. Nichols, H. F. Kallock,
W. L. Bonney, H. K. Kallock and C. E.
Cohen being the directors.
Music was
furnished by Hall’s orchestra.
Among
the Alumni who have gathered thus far
were noticed: Judge Wilson of
Calais,
Hon. Larkin S. Dunton of Boston, E. F.

programme

_.

was

„.

of

Springfield, Mass.,

W.

H. Al-

den of Boston, Mass., Judge Bonney of

Portland, Leslie C. Cornish, Esq., of
Augusta, R. C. V. Hanson of Skowhegan, Chas. Pepper of New York city, C.
W. Spencer of Hebron Academy, Rev.
Franklin W. Johnson of Calais and Hon.
J. H. Drummond of Portland.
AT THE STATE COLLEGE.
Great Questions Handled by the Juniors
in Last Evening’s Orations.

The Juniors at Bates.

Lewiston, June 27.—At Bates college
this evening occurred the junior exhibition. The programme of the speaking
was as foliows:
Mountains—Edgar L. Penneli.
PlfFAAta nf thp> Fi onnh ‘R.ATrillllHnn_ rhnelAn TT
Swan, Jr.

The Ideal in Fiction—Alma G. Bailey.
The Battle of Marathon—William F. Sims.

Necessary to our Highest DevelopmentMary J. Hodgdon.
Light—John Sturgess.
Dangers that Menace Our Municipalities—
Art

Howard B. Adams.
“The Fault, dear Brutus, is not In our stars*
but in ourselves, that we are underlings”—
James B. McFadden.
The Novel as a Reformer—Charlotte B. Little.
The Influence of Music—Clara G. Callahan.
Individuality as a Factor of Success—Grace B.
Conant
The New Englander’s Heritage—George M.
Chase.
Students Prominent at Middletown

Maine

Middletown, Conn., June 27.—The
class day exercises at the Wesleyan University were held this afternoon on the
Tin president’s adcollege campus.
dress was delivered by Lincoln R. Gibbs
of Wiscasset, Me. University President
Bradford P. Raymon.
D. D., LL.D.,
made an appropriate response.
The
class presentations wore made by Charles
S. Hill of Auburn, Me.
THE FIGHTING IN BRAZIL.
Little Doubt that

the

Province of Matto

Grosso is in Revolt.

New York, June 27.— "he Herald correspondent at Montevideo sends additional details of the recent fighting at Rivera,
in the state of Matto Gr<

so, Brazil.

It

appears that a force of 4£ insurgents attacked the 300 Federal trr ops who were
at Rivera. There was a desperate fight,
but ultimately the rebels were repulsed
with a considerable loss
both sides.
xai^aj.

X
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the offensive, and with tb
greater part
of his force, armed with / nerican rifles,

charged on the revolution-its, who had
only part ially recover^ j£>m the repulse

W. Hutchinson, Orono
Immigration.Geo.
Qlrntoh of OboYYYicte.Y
.Abbott E. Alford, Oldtown
A Plea for Physical Culture.
.Walter W. Crosby, Bangor
The Jury System.Hosea B. Buek,;stillwater
The English Language.
.Hiram Williams, Portland
Chemistry.Walter D. Jack, Topsham
Monuments.Harris P. Gould, No. Bridgton
The Most Usetul Explosive.
.Charles F. French, Glenburn
The Achievements of Intellect.
.George A. Whitney, Madison
Education, Scientific and Practical for the
Agriculturist-.Alva T. Jordan, So. Lewiston
Progress of the American Negro.
John M. Webster, Augusta
The Lumbering Interest of Maine.
.Harry M. Smith, Brewer
Our Treatment of the Indians.
.Charles P. Kittredge, Milo
Progress of the Nineteenth Century.
.Charles C. Murphy, Hampden
Industrial Development of the South.
.Charles H. Gannett, Augusta
The Mormons.John Jerrard, Bangor
The ltoad Problem—Orrin J. Shaw, Hampden
The World’s Columbian Exposition..
.George F. Bowe, Bangor
Forestry.James A. Alexander, Bichmoud
Present Aspect of the Temperance Question
.Hugh McL. Lewis, So. Berwick

Ability.

CAMPBELL OF ILLINOIS IS THE

lic employes for a time in order to
pay
the coupons due on the exterior debt.
A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE.
The

State

Board

of

Health’s

Advertise

Efforts to

Maine.

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, June 27.—The State Board
Health held its quarterly meeting at the

Capitol today.
The reports of various committees
were submitted, and
among them that of
the committee appointed last spring to
urge the appropriation of $500 for the
world’s fair, to enable the board to demonstrate the advantages in health, and
from all hygienic points of view that the
state of Maine affords as a great summer
resort. The report is practically as follows:

In view of the fact of the great revaccruing to our state through its
physical features and attractions which
may make it more and more famous as a
summer resort, we have felt it our
duty
to point out the necessity of publishing
generously statements of the conditions
enue

lavurauie tu ueitiui as

uiey exist in OUT
state and an account of the regulations
that we maintain in order to have every
safeguard that careful study of sanitary

problems affords thrown around the people who do now and may be induced in
the near future to visit us.
We regret
that we have been unable to secure the
appropriation necessary for this pur-

vital to the state than that of its summer resorts, and that it would be a wise
and effective measure to inform the
great public at large, through our exhibits at the World’s Fair that we not only
have a section of this country in our
keeping, incomparably fine in atmosphere, water, natural scenery, and all
beauties of shore and mountains, but
that we also have an alert, progressive
and well informed board of health,
ready to guard these treasures and render them available for the summer visitor, be he wealthy and simply bent upon
pleasure, or invalided and in search of
health.
Your

committee

were

referred

to a

book to be gotten out under the auspices

of the executive
committee, advertising
Maine in its general industries and as a
of
summer
place
resort; but the cost of
a few pages of space would amount to
several hundred dollars, and this suggestion was negatived as not in any way
meeting our needs, even had we the
funds required for the expenditure.
We feel that we have done our duty,
and that if we are not given
fitting representation at the World’s Fair, the relies
at
other
sponsibility
doors than that
our

board of health committee.

Washington and Bradford K. Kallocli

of

The Committee Would Have Chosen Clarkson

To Be His Own

Successor

but

the

President Desired Another Deader—A
New

l^an

of

Representation

in

Repub-

Conventions—Knox County Democrats Who Want To Be Martyrs.

lican

Washington,

June 27.—It

IEMr. Staples is well known throughout
the state as a s hrewd criminal lawyer
and politician. Two years ago he was
the Democratic candidate for county attorney, being defeated by Washington
R. Prescott, the present Republican incumbent, and who will be renominated
by acclamation.
Disappointed also in
his congressional aspirations, Mr.
Staples
is however undaunted, and as his
party’s
candidate for county attorney, will once

tempt fate.
Mr. Kallock, who

11.30

was

was

the

A CONDUCTOR BLUNDERED.

“Gentlemen of the committee—I wish
to say to you what you should know before any further steps are taken in the
direction of my election as chairman of
this committee. While I appreciate the

deep friendship entertained and expressed for me by most of the gentlemen
in your membership, and while I already had the personal tender of 41 mem-

bers of the committee of their support of
me as
chairman, and while 30 of them
expressed their intention to vote
for me
whether
I
was
a
candidate
or
or
whether my
not,
election was desired by the candidates
of the party or not and which I
appreciate as the proudest honor of my
life, it is
still my duty to say that I learned from
the President this morning that he desires some one else for chairman.
As a
good Republican, I bow cheerfully to his

decision

and

earnestly trust that no mem-

ber of the committee will now insist on
voting for me but that all will unite in
accepting for the officers of the committee such gentlemen as the candidates
for the presidency and vice
presidency
may desire and recommend.”
When he concluded, Senator Walcott
said, as the temporary chairman had intimated that he had had an interview

a

Mr. Harrison’s choice.
Further discussion was cut short by
motion to take a recess which was car-

ried.
The

re-assembled

committee

at

3

o’clock, and Mr. Scott of West Virginia
offered a resolution, which was tabled,
to be taken up at some future
meeting,
providing that in future conventions delegates shall be apportioned among the
states in proportion to the number of
Republican votes cast therein.
Mr. Payne of Wisconsin nominated for
chairman of the Republican National
Committee William J. Campbell of Illinois. Representatives of several states

seconded the nomination as one eminently fit and proper, and predicted success for the Republican party under his
leadership. Mr. Campbell was elected
by acclamation.
The other officers are:
Vice Chairman—W. H. De Young, San FranSecretary-Thos.

H. Carter, Montana.
Treasurer—C. H. Bliss, New York.
Sergeant-at-Arms—F. L. Swords, Iowa.

KNOX DEMOCRATS.
Their

Convention

Seems Likely

To

Be

Spiritless.
[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, June 27.—The Democrats
of Knox county hold their convention at
the court house in this city next SaturBrief and

day.
Judging

from the limited

candidates

now

brief and

Two Boston and Maine Trains Came

Together With a Crash.
THE FIFTY PASSENGERS ESCAPED

him.
Charles K. Miller,

SENATOR TELLER TALKS.
Silver Men, He Says, Like Neither Cleve-

Cleveland,

tion.

Another candidate and the one
likely
to be chosen is Owen P. Lyons of VinalMr. Lyons’s
haven, a granite cutter.
probable strength in the granite districts
would be responsible for this act.
The present senators, and it will be
borne in mind that Knox countv is to
hereafter have but one, Neven C. Melian
of Thomaston and Captain J. H. Sherman ,are not candidates for renomination.
For clerk of courts L. Frederick Starrett, who for many years has been a leading Democrat, will be nominated by acclamation. Mr. Starrett has served two
terms previously.
Four years ago he
was a candidate for re-election,
being defeated by the present Republican incumR.
bent, Ralph
Ulmer, Esq.
The
retiring county commissioner,
C.
A.
Captain
Sylvester of this city, who
has served very efficiently as chairman
of the board, is not a candidate for renomination.
George W. Payson of Union and Franklin Trussed of St. George, both of whom
have previously served as commissioners,
are in the field.
The former was a candidate two years ago, being defeated bv
Captain H. .1. Sleeper, the Republican
candidate. Mr. Trussed was before the
convention four years ago, and though
renominated by his party suffered defeat
at the hands of the Republican candidate,
Mark Ames of South Thomaston.
The contest over county attorney is expected to be particularly interesting.
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who is a

pronounced

anti-sil-

We have no tiling to hope from
policy while in the White
House was in the interest of the few of
the credit class. There is every reason
to suppose he will follow the same
poliver man.

him.

His

cy if elected

again.”

Judge Gresham Not a Candidate.
New York, June 27.—A special from
Lick Springs, Ind., says that Judge Walter Q. Gresham will not be the standard
bearer of the People’s party. In an interview yesterday he said: “I have no
right to assume that the honor will be
tendered me, but I will say my name will
not go before the convention with my
consent.” Regarding the People’s party
platform the judge said he believed in a
large portion of it but not in the subtreasury scheme. He believed the principles of the Third party would take
hold of the masses and that it was the
party of the future.
Montana for Harrison.

St. Pact, Minn., June 27.—Thomas
II. Carter of Montana, commissioner of
the General Land Office, passed through
St, Paul yesterday en route for Washing-

ton. Speaking of the situation in Montana he said: “Montana will give a Republican majority of over 5000 votes.
The Democratic platform,
with Mr.
Cleveland as a candidate, not only destroys all hope of free coinage, in which
Montana is greatly interested, but is likewise a direct menace to the existing laws
under which 4,500,000 ounces of the silver of the country are purchased each
month by the government. If the Montana men cannot receive free coinage,
thev can at least most emphatically repudiate the man and the platform
pledged to take the back track on the
silver question. Mr. Cleveland is the
most unpopular candidate that could
have been nominated so far as Montana
is concerned.”

number of
be a

For senator the name of J. C. Levensaler of Thomaston is mentioned, but it is
doubtful if he would accept the nomina-

■'XXlllX

knowm. The silver men believe the rehabilitation of silver would give an era
of prosperity.
Senator
Teller said,
“While it is true that both parties are
nearly alike on this question, Harrison is
not so objectionable to the silver men as

A TIMELY INQUIRY.

in the field it will

spiritless affair.

Harrison.

New Haven, Conn., July 27.—United
States Senator Teller of Colorado, is in
the city attending the commencement
exercises at Yale. He talked quite freely
with a reporter this afternoon of the political situation and general financial outlook. The two great parties, he thought,
were so nearly alike on the silver
question that it was difficult to choose between them, and he added:
“In both
cases, the candidates are worse than the
platforms.” He said further that Blaine
would have been more acceptable to the
silver men than Harrison.
The Democrats of the silver states would have preferred any one to Cleveland.
The attitude of the two old parties on this question would greatly strengthen the AlliIf the anti-silver men succeed in
ance.
their projects the country, Mr. Teller dewill be overwhelmed by greater
clared,
-:l ,1:
.1
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Wants to Know Something
the Effect of Free Trade.

Hale
of
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today, the House amendments to the
Senate bill relating to the Circuit Court
of Appeals, were non-concurred in and a
conference

was

But

an

Engineer

and

Fireman Were Not

So Fortunate—The Train
ton at

5.5$, p.

Train
Were

in

m.

Ban

Malden

—

Leaving Bosan Empty

Into

Both

Locomotives

Wrecked—It Will Cost the Boad

820,000 to Bepair Damages.

Camden’s tax-coland the unfailing candidate of his

land Nor

SERIOUS INJURY,

unsuccess-

ful candidate for nomination two
years
ago, is the present chairman of the Democratic city committee, and thus srengthened, will make another attempt.
For sheriff, J. W. Gray of this
city, the
present incumbent, will be renominated
acclamation.
He
will probably carry
by
Vinalhaven, his old home, without
trouble, but it is extremely doubtful if
the Prohibition
element
will favor

o’cloek this morning when the meeting lector, will
party,
again be put on the ticket, as
of the hi ational Republican Committee the candidate for
judge of probate. The
nomination
of either of the two Republiwas called to order by
Temporary Chair- can
candidates
in
the field, means death
man General J. S. Clarkson.
After the to
his hopes, however.
roll was called, which showed the presIt is expected that an attempt will be
ence. either in nerson or bv nroxv. of all
made to endorse for county treasurer
the members of the committee, except Alvah B. Clark of this city.
Mr. Clark
is the present incumbent. He was unmthose from Nevada, Wyoming and Oklamated two years ago by tlie Prohibitionhoma, J. Sloat Fassett of New York ists and endorsed
by the Democrats. At
took the floor and placed in nomination
General J. S. Clarkson as permanent present he is chairman of the Prohibition city committee and has
already
chairman of the committee.
He said
that when the doors closed on the Min- been nominated by both the Prohibition
and People’s parties.
neapolis convention they closed on a
L. W. Benner, an active and
aggresunited party. The friends of Mr. Blaine
sive
Rockland Democrat, is in the
were disappointed, but
today they are field,young
as
there
lias
been
however,
and,
the earnest supporters of the nominees
an openly expressed determination in
of the convention, and would be
found, certain influential quarters that none but
at the front until the close of the cam
a thoroughbred Democrat be
put on the
paign.
he will make a stroDg bid for the
In reply to Mr. Fassett’s speech, Gen- ticket,
nomination.
eral Clarkson said:

Mr. Fassett suggested the
possibility
fighting every inch of the ground, into that Mr.
Elkins might inform the comthe town, where they are now intrenched.
mittee as to

There seems to be little doubt but that
the whole province is in a state of revolt.
The Federal officers are doing their best
to impress men, but are meeting with
scant success. Many of the Federate are
running away into Uruguay.
The Uruguayan governmenthas issued
a decree suspending the salaries of
pub-

seeking the
Staples of

more

NEW CHAIRMAN.

back,

because we feel that it is an opOrono, Me., June 27.—The Junior pose,
portunity that the state cannot afford to
prize essays at the State College occur- lose.
red tonight. This was the order of exerWe feel that there is no interest more
cises:

Committeemen Sure of

which had resulted fro® their previous MWs -norning with the Republican nomiattack. The fighting was in many cases nee, he would request him to state if he
hand to hand and was of the most deter- knew who was his choice for chairman.
lur. Luarxson saia nejwas not sure that
mined character. The Federate cut their
was decided upon.
way entirely through the insurgent ranks. any particular person
the
conversation the
names
In the midst of the fight the rebel
chief, During
of
Messrs.
Massey of} Delaware, Cheney
Yargas, was killed, and it looked as of New
Hampshire, Campbell ofHlinois,
though victory was assured for the Fed- and Carter
of Montana were mentioned,
erate. The subordinate rebel officers ralbut
he
was
not advised as to whether the
lied their men, however, and the
govern- nominee made a
definite selection.
ment troops were finally forced

York, June 27.—At a late hour
last night, President Harrison detailed
Lieutenant W. A. Glassford to proceed
to Paris and temporarily assume the duties of Captain Henry D. Borup at Paris,
pending an investigation of charges
made against him of having purchased
and sold to Germany and Italy plans of
The speakers were:
Messrs. Hutchdefences and other military secrets of inson, Crosby, Williams, Gould, Whitney
the French government.
Webster, Kittredge, Gannett, Shaw and of
New

Republican

Walkor Laid,

ceremony took place at 4 o’clock, when
prayer was offered by Professor Chapman.
The corner-stone was then put in
place by Miss Walker, after which President Hyde made a few remarks and Professor Lawton spoke of the place of art
in a liberal education.

T he two candidates who are
nomination are Lindley M.
this city.

by

—-

nished by Hall’s orchestra of the militaThe programme opened by
ry band.
music, followed by prayer by J. B. Slocum of the junior class, then the
singing
of the class ode, the first verse of which
was very appropriate to the inclement
weather.
Then followed the presentation to the college of the beautiful Marble Faun through the class president, J.
H. Ogier, who said: “Three years of
college life have left us with two marked
results, a warm class spirit and a loyalty
to our alma mater. We give material

The prizes

Given

PRICE THREE CENTS

to victory.

Their Chief’s

[Special to the Press.]
June 27.—This afternoon, on the Bowdoin College campus
was laid the corner-stone of what is to
be one of the finest buildings in the
state—the Walker art building.
The

[Special to the Press.]

Watebville, June 27.—Another day
of Colby’s commencement week found
the sun still unwilling to shine, and the
presentation day exercises, which should
have taken place on the campus, were
neia in Memorial

Building

28, 1892.

wiliTlead

Bbttnswick, Me.,

the

Lyford

Portland, Me, June 27, J892.

netic

the Misses

Yesterday’. Exercises

furnished by

of
Bangor. The
committee of award were ltev. S. 0.
F.
Beath and Rev. K.
Pember. In the
afternoon occurred the annual reception
and spread of the Maine State Chapter
of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, who entertained their friends in their chapter-

JUNE

BOWDOIN’S ART BUILDING.

CORNER STONE OF THE BOWDOIN

iuvooouaiu,

health has been very poor.

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,
and Carpet Beating Rooms.

Colleges.

to these feelings in observing
the custom of the presentation in a gift
to the college of a statue representing a
subject taken from our own times.
We hope that our gift will meet the favor
of the college and that it may ever stand
within its walls as a token of ’93’s best
wishes and sincere esteem.
Mr. President, I feel proud to have the honor to
present to you in the name of the class
of ’93 a cast of the Praxitelis Marble

*Xl

was

house.

expression

^ MARK.

THAnrV

Music

Wasgatt’s Orchestra

Corner Stone of the

a

AVER'S

Marine news.
Financial and commercial.

•

Maine

whole year from liver complaint, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla saved my
life. The best physicians being unable
to help me, and
having tried three other
proprietary medicines without benefit I
at last took Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla. The
result was a complete cure. Since then
I have recommended this medicine to
others, and always with success

Page 7.

Blsliest

Alexander.

How It Was Observed in the Rain at

Using

AYER’S Sarsaparilla. Mary Schubert, Kansas City, Ks., writes:
“
I am convinced that after having

Wit and Wisdom.

QVlOVirlnw.

MAINE, TUESDAY MORNING,

LONG LIFE

General sporting news.
Beads like fiction.

Page

MISCELLANEOUS.

Is possible only when the blood is
pure and vigorous. To expel Scrofula and other poisons from the circulation, the superior medicine is
AYER’S Sarsaparilla. It imparts
permanent strength and efficiency to
every organ of the body. Restoration to perfect health and strength

Page 3,

Page

30._PORTLAND,

DAILY _PRESS.

asked.

Mr. Hale offered the following preamble and resolution, and said he would
call it up tomorrow:

Maedeh, Mass., June 27.—At the Linden station, in this city, on the Boston &
Maine railroad, at about 6.30
tonight, the
engine Bangor was pushing empty cars
on a switch, when
suddenly train 101,
drawn by engine Montserrat, which left
Boston at 6.55, approached at a high rate
of speed. The train runs express
through
Linden and crashed into the engine Bangor about midway. Both engines were
wrecked, the Montserrat's boiler exploding. Freeman Smith, engineer on train
101, was badly burned burned by the
steam and badly bruised about the
body.
John Waterman, fireman, was badly cut
about tile head and

four

cars on
cars were

hnHv

T!> nrn

wroro

train 101 and tlie

first two
badly wrecked, every window
being broken. The passengers, about 50
in number, received a severe shock and
several were cut by flying glass and
splinj
ters. The cars were thrown from the
track and dragged about 200 feet. All
escaped with very slight injuries except
the engineer and fireman. The
engineer
and fireman of the Bangor escaped with
slight bruises. The cause of the accident
was the negligence of the conductor of
the train drawn by the Bangor to send a
flagman to hold the express. The loss to
the railroad company is about $30,000.
[The train which leaves Boston at 5.55
p. m. does not run through to this city
and so it is probable no Portland
people
were

among the passengers.]

THE RUSSIAN FLAG WENT UP.
Another

Little Incident Which Will Bring
the War Cloud Out.

Berlin, June 27.—It has long been the
ships entering the port of Lubec to fly the German flag out of compliment to the German Empire.
The Ruscustom of

sians have had some reason in
believing
of late that the motive for this

courtesy

in case of vessels from the Grand
Duchy
of Finland, which is part of the Russian

Empire, was
compliment,

not always merely one of
and that the Finns wished
Germans to understand that they
preferred Germany to Russia. Yesterday, therefore, the Russian consul at I.ubec boarded the Finnish steamer Hebo,
as it was entering the port with the German flag flying, and demanded that the
captain lower the German colors and run
The Finup the Russian in their place.
nish captain of the Hebo demurred, sayinff it wnnlfl Innlr lifc-A an inanlf. evn liia
part to the German authorities. The
Russian consul thereupon threatened
the

that, unless the captain complied, he
would be punished on his return to Russian jurisdiction.
The captain concluded |to obey, and the German flag came
down and the Russian •si'ent up in its
place.
All

Sides Shocked.

London, June 27.—The Star today
says that the Tories at Salisbury have issued a cartoon entitled “The Grand Old
Man’s Last Journey.” It depicts Gladstone bearing a palm in his left hand and
his home rule bill in his right, being
dragged down to hell by the devil. The
cartoon has so shocked the electors, even

those

who

are

Gladstone, that

politically opposed

to

most of the copies have
been called in.
High prices are offered
for the remainder that are still in circulation.
John Bull Drives

a

Sharp Trade.

Madrid, June 27.—England has obtained from Spain a minimum tariff on
British goods imported into Spain and
her colonies without granting any concessions in return.

A Mystery of the Sea,
New York, June 27.—It is thought in

shipping circles
Italy may be

that the freight steamer
the vessel which was in
collision with the ship Fred B. Taylor.
The Italy sailed from Liverpool June 14,
and no tidings of her have been received
in this city since.
The steamer Catsmia
is also long overdue. She sailed from
Rio Janeiro May 31, and has not since
been heard from.
The Vandura, of
Yarmouth, N. S., is another overdue vessel.
The steamship Vega, at first supposed
to have been in collision with the Taylor,

arrived all right this morning.
Post Office

at

Long Beach.

Washington, June 27.—A post office
at Long Beach, York county, Me., has
been established.
Henry E. Evans lias
been re-appointed postmaster.

Whereas, At no time has so large a proportion of the American people been employed at
so high wages and purchasing the necessities
and comforts of life at so low prices as in the

year 1892, and.
Whereas, The balance of trade has never been
so large in favor of the United States as in the
last year, and,
Whereas, That these conditions exist is largely due to the Republican policy of protection:
therefore
Resolved, That the committee on finance be,
and hereby is directed to inquire into the effect
of

a

policy

of “tariff for

revenue

only,”

upon

the labor and industries of the United States
and report on the same to the Senate.
Mr. Cockrell suggested that the resolution be called up tomorrow for the purpose of allowing Mr. Hale to make some
remarks upon it, but not for action. The
suggestion was tacitly assented to.
Mr. Stewart offered a substitute for
the free silver coinage bill, the substitute providing that the owner of silver
bullion may deposit the same at any mint
of the United States to be coined for his
benfit, the coins to be legal tender for all
debts and dues, public and private. Foreign silver coin or bullion derived from
it by melting are excluded and the silver
act of 1890 repealed.
The
substitute
was

ed.

laid

on

the table and ordered print-

Absolutely

Pure.

A cream of tartar baking powder. Highest of
all in leavening strength.—Latest United stales
Government Food Jiciiort.
Koval Baking Povvper Co., too Wall S! x.y

'

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

Headache

-,-

Half

Century Ago Thomas Deal 1
Ran Away from Home.

a

^In^S
Kickapooj
Indian
bles that

are

common

Sagwa^ plaints,

such

com-

so

tre-

NOW

quently and easily
cured; not requiring one-fourth of
a bottle of this simple
remedy of
Nature to accomplish the purpose.

RELATIVES IN MAIN! !

HIS

CLAIM $2,000,000.

Voived

Again

Never

His

Texas, Made
His

to

Because

Claimed

Property

His

See

tlie

Fathei

Latter

Hat

Wages—He Went to
Honey and Died—The,

Was

Awarded

Souther,

Claimants—But Maine Itelatives Clain
to Have the Better Eight.

:
Pure

Health."

Bloody

••Mrs. M. FANNIE WEST, of Chester, N. H.,
writes: " For years I had suffered from sick headache and neuralgia, and found no relief. / was
recommended to try Kickapoo Indian Sagwa. I
did so, and mif distressing trouble was cured In one
week. I feel very grateful, and recommend It to
alt sufferers

Why suffer from this malady when
Nature has provided a cure ?
$1.00

a

bottle.

All

druggists.

Indian 5alve
Kickapoo
heals all skin
cents.
eruptions. 25

mill 9

TTS&w

Boston, June 27.—The Boston Adver
tiser tells the following story of a cast
which will interest Maine people:
3li'» 1
1. Crommett of the Suffolk bar
will be missed from his law office in the
Exchange Building this week. He is ir
the West collecting evidence in a suit tc
settle what shall become of $2,000,00(
left by a man who died in an obscure
Texas town five years ago, and which ;
Texas court has once awarded in the
absence of the true heir to some people
in Virginia and the District of Colum
bia. Since that decision was renderec
the real heirs, most of them living up it
the backwoods of Maine, have heard bj
accident of the existence, death anc
wealth of their kinsman, and the law
yers have been hunting up the facts tc
prove their claim for the past three

years.
In 1819. a boy was born to the wife of i
tough old backwoodsman named Bean,
in Hartland, Me.
Hartland was ther
farther from civilization than Alaska it
It
took
a
month to travel froir
today.
there to Boston, and such a journey was
a greater event than a voyage around the
world today.
If a man were migrating
from that part of Maine to the far West,
which then meant western New York,
he parted from his friends in the presumption that they would never meet

again.

Usually they

Bean’s eldest boy

CHEERFULLY SAYS:

If you have Children, our
perience will interest
you,for

ex-

Grower’s Syrup
SAVED OUR BABY’S LIFE!
baby is almost two years old. Last
spring he was cutting his teeth, and, as every
This

child is at such a time, was more or less
troubled with fever and constipation. He

GROGER’S

«Tck

We called in two physicians, and they both
told us that the trouble had all gone up to his
head, and that the chances of his getting well
were against him.
During that day Mr.
Groder happened to call on us and assured us if

STS BOTANIC^."

that it would get well, as he had much
experience of the kind, so we concluded to
try it.
We commenced to give it to him at
night, according to the directions, in small doses, every
hour until it moved his bowels. The next

DYSPEPSIA iV.

very much better, and kept improving by the
use of the Syrup until he got to be as
you see
him to-day, a picture of health. We would
not think our children were
protected if we
did not have a bottle of this Syrup in the

house, for
IQ they will
take that O ¥
when they
refuse to take anything else. It is far
superior
to any other
and
I recomknown,
preparation
mend it in the highest terms to all mothers.

Oyni

xours

Respectfully,

Mrs. Frank E. Nadau.
All patent medicines are sold under the
old,
old chestnut,
||DrC“% cure, no

pay.”

But
B^ k,
did you ever
know any one getting their money back ? No
company backs up its statements with a
printed guarantee as we do, that your dealer
will sign, to give you satisfaction or refund
your money.
Call for Groder’s Botanic

CHILDREN.
ty
&
bearing
genuine
without

our

leaver.

trade mark—the

The Groder Dyspepsia Cure Co.,
WATERVILLE, ME., U. S. A.

did.
Old
named Thomas
of seven children.
never

was

He was one
He lived at home till 17 years old, bearhis
ing
part in the f arming, wood-chopping, stump-grubbing and cattle-raising
joint stock corporation, which a Maine
country family was in those days. When
17 he went into the Kennebec
woods
Soon
after
he
went
lumbering.
to Bangor, learned and worked at the
ship-carpentering trade.
Here an event happened from which
all his future life dated. Being frugal
and ambitious, lie had a large sum due
him in wages from his employer. One
day his father appeared in Bangor, and
collected the money due his son, under
his prerogative as the father of a minor
child. The young fellow’s wrath was so
high at this robbery that he vowed

Cliesley.

MRS. FRANK B. NADAU,
FalrUeld, Me.,

Boston, working Ms
passage on a coasting vessel he had
His parting word to
helped to build.
his father
him again.

came

Charles Bean, Hartland, Me., the one
living brother; Mrs. Julia A. Johnson,
Harmony, Me., sister; Mrs. Frank Mains,
Newport, Me., sister; Mrs. Ruth F.
Walker, Alpena, Mich., sister; Walter
Bean, Harmony, Me., nephew; Dr. E. A.

with warm friends of his family.
Here he was taken sick and came near
dying. They sent for his brother Mark,
who came from tha distant home in the
Maine wilds, and nursed his brother
through a long illness. On Thomas recovering, Mark urged him to return
home; he refused, with imprecations on
his father, the brothers exchanged jackknives and parted. Mark returned liome
and Thomas started westward.
This
was in 1840.
The next thing heard of Thomas was
in 1S89, when one of his relations saw in
a stray paper that he had died two
years
before in Bowharn, Texas, leaving an
unclaimed estate of 85,000 acres of land
and §500,000 in government bonds, mortgages and money in bank, the whole valued at $2,000,000. He had lived and died
a bachelor and left no will.
It soon appeared, however, that the estate had been claimed, resolutely and all
but unsuccessfully. Property worth $2,000,000 does not go begging for a claimant
Two families, the Howards of Alexandria, Ya., and Dorrs of Washington,
I). C'., claiming to be the children of two
sisters of Thomas Bean, had claims in
the Texas courts to the dead man’s millions, and had, in the absence of other

claimants, got judgment
against the administration.

uncontested
The counsel for the Maine claimants laugh at
their Southern rivals, and say that their

New

Health
Food
has made its appearance;
It is not only a health food,
but ahealthy food—ahealth
food that makes other food
name

is

By the Maine Claimants,
which is set for trial the coming August
in the district court in the State of Texas, a tribunal corresponding to the superior court of Massachusetts. But the
case as

They
reer

they

outline

assert that

it

is

they have

interesting.

traced the ca-

of the runaway Hartland

boy

as

fol.

lows:

COTTOLENE
It takes the

place

of

hog’s
a
is
Lard which
notoriously
food.
A purely
unhealthy
vegetable product—delicate,
digestible, and economical
—onetrial gives Cottolene
permanent nome m every
kitchen, whence it increases
a

the health and

enjoyment

of every member of the
family. Try it for yourself.
At all grocers.
Manufactured only by

N. K. FAIR BANK & CO.,
CHICAGO, and
6 Central Wharf, Boston.
mhl9

eod&wly

Ho reached Fayetteville, Ark., they
say, the latter part of 1840, or the beginHere he worked at his
ning of 1841.
trade of carpentering for a time. In
1843 he turned up at Bonham, and made
the Texas town his home the rest of his
life. Here he learned surveying. The
shrewd New England boy saw that the
man who could secure the choice of the
land that was then to be had by the first
comer was the coming rich man of Texas.
Like so many real estate magnates
in new sections of country, he took up
surveying as the royal road to land owning, and such he found it. He began by
carrying tbe chain for a surveyor, soon
acquired science himself and thus got
himself elected district surveyor.
In
this office he accumulated his fortune.
When a man employed him to locate and
survey the plot for which he held a land
warrant, the Yankee surveyor took half
the land for his pay.
The knowledge of
the country thus acquired, too, enabled
him to speculate in land warrants to
Late in life lie was
great advantage.
heard to say that when elected to the
state legislature he could travel on horseback from Bonham to the capital, Austin, and sleep on his own land every
The distance was between 600
night.
and 700 miles.
Colonel Bean, as his Texas neighbors
dubbed him, though he never served in

CONTINENT.
Cuisine.

Wonderful Olen Springs.
Swanshourne, of the Boston Symphony,
leader of orchestra.

OPEN JUNE 25th.

SEA SHORE,

Telegraph and Tost Office in house.

PICNIC PARTIES,

For further information and circularsaddress C. R.

jul7,3mo

MILLIKEN, Prop.

CARD TO THE PUBLIC.

HOTELS,

YACHTS,
We

headquarters for everything
in imported and domestic groceries at
are

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

wilsoisT& CO
..EXCSaJTQB ST,.

WEATHER FOOTWEAR.

Cup.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
Air. J. II. Uamson informs his old
friends and patrous that he has repurchased the wellknown UA AISON STUDIO, and has addetl many novelties
to the already very complete appointments of this famous
Photo establishment. Having visited most of the leading
studios of onr largest cities, during his absence, and been
actively engaged in his profession in California, he feels
better prepared than ever before to insure his patrons the
most satisfactory work, especially as he will give every
sitter his personal attention. STUDIO, No. 5 Temple Street,
opposite Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Ale.
may 10

dtf

BURROWES’ IMPROVED

w ire Screens

Hawk in the 30-foot class.

At 11.15, the schooners started, the
Merlin leading. After rounding Nahant
mark, the Marguerite crept to the head
of the fleet. In the second class, the

$3.00 Shoes vs. all other $3.00 Shoes.
$2.00 Shoes, best on earth for the money.

DOAliMl

sign of gold boot.

Thetis had a good lead on the first run,
but the Wayward rounded the mark at
Minot’s first.
The Wasp got away before the Barbara, leading all the way.

BRO WN946i CongressSt.

run, and then shot ahead and
never was touched after that.
The
Hawk withdrew, but the Fancy was
The
her.
Puritan
beating
cup was
awarded to the Wasp for making the
best corrected time over the long course.
The results, corrected time:

Union

Among the 30-footers, the Handsel
starting first, dropped astern for a while
on

the

BRANCH STORE.

lel'S

Station,

:

:

:

:

:

944

<m*A rtafcrtrwfcift^ao <nt.x arm«rm

I

Street.
Congress
0
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H.

Marguerite. 4
Merlin. 4

M.
27
35
38

E4
12
42

H.

M.
57
01

s.
30
21

Thetis.;

M.
40
57

ll

S.
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FIFTH CLASS SSOOPS.
H.
4

Wasp.

Barbara. 4

SCREEN

ARE

FACTORIES

H.

Fancy.

*i i*

|

I

M.

AT BROOKLYN.
1 2 1 3

!

AT CINCINNATI.

I

0

x—

—

Louisvilles.0 1 3
Cincinnatis.0 0 0

1
1

0
2

0
1

0
0

0
0

o— 5
0— 4

Base hits—Cincinnatis.il; Louisvilles. 13. Errors—Cincinnatis, 3; Louisvilles. 3. Batteries—
Mullane, Dwyer and Vaughan; Viau and Grim.
AT ST.

|

|

COMPOUND EXTRACT OF

Bkl 8 W?M3S%

0

FRYE'S

45

7
Baltimores.2 00000030—5
Base hits—Brooklyns, 9; Baltimore, 13. Errors—Brooklyns, 1; Baltimores, 7. Batteries
Foutz and Daily; Cobb and Gunsou.
0

^IP-Sarsaparilla i
Simply DISTANCES all competitors, both in quality and price. It is the only preparakiDd composed entirely of ISqoss and
°!?u
Herbs, and contains nothing injurious
SJ
5®i?£S£? system. It is guaranteed to cure SCROFULA, RMEITHI8EASBS, INDIGESTION' SICK
2S5;! 5??1* I*-I**NEY and lilVEHSand
all diseases of the 8TOI71ACH and
CONSTIPATION,
ISS^X^®®12*
M^OOD. Sold by all Druggists. *28
DOSES, 50 CENTS*

ALLEN SARSAPARILLA CO.,

!_Branch

Office, 825 Broad

WOODFORDS,
St., Boston.

ME.

*

8
*'£
*

8

Bostons.1
New Yorks.1

2
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

4
0— 1
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Notes.

Line. Daniels’s friends do not admit
that he has any rival as high line of
Lake Sebago, in spite of the claim of Mr.
Sam Witham of Raymond. When the
season’s work is counted up it will be
time enough to tell who is high line.
The Portland Wheel Club will give
races at Woodfords Park, July 23 and 30.
A $50 medal will be offered as a prize in
the team race.
BRIEFLY TOLD.
.Several

hundred visitors at Asbury
Park, N. J., were made seriously ill Sunday by eating impure ice cream.'
The rainy season in Mexico has
brought
with it a violent epidemic of small pox.

Guadalajara, Mexico, last week,
100 buildings were wrecked and
several persons badly hurt by an earthAt

over

quake shock.
A murder was committed in the court
of general sessions in New York yesterday. Max Clerget, who was before the
bar to answer to a charge of indecent assault upon 15 year old Sarah, was shot
through the heart and instantly killed
by the girl’s brother, Edward Given.
The murderer is said to be of unsound
mind.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Best P atentedSlidlngW ireW indowS creensandScreenD oors PIANOS
PORTLAND SCREEN CO.,
FACTORY,
OFFICE AND

93 HANOVER ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
myi7_Wtf
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I case 10c Printed Challies 6 l-4c.
I case $5.QOToiletOuilts $3.75.
I case IOc Printed Cambric 8c.
Best Cocheco Prints 5c.
Steel Scissors, all sizes, 25c.
Ruchings at half price.
Leather Shopping Ba^s half price.
Portmonnaies half price.
Colored Dress Goods half price.
Nice Vases half price.
Colored Lansdown 80c, worth $1.25.
6-4 Plaid Cloakings 69c, worth $1.25.
Biw?
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CLASS

FIRST

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NQ.

114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.

W.

P. HASTINGS’.

dec!7_
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__

CAMP A 1C N
FLACS!
QUALITY BUNTING!

CHARLES

DAY,

544 Congress Street.
jelStu&satlmo

dresses

«£?

OOC,

CO.
<itt

proportion.

We will sell a $25 sideboard
for $18.
These are handsome
pieces of furniture and will
make a very neat addition to the
dining room. We have a dozen
of various grades and
shall
sacrifice them all.
We have

of book

quite

eases

an

and

assortment

writing desks

Now you can get
for $8 and the
desks at about the same rate.
Hall stands that cost $7, neat
and tasty pieces of furniture,
will go for $4. There are better
ones though that cost more but
the sacrifice is the same and they
are great bargains.
Then there are baby carriages,
dining chairs and a number of
combination rockers. These are
finished in rattan, plush and
leather, and every one will want
one of these.
Tou must come iu
and get the prices. Parlor tables,
brass bedsteads and all kinds of
bedding are included in the sale.
■t is a genuine closing out and
the goods are to be sold at once
that must go.

Harrison & Reid printed on bottom.
All complete, ready to hung. 6 to 40
feet. Prices sent on application.

ior

We are going to close out our
entire stock of Furniture and
bedding at sacrifice prices and
it will pay you to call and examine tlie goods. We shall sell
a $65 folding bed for $40.
We
have the Gunn and Phoenix and
the prices on the different grades
will be reduced in just about
that

ORC3r A.3XTS

BEST

worth $1.25.
Wine, Drab, Blue, Creen and Peacock Satin Rhadame
75c, worth $1.25.
Antique Lace Tidies 7 and 13c, worth 20c and 30c.
Fans for graduating classes, very cheap.
Ladies’ Colored Ribbed Hose 25c, former price 75c.
Eewiston Mills Prosperous.
“
“
3, 12 !-2, 15c,
Misses’Fancy Cotton
50,62,75c
Lewiston, June 27.—The Androscogbest
The
25c Fast Black Hose in the world.
gin mills have declared a July dividend
15 inch White Brocade Sash Ribbon $1.25, worth $2.50.
of five per cent, making 10 for tlio
year;
Our special discount sale of Handkerchiefs will be conthe Bates mills one of four and one-lialf
tinued this week.
per cent, making nine for the year; the
Franklin Company one of three per cent,
year.

BROS.

RIMES

Welsh and Donahue; Lincoln, Doe and Burke.

making six for the

You

HEALING.

I
|

See

Base hits—New Yorks, 4; Bostons, 7. Errors
—New Yorks, 4; Bostons, 0. Batteries—King
and Doyle; Nicnols and Kelly.
Lewistons, 7; Brocktons,

That occasionally a store will
advertise goods that are ‘‘worth
$20 i'or $20.” When, however,
the public see us advertise goods
worth $25 for front $15 to $18,
they know where to go.

SOOTHING,
COOLING,

LOUIS.

0
0

Noticed

QUINCE

Pittsburgs.000210000—3
Base hits—St. Louis, 7; Pittsburgs, 7.
Errors— St. Louis, 2;
Batteries—
Pittsburgs, 1.
Galvin and Buckley; Baldwin and Mack.
NEW YORK.

Have

AMANDINE
WITH

St. Louis.02200000 0— 4

AT

Lowest,

May

S.

30

The following games were played in
the National League yesterday:

Brooklyns.0

WORLD

You

League.

National

THE

-I---—

S.

BASE BALL.
The

IN

05

19
38

3

LARGEST

E. T. BURROWES & CO, 70 FREE ST, PORTLAND MAINE.
eod2m
ju7

SEVENTH CLASS SL000PS.

Hansal.3

THE

BUKKOWES' IMPROVED WIRE WINDOW AND DOOR SCREENS are made from
stock winch has been In preparation from one to three years. Every part of the work is done
carefully and systematically (in large rooms thoroughly equipped with machinery) by experienced screen makers. We have already this year screened more than one hundred miles o£
line residences.

and our screens will wear at least three times as long as cheaply made screens.
There is some
difference between a Portland made carriage and one made in the West, but there is a greater
difference between our screens and the cheaper grades that are sold at prices in advance of
ours.
We make screens to order only and will send men to show samples, give estimates, or
take measures.

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.

Wayward. 4

OUR

Our Prices Are tin©

It” With Us.

FIRST CLASS SCHOONERS.

was

stayed

ON THE
Unsurpassed

GROCERS.

IjAXJIES’
Marblehead, Mass., June 27.—The
annual regatta of the Eastern Yacht Club Russet Boots and Oxfords.
was sailed from Marblehead today.
The
LADIES’
Side and Front Face Boots.
course for all but the 30-footers was
T.ADTBSI
from Half Way Kock around a stake
New Style Bluclier Front Face Boots.
boat off Nahant Head to Minot’s Ledge
New Style Bluclier Oxfords.
and Back over the same course, 35 miles.
LA.DIES’
The 30-footers, after rounding Nahant Southern
Ties, many styles,
went
to
the
three
and
a
half
mark,
only
LADIES’
fathom ledge buoy and returned by the
P. F. Oxfords and Ooze Oxfords.
same course, 23 miles.
In the first classdilLDiREN’S and MISSES’
schooners were the Marguerite, MayRusset Boots and Oxfords.
2ower and Merlin.
In the second cl a si
MEN’S
sloops were the Thetis and Wayward.
The Wasp and Barbara were in the fifth Russia Calf Blnchers, our $3.00 and $4.00 Bluchers are worthy
class sloops, and the Handsel, Fancy and
your inspection.

to

that he never should see
He came to Charlestown and

and Pleasure Resort

Scenery, Greatest Health

FOR THE

Yesterday

Sailed

Yachts

for the Puritan

The Grandest

MISCELLANEOUS.

IV.

UNDER CLOUDED SKIESClub

MISCELLANEOUS.

Lewiston, June 27.—A combination
of mishaps gave the home team a winlionaire but not even a relation of his,
IN TZZS WORLD.
lead in the first inning today. Atand further claim to be able to prove ning
©nr patent spiral spring attachment is without a rival, as its
that this second Thomas Bean never had tendance, 150. The score by innings:
method of application renders the adjustment of the screens pera sister.
So there is an element of huInnings.1 23456789
fectly simple and easy, and experience lias fully proven that in
mor in the case.
Lewistons.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 x— 7
retention of spring power it leads all others.
Which side is right will doubtless be Brocktons.0 0001020 2—5 durability and
Measures taken and estimates furnished for orders of any size
determined by the decision in a suit
Base hits—Lewistons, 9; Brocktons, 8.
Errors—Lewistons. 5; Brocktons, 3.
Batteries— large or small.
brought

-T

Its

THE

circumstances.

Eastern

miscellaneous.

WILSON&CO

Harmony, nephew; Fred Coston,Granby,
Que., nephew; all of whom are in plain

Mayflower.4

Never To See His Father

again, and

■

The claim of the Alexandria people
has not yet been tested in court against
that of the Maine claimants.
The latter
are certain that there is no mistake about
the Thomas Bean of Bonham, Tex., being the Thomas Bean of Hartland, Me.,
and the probability is that the courts
will maintain their claim.
After going
through the Texas judiciary the case
may be brought over again in the natianal courts, so that a long legal contest is quite probable.
The supposed
heirs are as follows:

proofs only make them out to be the
'i.; ’V1 nephews and nieces of another Thomas
1 Bean, not only not the dead Texas mil-

healthy.

miscellaneous.

schoolmate.
Bean

"

away, when he remarked in conversation that many young men were justiffed in doing that; among them, himself, he having run away from home on
account of his father’s unfatherly treatment. This is one of the items of evidence relied on by the Maine claimants.
That some of
Another item is this:
Thomas Bean’s old schoolmates at Hartland having been shown a number of
photographs of different men taken in
the 50’s, readily picked out one of the
Texas land magnates as that of their old

running

Neuralgia

and

any army, was a reticent, uncommunicative man ail his life, and never spoke of
his past. The only reported occasion
when he did was when some people had
trouble with their children, several boys

READS LIKE FICTION.

a

$12 book

even

jau24

case

at a sacrilice.

eodtl

WILLIAIV3 A.

COODWIW,
■

CLate City Engineer.)

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
1st National Bank

apll

Building.
eodtf

jun27

/

dtf

SUMMER

RESORTS.

MAINE TOWNS.

Union House, Peaks island,
Will open on Monday next.
JONES.
June 25,1892.

HOUSE,
Open

Me.,

9,1892,
on an

over-

light and airy.

Accommodation for 50 guests.
Three minutes from P. & R. station. Reasonable rates for boarders.
O.

BLANCHARD, Prop,

“LAWSON
South

New

je271w*

house is situated
elevation
THIS
looking the city of Westbrook. Rooms all

ju9dlm_M.

_MISCELLANEOUS._ _MISCELLANEOUS._ |_MISCELLANEOUS.__MISCELLANEOUS.

Interest Gathered by
pondents of the Press.

HOUSE,”

Harpswell,

:::

Gloucester.

[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
The closing exercises of the Stevens
school were held at the Town Hall, Friday evening, June 24tli. On Thursday
afternoon there was a public examination at the school house. The closing
exercises of this school are anticipated
each year with much pleasure by the
towns-people, and many friends of the

EVSe.

pupils and strangers from out of town
pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly are always present. This year formed
THIS
Improved, and is now supplied with ail the no
Exception, and the town hall was
modern improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good packed at an early hour. The programme
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests was
June 15th, 1892. Special rates for parties.
carefully planned by the principals
of the school, assisted
by Miss M. W.
HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
Laughton and Miss Chipman of LewisFor accommodations or particulars apply to
J. J. POOLER, Manager, Portland, Me.
ton, and all the parts were successfully
mar24-tf
■

taken.
The “Trial Scene from the Merchant of Venice” would have been creditable to trained actors, and Miss Annie

’guaranteed

Potter as Sliylock won golden opinions.
The Stevens school has a good reputation as a family school, and
steadily
It grants its digains in popular favor.
plomas only to those who honestly earn
them by painstaking study. This year
there were two graduates, Miss Annie
[Johnson of Auburn, who graduated in
French and music, and Miss Lucy Phillips of Upper Gloucester, in the regular

^STOVES
"PURNACE'5

RANGED
P. P. STEWART

and
& W.

F.

course.

Oval Fire Box

was:

Ranges
With oscillating draw
centre
anti-clinker grate, have the most
perfect combustion, the freest
burning and clearest fire.
The most economical, cleanly
and durable Ranges ever constructed.
Continuous fire can be kept
without any trouble.
Guaranteed made of the best material.
Perfect in workmanship, finish
and operation.

CLOTHING.

STRAW HATS.

C. A. CUMMINGS.
Portland, Me.

may27d2m

lot more broken lines.
On the see them.
They are something
most of the suits that is barely entirely new.
the cost price, but if your size is
The popular shape in Straw
among them you should take adHats
just now is one with a
of
it. These are $12.00
vantage
wide brim with a saw tooth edge.
and $11.00 suits.
Men’s $5.00 Pants. We have We have this shape in our tine
taken a lot of $6.00 and $7.00 grades and you need not pay a
Pants in light colors and have fancy price for it.
marked them down to $5.00 for
Fine
English Milans only
this sale; just look at them and
$1.50.
you will see what a bargain they
Cantons and Mackinaws reare; some very fashionable styles
duced to 48 cents.
among them.

f.

The Belcher House is full of guests.
Mrs. Charlotte Reed has lately returned from a visit to her daughter at Presque
Isle'
Miss Grace E.

&

We have just received a lot of
Men’s Fine Black Hose that for

Outing
and Caps
ery kind.

difference

be-

tween a pretty woman
and a homely one is half
in the care of the skin.
Nourish and cleanse the
skin with FRYE’S AMANDINE with QUINCE,
and notice the result.
You will not do without
it.

E. H. Elwell Esq. of
town last week.

Chicago

—

SOLD BY

[From

—

At

our

Yachting Caps.

SUMMER SHOES.
We are closing out Tennis
Shoes at cost.
Men’s $1.25 Shoes reduced to $1
“
Boys’ Base Ball Shoes
60c
“
“
Tennis Canvas
40c
“
Ladies’ Outing Oxfords
69c
Black or Russets.

SKILLING.

July 2nd.

All are invited.
all the time and “the waters
the face of the earth.

Negligee Shirts,

silk

stripe,

$3.uu to $2.00, and
Shirts for 25 cents.
Men’s and Boys’ Bathing Suits
$1.00 to $3.00.

Outing

City Marshal’s Office. 1
June 27th, 1892.
}
Owners and Drivers of Hackney Carriages:
is hereby given that I shall be at my
To

NOTICE
office in the City Building,

on

Monday,

the

fourth day of July next, at 9 o’clock in the forenoon for the purpose of inspecting hackney carriages preparatory to licensing same according
to the City Ordinance.
All owners and drivers of hackney carriages,
which include “all vehicles used for the conveyance of persons for hire from place to place
within said city,” are hereby notified to present
the same for inspection and license.
GEO. L. SWETT, City Marshal.
3® 27
dlw

Farrington
made, with

Freeport.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

SOUTH

FREEPORT.

[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
E. S. Wilson is building a porch, con-

necting his house and stable.
R. B. Curtis and C. H. Osgood have
lately built a cottage on Bustin’s Island
for a Massachusetts gentleman.
The buildings on the Lewis place, now
occupied by W. S. Fogg., have been thoroughly repaired and painted.
The late rains have caused grass and
other crops to grow very rapidly. If we
now have plenty of
sunshine, we may
hope for abundant harvests.

47 cents, strongly
A Ladies’ Dongola only
$2.00.
all linen bosom.
A $2 Ladies’ Oxford for
1.30.
Men’s Summer Shoes at lowest
prices. Great variety in Russia
calf.

BOYS' SHOES A SPECIALTY,

Great bargains at $1.00 and
Hose in popular colors three $2.50. Send the hoys in. They

pairs

will receive careful attention.

for 50 cents.

day

in
is the most nseful thing yon can
have in summer.
We have the Baldwin and New
Perfection, and for economy,
convenience and cleanness they

Here are a few special bargains
will give you in this department. Only a few, but they show
what you will find here.

are

unsurpassed.

we

OIL STOVES.

THESE ARE SPECIAL PRICES.

Ladies’ Black Hose 19c, 25c,
37 1 -2c, 50c.
25 dozen Fast Black Hose 3
If you are going to the islands
don’t take a range.
pairs for 25c.
You can do
Children’s Hose 12 l-2c, 19c, all your cooking on an Oil Stove.
25c.
Every family should have one
50 dozen All Linen Towels 4 during hot weather and save
for 25c.
building a lire in the range. We
Ladies’Vests 12 l-2c, 10c, 25c. have them in all sizes and at all
37 l-2c.
prices.

Today.

NECKWEAR.

every

DRYGOODS.

We
Make

the

75 cent Neckwear 47 cents ; 50
cent Neckwear 29 cents ; Linen
Collars three for 25 cents.

Special bargains
department.

Offers

UnlaiM White Shirts.

A GOOD REERIGERATOR

this

Notice
The
Other

re-

them.

manship.

$7.50.

Appreciate.

uuceti irom

The Atkinson 49 cents,

Every family

needs one.
Less trouble, less
cost and less time than required
by any other make. The machines ai*e in two sizes, family
size at $5.00, and hotel size at

Wiil

It rains

c over

IT’S INSTANTANEOUS.

HAVE YOU SEEN

Everyone

summer wear.

Regular Correspondent.]

a caucus

We have them in every style
and at all prices from $7.00 upwards to $45.00.
Be sure and
see

And
Is a
Gift
That

and

New and handsome Light Flannel Suits, neat and cool for

of the Republicans of Otisfield on Saturdav. June
W W
A n.
drews, N. C. Pinkham and M. D. Andrews were chosen delegates to the
county convention and instructed to use
their influence for the nomination of
B,
S. Skilling for Commissioner, and L. E.
Cram for sheriff.
There will be a basket picnic under the
auspices of Crooked River Grange at the
residence of N. C. Pinkham on Saturday

J. M. DYER.
jelSeodtf

LIGHT FLANNEL SUITS.

in

was

Otisfield.

DELEGATES FOR

$2.00 and $2.50.

every

Its operation is simple.
The
mixture to be frozen is poured
in on one side of the machine
and by contact with the cylinder
is frozen aud carried to the other side where it is discharged
ready for the table by less than
one revolution.
the Parlor Furniture we have
Its capacity is unlimited and exhibited in our show
window ?
any quantity may be frozen.
It is something elegant and is
admired by all who see it. It is |
EVERY HOTEL
upholstered in silk brocatelle i
and it is of the richest work- \
should have one.

Nothing

WE ARE MAKING
special prices throughout this
Men’s Working
department.
Pants for $1.00, $1.25, $1.50,

nearly

BABY CARRIAGE.

It’s on an entirely new
one.
principle and differs from the
old variety as a kodak differs
from a pencil sketch.

It Costs
You

Hats
of ev-

Bicycle

That’s our new Ice Cream
Freezer that is attracting every

Customers?

The popular
Sailor 25 cents
to $1.00.

Curtis, teacher of mod- this sale we
have marked to 10
ern languages at the Yale
preparatory
school, Blackball, Conn., is at home for cents a pair, three pairs for 25
the summer.
cents ; they are the greatest valBuxton.
ue in the city.
[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
The rain for the last few days have
made the [crops and grass look much
better and the prospect .for a good hay
crop is much better.'
A. K. P. Lord Esq., is sawing a large
amount of lumber this season. The saw
mill on the Buxton side is
being run
night and day.
The schools on the Hollis side will
close this week.
Oliver Smith Esq. who has been attending school at Concord N. H., is now
at home on his vacation.

straight

rolled
brims at lowest

PANDORA, A GREEK PLAY.
Duet—Witches’ Flight.
.Sadie Bagley and Muriel Gregory

as

i still is needed in
family. It is the

Present
For
A Year
To Our

Children’s wide
brimmed hats

Century.Miss Phillips
Piano Solo—Y olltslied.Sadie Bagley
Cecitation—Genevra.Gertrude Harmon

one

Which

■

with
and

is
article that while
i it There
is hardly classed
Furniture,

Its the “Little Wonder,”

Form,

CHILDREN’S HATS.

the 20th

I

Good

Wide Brimmed Harvest Hats
15 cents.

j,

i

Magazine

only

WEST BUXTON.

The

Have
You
Seen
The

That bargain counter of Men’s
Do you want the latest style ?
$10.00 Suits is proving a great
We have got some of the new
attraction. We have had a great “Feather Weights” that are so
run on them and have
put in a popular now in Boston. Call and

March ...By the School
Piano Solo—Arabesque.Mamie
Day
Recitation—The Dav of Doom.Rose Allen
Piano Duet—Schottisclie.
.Mamie Day and Neva Soule
Essay—Modern Language in Modern Life..
Miss Johnson
Trio—Two guitars and banjo.
.Misses Marshall, Harmon and Day
Piano Solo—Sonata.Miss Johnson
Hoop Drill.By Eight Young Ladies
Essay—The Women of the First Quarter of
■

BARGAINS]-

A V MELANGE V OF V

Thursday there were examinations,
gymnastic exercises, recitation by G. Coller, and songs.
Friday the programme

CO.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Corres-

MRS. ELIZA A.

Street, Westbrook,
June

of

GRADUATION AT THE STEVENS SCHOOL.

HIGH LAN D
Central

Itoms

THE

ATKINSON

COMPANY,

Mi<id.le, r»earl, Vine Streets.
ESAAC O.

ATKINSON,

GENERAL MANAGER.
PAINT YOUR FLOORS WITH

People of diflerent circumstances
necessarily requires contracts materially diifering in chacter. The policies

GOLD

OF ALASKA.

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY are framed
so as to cover every conceivable requirement of the intending insurer.

of the

CUMBERLAND

WALL PAPERS.
Prices reduced and cat

SANITARIUM,

Cumberland, Me.
Institution will open July 15th.

THIS willinbeSanitarium
and 7
let for
rooms

rooms

in

pottage
Sanitarium

A

few

Maple

summer boarders Meals
dining rooms. No people here
to those in good health.
and circulars address

In

objectionable
For

Paper Hangings
tor next 30
now

prices
JOHN H. POTTER, Treas., or
TO. CALDWELL, M. D.

3e7_______ lm*
PROHIBITION CAUCUS.

and

on

Friezes,

Samples

days.

ready to show.

ju21

eodtf

without rerequested
in mass caucus in the ward room of
ward three, basement of City building, WednesJune
8
at
o’clock p. in., to elect deleday,
29,
gates to the county and district conventions to
be held in Portland July, 1st.
Per order Prohibition City Committee.

“The best stock in the market.”—[Investor.
“ALASKA has a great future before her. Her
mining companies will reap very large returns.”—[Boston Traveller.
“Winthrop W. Fisk, mining engineer of Juneau, Alaska, has reported on the property.”—
[Engineering and Mining Journal.]
(Kecommendation enough.)
Within 20 months this mine will pay 3 Per
Cent a Month on Every Share, when it will
surely be worth par ($1.00 per share). If you
can possibly spare any
money,- invest it at
once in this stock.
You can find nothing that
will pay better. Treasury stock ONLY for sale
in blocks of 220 shares or more.
Price Now, 10 Cents Per Share.
Price After June 7, 13 1-3 Cents.
Price After June 18, 15 Cents.
It is sure to keep on upward until it reaches
,$1.00 per share, and dividends will keep it up.
We have the OHE to do it.
For stock or information address

GOLD
HARlilSON L. FISKE, Trustee,

Prohibitionists of Portland
THEgal'd
to past party affiliation
to meet

are

TI5E NEW 1892

MODEL,,

Remington Standard Typewriter

je27dtd

_

COMPANY

IS NOW ON THE

Room 12, Herald

mv31

Building)
°

MASS.
BOSTON,
'I'll Tli SsfTt linn

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

NOTICE.
the

undersigned agree to close
of business Wednesdays at
WEJune
29th to

our

places

1 o’clock
September 1st, 1892: C. W
T. Coding, C. C. Cousens & Co.. Adams Lamont, F. A. Billings, V. B. Fuller & Son, C. L.
Bartlett, C. F. Mountfort & Co.. George A. Robfrom

erts, James Connellan, Thomas
John McMenamin, L. A. Mercier.
irr

a

Paragon

Typewriters

Ribbons,

Supplies,

Shorthand and Typewriting Work.

McFadden,
je28d3t

J.

-mr

iiiH

C.

CLAY,

JOSE

Agent,

BLOCK,

98 Exchange Street, Portland
je27Iw

thorough knowledge of the naturallaws which
operations of digestion and nutrition and
bv a careful application of the fine properties of wellselected cocoa, Mr. iipps lias provided our breakfast tables
with a delicately flavo red beverage which may save ua
It is by the judicious use of
rnanv heavy doctor's bills.
such article’s of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist cverv tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtile maladies are floating around
us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may
escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves wellfortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.
Gazette."
—“Civil Service
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in
half-pound tins, by grocers, labelled thus:

•‘Bv a
govern the

years.

■

\

in the market.

vantages, which in brief are as follows: Their
power is equal to a coal range, and while they
do not materially heat the kitchen, we guarantee to boil three quarts of water in
eight minutes. and to heat three eight-pound flat irons
hissing hot in the same time on our $8 stove,
which is at least three times as much work as
can be done on any kerosene oil stove sold for
the same money. There is no coal, soot, ashes,
litter, dust, smoke, or kindlings to bother with;
coal.range furniture works perfectly on them;
no wicks to trim or labor of
cleaning stove to prevent smell; a flame of absolute
purity; no odors
™

UI.J irmuj, vvuucu UZ

UttACU

III

L11CI11.

Saving in expense
stove m
liness,

of material used will pay lor
twelve months’ use. A model of cleanhandsome, durable, economical, and posi-

explosive. Investigate.
PORTLAND,—Nelson Tenney, C. II. Crocker,
F. & C. B. Nash, 0.
M. & D. W.
Nash,
C. A. Cummings. Akelev & Wilson, T.
F. Foss & Son, A. R. Alexander.
SO. PORTLAND, C. A. Tilton. WESTBROOK. H. F.
Boynton. WOODFORDS, F. E. Wheeler,
CUMBERLAND MILLS, ll. S. Hudson. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH, N. E. Hill. BRUNSWICK, Adams & Ridley. John Furbish. RICHMOND, Rogers Bros. & Co., J. Haynes & Son,
BATH, J. A. Winslow & Son.
junUoeodlm
non

■

41H

OF'JULY

liOWTHYSEFn

_

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of M AN. 300 pages, cloth,
125 invaluable prescriptions.
Only $i.0G
y mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectendorsements bbd^wbs-b CFWn
with
us
of tho Press and voluntary pfl
!■ | Snu/
testimonials of the cured, a 80USo« hUt/i
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treat-

§ilt;

ment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CERTAIN CURE. Address Dr. W. H. Parker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch St.,
Boston, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many Imitators, but no equal. Herald.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is a
treasure more valuable than gold. Read it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to

STu&wly

Prices
furnished
on
Wholesale and retail.

CHARLES

application.

DAY,

344 Congross St.
jel4,tue&sat,tilljly 3

THE SANSTARYPAINTS.

1 J

1

^

HARD OVER NIGHT.
WITHOUT STICKING
WITH HIGH GLOSS.

8 FLOOR AND 12 ARTISTIC WALL COLORS.
THE CARY-OGDEN GO., Sole Manufacturers,
154 OLIVER

ST., BOSTON.

COOK,
EVERETT,
WHOLESALE
AND

&

RETAIL

PENNELL,

The Old Standard Family Medicine,
ft regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a dlsoraered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation, Biliousness, Iudigestion, Boss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price. 35c., BOc.. and S1.00. At all druqqKts.
Or of tho Proprietors.
Dr. J. F* TRUE & CO.,
Auburn, Maine.

AGENTS,

137 & 139 Middle St., Portland, Me.
eod3m

apr23

—

be STRONG •—Medical Review• (Copyrighted.)
dec3

eod&wl

”knabeT

Tooth-Food.

piano is used at

This

all

concerts

by

mss NEALLY STEVENS,
and is commended

as

FIRST, by such great

lights in the musical firmament

as

and

a

The
host of others.
Is at

general agency

THURSTON’S PIANO HOUSE,

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland,
S. THURSTON.
Of
aprll

716_TT&S&W114

This medicine for babies prevents and
cures pairis of teething and
resulting
diseases, not by putting children to sleep
with an opiate, for it contains no harmful
drugs, but by supplying the teeth-forming
ingredients which are lacking in most

SMOK E A A'"

Tt is sweet and babies like it. 31.00 a
Send for pambottle, at all druggists.
phlet, “Teething Made Easy.”
THE REYNOLDS MFG. CO..
Cincinnati, O.

3u23_eorltf

mn thprT

DR. HANS VON BULOW,
EUGEN D’ALBERT,

London, England,

SifiOMKAS
The new business of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSUBANE COMPANY for the month of Way was
seventy-six per cent above the May
average for the preceding' fifteen

PAINT YOUR WALLS WITH

undersigned stove dealers of Portland
and vicinity, have thoroughly investigated the
improved VAPOR STOVES of 1892. With the
high state of perfection which they have now
attained, wre have no hesitation in stating that
we believe them superior m all
respects to any
knowu method of summer cooking, and have
accordingly bought and placed on sale in our
respective stores a line of them varying in price
from $4 to $28. We shall be pleased to show
anyone who wishes to investigate their ad-

JAMES EPPS & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists,
mar26

For several years, the tide has been
steadily flowing in a way to waft the
UNION MUTUAL forward in the
current of continued and increasing
success.
Its policy contracts taken
as a whole are the most liberal of
any

A WIFE
We the

tively

MARKET.

Vi tality!

Str e n gth!

mill-

jn2

and

nil

TTh&SmS

DELSARTIAIsf
Summer School of

j

EQUITABLE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.
PROVINCETOWN, MASS.

_JcTTT&Sl m

INCORPORATED, 1S45.—MARINE RISKS ONI.T.
old and reliable Company is now writing Marine Risks on tlie most favorable
terms.
If you desire Marine Insurance, write tlie
Company for rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt

THIS

attention.
I- N. PAINE,
President.

may2

LEWIS NICKERSON,

Secretary.

d6m

Expression

will open at Shaw’s Business College, Portland
July 11th to August 1st. Vocal and Physical
Culture, Gesture, Shakespeare, Painting aud
Languages; alarge faculty of the most prominent Boston teachers;courses for beginners and
for teachers, singers and public readers; c.oad
for circulars.
FRED WINSLOW a6a.MS
principal, G07J/2 Congress street, Po-tland. Me.

*

j

One of the best life Insurance companies and one that Is coming to the
front in the regard of the insuring
public, is the UNION MUTUAL
of Maine.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
$7 a year.

rate of

Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;$l for six months;
cents
a
50
quarter; 26 cents for trial subscripMaine State

ago, on paper. Rainbow Chaser Brice, it
will be remembered, had half of the
Western states in line for him before the
campaign was through but when the
votes were counted he got not a single
one.
Mr. Brice is not doing the rainbow
chasing this year, but somebody is at it
that is altogether his superior.
Illinois
lias alwady been carried by him for
Cleveland, Wisconsin is dead sure, and
there is more than an even chance in
Iowa. The new rainbow chaser doesn’t
seem inclined to concede any state to
the

Republicans except possibly

Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Ver-

Chairman Brice he will
know more in November, though his reputation as a prophet will be badly

damaged.

Advertising Rates.
Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 76 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
In

rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one third ad-

column and

one

ditional.

Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
Heading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure

Reading Notices in reading matter type
each insertion.

25 cents per line

Wont, To Let, For Sals and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adijaements not paid in advance, will be charged
at

regular

rates.

Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
In

Address all communications relating to sub
senptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 07 Exchange Street,
Portland. Me.

PRESS.

TTTFI

JUNE

TUESDAY,

28.

PRESIDENT,

FOR

Harrison.

Benjamin
FOR VICE

PRESIDENT,

WIIITEL, AW REID.
GOVERNOR,

FOR

Cleaves,

B.

Henry

OF PORTLAND.
—:...
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—

A good many Democrats regret probably that Mr. Adlai E. Stevenson, the expert headsman, was not reserved for a
place where his skill 'would count for
something. The Vice President has no
opportunity to cut off heads.

to

Judge Gresham, though not inclined
accept the Presidential nomination of

ti-iA PArmlft’K Partv fnr

nPVKiinfll

rpaunns.

expresses himself as in full accord with
all its principles except the sub-treasury

scheme, which he describes

as

foolish

and chimerical.

The names of the candidates nominated by
the Chicago convention are written in large
letters upon the hearts of the toiling masses of
this country.—Eastern Argus.

This, we suppose, is because the convention that nominated them voted down a
resolution declaring that “the necessary
reduction in taxation can and must be
effected without depriving American
labor of the ability to compete successfully with foreign labor, and without imposing lower rates of duty than will be
ample to cover any increased cost of production which may exist in consequence
of the higher rate of wages prevailing in
this country.”
The toiling masses

Mr.

Henry

M.

Stanley as a Parliamenan inglorious failure.

tary candidate is
His performances

on

the

the voters of Lambeth

stump before

bid fair to make

prose and verse, and is an accomplished
critic and reviewer as well; but we are
much

mistaken

her brilliant

if

anything

pen could

new

from

excel these five

him the laughing stock of England and

Calabrian sketches;

very air of the mountains and
the southern provinces they

The Boston Herald calls attention to
the fact that it was “Republican protection” which the Democratic National
convention denounced in its platform.
Certainly. But it was Democratic protection as elaborated in the platform of
1884 that the convention condemned by a

they breathe the
valleys of
picture for
us, and the very spirit of the hardy and
brave but irritable and passionate people
who figure in these little
romances.
Portland has reason to be proud of so
able a representative in the field of literature. (New York: Charles L. Webster
& Co; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Visitors

at Our Nation’s

Capital.

Companion
A Complete Guide

ton and

Its Environs.

of

as

claptrap

lacking

in

to catch

dignity and as full
unthinking voters.

But while our methods may be open to
criticism, they are certainly free from

such brutalities

have already marked
English campaign, although it is yet
scarcely a week old.
as

the

The Democrats are electing Mr. Cleveland just as easily as they did four years

certain

jerky
tragic sides

of

handling

the romance

of

but

ges”

when

Publisher.

Evans,
merely

1314 Filbert

Pinzon and The Fearful

Ull

nww,

SKODA’S

edLII

liabKdyO,

REMEDIES

CONSIST OF

SKODA’S DISCOVERY.
The GREAT GERMAN-AM ERICA N
REMEDY for HEART, NERVES, KID.
NEYS, LIVER and BLOOD.
Price,
$1.00, 6 bottles for $5.50. If bought at
above price we GUARANTEE the 6 bottles to benefit or cure. GUARANTEE
CONTRACT with each bottle. Pay only
for the

good you

receive.

SKODA’S PILE
with the

$1.00.

He took into the Unknown

CURE

DISCOVERY cures Piles. Price

SKODA’S GERIIAS SOAP.
“Soft

as

Velvet.” “Pure

as

Gold.”

That tells the whole story. The most highmedicated soap ever made. Try just
one cake.
Fortoiiet, bath, or nursery.
Price, 85 cts.

ly

SKODA’S PLEDGETS.
The Great German-American Specific for diseases peculiar to the female
sex. We will give $1,000 for any case
we cannot cure that does not
require
surgical interference. One month’s

treatment, $3.00.

SKODA’S GERMAN OINTMENT.
Cure, also for
wounds, abrasions, burns, etc. As a
cosmetic, makes the skin like velvet.
The

Great

Skin

of Portland 4’s
1902-1912
Due,
“
of Portland 6’s
1907
“
1897
City of Deering 4’s
“
1901-1911
City of Calais 4’s
“
1894
City of Bangor 6’s
“
1898
City of Bath 6’s
<*
1897
Town of Dexter 6’s
of
0.
Cincinnati,
City
“
6’s
1894
City of Cleveland, 0. “
6’s
1897
1893 to 1896
City of Toledo, 0. 5’s “
"
to
Liiv ot canton, u. b’a
City of Stillwater,
“
Minn. 5’s
1921
Portland Water Co.
“
1927
Cons. Mort. 4’s
Maine Central R. R.
“
1898
First Mort. 7’s
Maine Central R. R.
Cons. Mort. 5’s and
“
1912
7’s
Portland and Kennebec
“
1895
R. R. 6’s
Leeds and Farmington
R. R. First Mort.
“
6’s
1896
Duluth Street Railway
First Mort. Gold
“
1920
5’s,
First National Bank Stock.
Casco National Bank Stock.
Portland Water Co. Stock.
Particulars regarding any of the
above securities furnished upon ap-

SWAN &BARRETT,
jel?

SOLO BY AEE DRUGGISTS.

SKODA DISCOVERY CO.. BELFAST. ME.

1893 and 1896, can exchange the same on a safe
and profitable basis for the First Mortgage
Bonds of the Portland & Rumford Falls Railour
office.
Particulars given on
way, at

FRED E, RICHARDS & CO.
Portland, Me., May 31,1892.
my31
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Dividends.

-

We offer

•

the

limited

a

shares

of

number

a

of

prosperous

manufacturing company located
in

Boston, managed by able and

well

known

business

Dividends

April.

For narticulars call

on

address

C. D. WAINWRIGKT &

GO.,

6

PORTLAND
One Day Only

Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.

41-2’s

JUNE 28m,

Bath Water

5’s
5’s

12 l-2c

8c

Muslins, 8c.

—i

—

At Lot in

Best American Sateens, 25c
quality, Satin Chevronue, Bedford Cord, Shantong, Pongee
and
Lonisaine, worth from
12 l-2c to 25c, all to clean up at
the one price,

10c Per Yard.
175 PIECES

Deering.

SUPERFINE
GINGHAMS.

TEED.

toy

CO.,

marlldtf

THE

Percales, 8c.

(Plain White, Open Work Stripes.)

Merchants National Bank Stock

—

l-4c.

Ginghams,

12 l-2c

Also, several issues of Water Co. 6 PerCent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARAN-

IS. M. PAYSOY &

Flannel,

State Street, Boston.
d3t

City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

Sale

Outing

BAKTKEXIS,

All New, Enormous R. R. Show,
at

5s

12 l-2c

12 l-2c

5’s
5's
7’s

For

Lengths.)

(In

and

5’s

Supply

7c Indigo Prints, 5c.
Short

men.

October

in

3 l-4c.

Cliallies,

«

City ot Bath

Go.

GOODS.

DRESS
6 l-4c

Leon W. Washburn's

6’s

COTTON

application.

Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock

All

new

AH new Faces.
Startling Features.

Acts.

New

and

Largest Show on Earth for the Price.
GRAND STREET PARADE AT 10 A.M.
The

Adults 25c. Children under 12
3 0c., to Afternoon Performance.
At nights, 25c. for everybody.

—

years ot age

32 inches wide, made to sell
for 37 l-2c, 2200 fineness, within two picks as fine as the Anderson Ginghams that sell for 40c,
fast colors, beautiful styles, all
to be sold at one

ju24.25,27,28

Goding,

Stephen

UUUI1 UUUI1 I

John Conley i Son.

1

Axle
Machinery Greases, Parafine Wax
and Candles, Cod Liver Oil for
Medicinal Purposes, and all
Kinds of Fish Oils.

BARRELS, TANKS

AND

CANS,

St.,

33 and 35 Commercial
PORTLAND, MAINE,
x"
V

V

1^—'

N

rVn

YANKEE SHILLING PER YARD,
(18 2-3)

GORDON, Manager.

Band Concert at 3.00 p. m.
and Skating 7.30 to 9.30;
9.30 to 11.

92,
60

Embroidered

Tobogganing
Dancing

Bobbie Bichardson, prompter. Music by WelOrchestra.
Admission to rink 10 cts. Dancing, gentlemen 20 cts, ladles free.
Coupons admitting to rink sold on Casco Line.
Boats leave at close of dance.
Tobogganingand skating every afternoon
and evening. Dancing every Tuesday and Fri-

Patterns worth
$2

come’s

day evenings,

9.30 to

Robe

each,

at

$1.19 Each.

11.ju25d3t

Mi Driving Association,
WILL HOLD A

MEETING AT

Woodfords Park, Deering, Maine;,
SATURDAY, JUNE 25th,

at 2 p. m.

Wool Dress Goods.
36 Inch Half Wool

PURSES—2.45 Class, *150; 2.30 Class,
*200.
A prize of a Silver Cup will be given to
the man making the fastest mile on a Safety Bicycle.
Admisiion, 50 cents. Ladies Free.

Plaids, 25c quality

12 l-2c per

at

yard.

Wool Plaid and Checks, yard
HAWKINS, Pres.,
wide, good styles, ought to sell
F. W. HUNTINGTON, Sec. for 42c; to clean up at
je28dlw

25c PER YARD.

•

------

PORTLANDS

vs.

Wednesday,

PORTLANDS

vs.

PAWTUCKETS,
June 39.

LAWRENCES,

Thursday and Friday, June 30 and July 1.

PORTLANDS
©aruroay,

Bonds due lay 1st, 1892,

dtf
Si

G. W.

OPENING SEASON OF
Tuesday, June 28.

GRAND

Gasolene,

Naphthas

may 16

5th Season.

J ILL.

Lubricating, Burning and Leather Oils
and
and
Tallow,
OIL

FOREST CITY RINK,
Peak’s Island.

L. P.

MPRIINTY III

departments.

EXCHANGED EOR OTHER

u uiy

a.

vs.

muiiuaj

tiuij

*±.

This week’s
Admission 25c.; Boys 15c.
games begin at 3.30. Ladies free to grounds

and

NEW

SILKS.

LEW1STQNS,

grand stand.je27dlw

P. L. S. B. S.

Annual Excursion

Changeable Ombre Stripe Silk,
entirely new, 7 colorings, the
great thing for “Fancy Waists,”
price $1.00 per yard.

MEN’S SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

-OF THE-

MISS A. L. SAWYER,
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting
BROWN BROCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Send jor circular.
my29e

Stand at the head
of all Boston-made
goods. 10c. each.
The special plans and policies in
use by the UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
have

gained high favor
_TRADE MARK REGISTERED.
S. S. SLEEPEK & CO.,
Factory, Boston
ju28
eodlw

Buckfield
1st,
due

6’s

Edmund Clarence

SLEEPER’S
EYE
CIGARS

of

1808, and

City of Portland

Maine Central Railroad

Large

For fine domestic cigars places her at the head
ol all cities, and

Falls &

Rnjnford
HOLDERS
Railroad Company bonds due July
holders of Receivers Certificates

AMUSEMENTS.

—

BOSTON’S RECORD

PRICES BELOW GOST!

road Coiiipany Securities.

|U28

SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS.
For Headache and Elver Trouble.
With the DISCOVERY they cure Rheumatism. Mild, Safe, Efficient. Farsuperior to any pill. Once used you will have
no other.
50 in a box for 35 cts.

THE BARGAINS OF THE SEASON!

BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine. 28
d«

MERRY^HATTER

usual

STOCK!

-OF-

or

described; Solar Eclipses, by Prof.
Holden, of the Lick Observatory; What
-OFare Americans Doing in Art? by the Vice
President of the National Academy bf
Design; Australian Registry of Land
FORTXjAWD,
me.,
Titles, by Edward Atkinson; Witchcraft
Dr.
J.
M.
editor
of
the
by
Buckley,
Christian [Advocate; The Ocean Postal
Incorporated 1824.
Service, by ex-Postmaster-General James;
Last
Custer’s
Battle, by one of his troopcommanders; The San Francisco Vigi- A whole window
of Imported Tan Polka
lance Committee, by the chairman of the
Spot Ties, something new.
famous committees of 1851 and 1856; a
$1.50/or a new Negligee Shirt.
description of New York’s [famous thor- Outing Coats of French Flannel $2.50.
oughfare, The Bowery, by Julian Ralph, The new Washable Suspenders 50c.
Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.
and scores of other articles, making in
all a volume of nearly a thousand pages,
illustrated by more than three hundred
Interest allowed on time
pictures, of which sixty are full-page endeposits.
gravings.
THEFirst chapters |of nearly all the imR. Small, Marshall R.
portant serial features announced for
Cashier.
New
Store on Middle Street. febl4President.
°
dtf
publication in the Century last autumn—
je25eodtf

Naulalika and Characteristics, contributed by Rudyard Kipling in collaboration
with Wolcott Balestier, and by Dr. Weir
Mitchell, are contained in this volume.
In the realm of fiction, in addition to
The Naulalika and Characteristics, is a
novel by Hamlin Garland entitled Ol’
Pag’s Flaxen, and short stories by Harry
Stillwell
Edwards, Viola Roseboro’,
Thomas Bailey Aldrich, Frank R. Stockton, Virginia Fraser Coyle, Mrs. Burton
Harrison, Mary Hallock Foote, Wolcott
Balestier and many others. The volume
contains also a number of poems and the

dtf

plication.

here

a

instruction for feminine devotees of the

JULYINVESTMENT

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

contributions that go to the making of
this famous magazine. Here are articles
on Paderewski, the pianist, with portraits; Mozart; Aerial Navigation, by
Hiram Maxim, the inventor of the rapidfiring gun, and of the flying-machine

How Women Should

Ride, by C. de
condensed, practical, thoroughly satisfactoi-y manual of

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
jly25

J. R. LIBBY.

GLEANING UP

our

FOR

Removes
black-heads, pimples, etc.
as if by magic,
if you follow directions.
Three ounce tubes in elegant
cartons for 50 cts.

Stedman’s essays on
WashingThe Nature and Elements of Poetry; the
the
by
series on the Jews in New York; The
George G.
This is not Farmer and The Government; Famous
French Musicians; and the novels, The
something

to

valuable information for visitors and a
very useful index. The agent for the
book in Poi-tland is Mr. Joseph Owen,
who may be found at 428 Fore street,
foot of Plum street.

Hurst, illustrated is

■

and the women folks

Diego

in

Deposits

GOODS.

TO HOLDERS

the

Elder Skates and Captain Pliaro and
Captain Leezur, with his “narvine lozen-

FEED E. RICHARDS, President,
IV. \Y. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier,

City
City

latest book alone they are simply irresistible. When she constructs her story we
get here and there a touch which lacks
refinement and sometimes a too abrupt
the

DRY

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

dtf

WE OPEEIl

If one may be pardoned for so saying,
when the author lets the people in her

effect in

BONDS.

jeO

A novel by
Yesty of the Basins.
Sarah P. McLean Greene author of Cape
Cod Folks etc. Here is a book which is
Mrs. Greene
its own excuse for being.
has captured in this case, almost more
perfectly than heretofore, the racy, pithy
characteristics of the Cape Cod natives.

or

financial.

We have for sale the Portland & Rochester Railroad
Terminal Bonds, interest
guaranteed by Boston &
Maine Railroad Company.
FRED. E. RICHARDS & CO.

Edited

(Philadelphia:
street.)
a guide
book. It is
more.
It gives the history in an intei-esting naerative of thq growth of the
very large majority. That platform com- nation’s capital until it has become the
mitted the Democrats to a protection most
magnificent city in America. The
that should impose duties sufficient to book will be indispensable to the visitor
make up the difference between the to Washington, who would see and unwages of Europe and the higher wages derstand all the prominent objects of
of America. But the convention promptinterest, while
everybody will find
ly voted down even that degree or pro- in it much that is
interesting and
tection, and declared for free trade pure attractive. It contains over one hunand simple.
dred photo-illustrations made expressly
The English parliamentary campaign for it, representing the principal buildof the capital and its
has opened with great
The ings, statues, &c.,
yigor.
Irish end of it seems to be carried envii-ons, and the great paintings with
which the capitol is adorned. In an apon
chiefly with shillalelis, while in
are the Declaration of Indepenpendix
and
venerable eggs are
England bricks
Constitution of the United States,
making it decidedly impressive. Mean- dence,
Farewell
Address, the
while Mr. Henry Mr. Stanley, assisted by Washington’s
his wife is seeing that the campaign is Emancipation Pi-oclamation, Lincoln’s
at Gettysbuig, and other matter
not lacking in the opera bouffe element. Speech
of national inteiest. The book is procousins
Our English
are accustomed to
vided with a directory containing much
stigmatlzo political campaigns in this
country

to

Voyage
Ocean, A. D.
1492. By John Russell Coryell, illustrated. At this time of the approaching
Columbian Exposition, books bearing
upon the discovery of Amei-ica are pai-literary taste and no information as to ticulai-ly attractive and in the above
the author, take up for the first time we have a
stoiy for young people which
these sketches by Mrs Cavazza, we pre- is well told and worth the telling. Its
dict that he would pronounce them exgraphic fashion is just that to appeal to
quisitely made translations of character, the knowledge-hunting mind of the
istic Italian tales. The bouquet of sunny school
boy or his bright little sister tho’
Italy permeates every page of these sto- it is not sufficiently juvenile to debar
ries. It is distilled in the very sentences their elders from
running over its pages
from the mouths of the picturesque peas- with relish.
(New York: Harper &
antry, as, “The truth is, riches are like Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short, &
ducks—they run to those who know how Harmon.)
to call themor speaking of two babies
Miss M. E. Braddon’s The Venetians,
the little Baron and his foster brother,
the son of the carrier, “Each was prettier is rather highly colored for profitable
than the other; there was no choice.’’ reading by just the ones who will be sure
“Then the Baron took the whim to go as to like it—the summer girl and her confar as England, where they never see the freres ; and yet it describes charmingly a
family of sweet English girls and has
sun because of the fog; and that time
a
also he brought back a servant,
nimble many and indirect lessons in good belittle man with a red face, and gave him havior and elegance. The story is wi-itten with skill, finish and no end of spii'it.
charge of the stables, where he chewed
straws and hissed like a serpent as he An occasional gross vulgarity and an ungroomed the horses and commanded due amount of sensationalism relegate it
to the list of novels for an idle hour of
Cirillo to bring buckets of water.”
The sketch which gives the book its elders, rather than the eager perusal of
title contains perhaps most completely a young minds. (New York: Harper and
Short &
reproduction of the life-like touches of Brothers; Portland, Loring,
Harmon.
description of humble Calabrian men
and women in their simple existence and
ine century illustrated Monthly Magawith their naive philosophy, while A
zine, November 1891, to April 1892. [New
Calabrian Penelope (first published in
From the
York; Century Company.
The New Princeton Beview, as Don FiniPublishers.) The volume of The Cenmondone was in the Atlantic) strikes the
tury just completed, containing the num
tragic vein.
bers from November, 1891, to May, 1892,
The Story of Cirillo is a marvellous bit shows far better than could
any single
of drawing, pathetic yet never sentimen- number the diversified character of the
Don Finimondone, Calabrian Sketches!
by Elizabeth Cavazza, belongs to the Fic"
tion, Fact and Fancy Series, and is the
fourth volume published under that
heading. Should a reader of finished

of the rest of the civilized world as well.
A ready stump speaker
could have
turned the interruptions of his audience
to good account, but Stanley was so
filled with rage that he stood speechlessHis wife attempted to help him out, but
only made matters worse. Stanley’s experience at Lambeth ought to convince
him that public speaking is not his forte,
and cause him to seek retirement for the
future.

regard

PORTLAND

mooted points and certainly does not incline to advocate the riding astride of
the fair sex sometimes so eloquently
urged. New York: Harper and Brothers;
Portland: Loring Short and Harmon.

generally just
say and do what they (and we) like, there
would be likelv to keen in mind the
is nothing better in the history of dialect.
names of the candidates of a convention
The love story, taking one into mox-e civithat deliberately voted down a resolution
lized i-egions, has, too, much freshness
like that, but not for the purpose of
and powei\
(New York: Harper &
rewarding them.
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)
NEW PUBLICATIONS.

People’s Party seems likely to
make some noise iu Maine, in spite of
talized.
its numerical smallness. It has already
The Tree of the Bride mingles the poetestablished an “organ” at Rockland with
ic out of doors element very artistically
columns filled with long and windy apwith the disastrous love affair of poor
peals to the farmers to throw oft' the
Girolamo, and we know right well the
“capitalistic yoke” and declare their brave little industrious
donkey, Muindependence, and its candidate for gov- ridda.
ernor threatens to take the stump in beA Trumpet Call is as fine in its way as
half of the principles laid down at St.
its companion pieces; but Princess HumLouis. Probably the party will figure
we find not so much to our
to a very small extent in the vot- ming-Bird
there again tastes differ.
liking,
though
ing, but a few people can make a great
Mrs. Cavazza has done and is doing
deal of noise when they try.
much excellent work as a writer both of
The

conservative views in

FINANCIAL.

Like

mont.

tion of six weeks.

saddle, with a chapter or two on proper
methods of driving as well. We heartily
recommend it to women who ride or
mean to ride, to riding masters and to
‘•parents and guardians.” It presents
its subject clearly and well, never rambles from the matter in hand but is brief
and yet inclusive. The author holds

with insurers

as

evidenced by its large increases in
new business. Send lor particulars
of its policy plans.

Investments.
WOODBURY &

MOULTON,

EAKTKIinS,
Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.
dtf
ap26

Portland Longshoremen’s Benevolent

Society,

SEBAGO LAKE, JULY 4,1892.
Double and single working boat races for
$100 in cash. Field games with cash prizes and
souvenirs. Also awards for Ladies and GentleFor particulars see large
men’s jig dancing.
posters. Music by American Cadet Orchestra.
Special music for step dancing.
Tenders for Refreshments (of which society
has sole control). and all other privileges, must
be addressed P. I. Higgins, 128 Middle street,
received up to July 6th. inclusive.
Trains leave Union Station at 8.30 and 0.30
a. m., 1.06 p. in.; Commercial street station at
9.30 a. m. Returning, leave Sebago Lake at
4.00 p. m. and 0.00.
Tickets—Adults, GOe.; Children under 9 years,
25c.
je28dlw

Job lot of Men’s

Handkerchiefs,
cream white, JO
50c quality at 33

Japanese Silk

hemstitched,

inches square,
l-3fe.

J. R. LIBBY,
Congress Street.
je27

REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION.

ELECTIOS OF TEACHERS.

The Republicans of Cumberland county are
hereby requested to send delegates to a county

convention to be held at Reception Hall, City
Building, Portland, on Thursday, the thirtieth
day of .Tune, A. D., 1892, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon, to nominate candidates for the following offices: Four senators, county attorney, sheriff, judge of probate, register of probate, county treasurer and one county commissioner, also to choose a county committee for
tw'o years, and to transact any other business
that may properly come before the convention.
The basis of representation will be one delegate for each city and town, and one additional
delegate for each 75 Republican votes cast for
governor at the last state election, and one delegate for each fraction of 40 votes.
The delegates have been apportioned upon
the foregoing basis, as follows:
Baldwin.
3 New Gloucester...
3
Bridgton. 6 North Yarmouth.. 3
3
Brunswick.10 Otisfield.
Cape Elizabeth. 7 Portland. 62
2
Casco. 2 Pownal.
Cumberland. 4 Raymond. 2
Deering. 9 Scarboro. 3
2
3 Sebago.
Falmouth.

6
6 Standish.
9
7 Westbrook.
6
3 Windham.
4
3 Yarmouth.
3
3
Total.162

Freeport.

Gorham.

Gray.
Harpswell.
Harrison.

Naples.

county committee will be in session at
the hall at 9 o’clock in the forenoon on the day
of the convention to receive the credentials of
the delegates and attend to such other business
as may be necessary.
G. Fred Murch, Chairman.
Charges A. True, Secretary.
June
Portland
3, 1892.
The

UtfcKIINU.

The Deermg school board have elected
teachers for the ensuing school year. All
of the present teachers were re-elected,
with the following reassignments and
transfers: Third assistant, high school,
Miss Carrie Elder; Ocean street, intermediate, Miss Grace Read: Winslow’s
primary, Miss J. R. Haler East Deering
primary, Miss Maud Russell. The fall
term will open September 12.
The names of scholars |wlio have

not

been absont during the spring term of the

Libby

Grammar

school, Deering,

are

Elbridge Johnson,

Elias Jacobs,
Willie Howe,
Frank Roberts,
Mamie Norton

were

In fact this

adjourned
promise
meeting
permanently but the books are to be
opened for a two days’ meeting and two
full of

or more new

was

classes on the 15th and 16tli

July. There were twelve of the most
promising young trotters in this section,
of Maine all present and ready to start
in the 2.45 class, and it would have been
a very exciting contest.
Their owners
have signified their intention to take part
in the July meeting. The track,under the
superintendence of Mr. IraP. Woodbury,
of

never

was

in better condition since the

nothing but long
continued bad weather prevented some
straightforward, hotly contested races
day

it was built

and

and fast half mile track time.
bone for better luck

Let

us

the two davs

on

July meeting.

of the

Postponed—The
moved to

Resignations of

wedding,

party

a

of Portland friends assembled at the
Union

depot

to see the

happy pair

start

for Boston in the 3.30 train. Their trunks

appropriately decorated with slippers and inscriptions by their attentive
were

friends and rice
fast over them.

was

showered thick and

Tippecanoe Campaign Club.
A
last

regular monthly meeting of the
evening,
Mayor Ingraham presiding, and 'all the
members being present except Mr. McThe

Gowan.
Mr. Blake called attention
to
the
crowded condition of the Shailer grammar school and said that next term it

elected:

Captain—G. A. Dow.

First Lieutenant—F. J. Walden.
Second Lieutenant—F. S. Freeman.
Third Lieutenant—G. C. Jose.
The next meeting will be held at room
6, Brown block, Friday, July 1 at 7.30 p.
m.

are

be necessary to transfer some of
the grammar pupils to the North school.

Mr. Webb reported the names of
graduating class of the High school and
diplomas were granted to them.
On motion of Mr. Webb a diploma was
granted to Miss Ellen Agnes Reddy of
the class of 1891.
The resignation of Miss Fredrika M.

accepted.
Sawyer of the Butler
her resignation and it was

Parks of the North school was
Miss Nellie G.

school

sent

in

accepted.
Miss Mary

Wescott of the West

E.

resignation. Accepted.
Miss Minnie S. Berry of the Jackson
school was granted leave of absence for
school sent in her

year, to enable her to take
of study at Cornell University.

one

resigned

Canton Rideeley.

At its meeting last evening, Grand
Canton Ridgely installed the following
officers:
Commandant—C. F. Tobie.
Clerk—F. E. Bickford
Lieutenant- 0. H. Cloudman.
Ensign—P. W. Stoneham.
The Canton is preparing for a grand
excursion to Burlington and Lake Chamthe last of

August

or

course

accept a position

to

in

moved to proceed to the

election of teachers.
The Mayor here stated that on account
of sickness and the damp weather, Mr.
McGown was unable to be present. Mr.
McGowan had sent an earnest request to
the board that the election of teachers
be deferred for a few days.
Here followed an informal discussion
as to when the election could be held, in
oase it was postponed.
It appeared that
it would be impossible to get the board

together again

for several weeks.

On motion of Dr. Thompson it was
voted to pass for the present the election
of teachers in the High, North, Shailer,
Centre street and Deaf schools, these being the ones with which Mr. McGowan is
connected as a supervisor.
Teachers in the other schools were then
elected as follows:
JACKSON GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Dole, Daniel H.,
Hunt, Frances E.,
Curtis, Ada B.,

Moulton, Lydia F.,
Worcester. Ellen M.,
Kilby, Mary E.
Webster, Ella G.,
Clark, Carrie L.,

Pollister, Florence I.,
Berry, Winnie S.,
Lang,

Clara B.

GRAMMAR

Andrews, w. w.,
Grover, Susan E.,
Stevens, Ellen D.,
Jordan. Nellie N,,
Elder, Euth M.,
Jacobs, Abbie L..

SCHOOL.

Williams. Ellen C.,
Taylor, Eliza A.

Moxcey, Nellie A.,
Burrowes. Grace,
Page, Evelyn R.,
Gordon. Carrie L.,
Grover, O. A.

WEST SCHOOL.

Carleton, AdriannaM.,
Chaplin. Fannie M.,
Fuller, Lizzie C.,
Proctor, Hattie 0.,

Blanchard, Annie K.,
Waldron, Lillian M.,
Aageson, Nellsine I.,
Custis, Alice L.

CENTRE STREET

SCHOOL.

Cole, Caroline O.,
Plummer, Mary E.,

Milliken, John A.,
Jordan, Mary E.,
Walsh, Lizzie F.,
Deehan, Maud A.,

Barstow, Sallie C.,
Blank, Sadie A.,

Cady, Delia G.
1, MONUMENT ST.
Wilson, Emma J.,
Clark, Susan A.,
Hoyt, Sarah C.,
Knight, Fannie I.,
Staples, Susie E.,
O’Connor,Josephine G.,
Griffin, Eleanor M.
Taylor, Emma,
2, CHESTNUT ST.
Evans, Franceila A.,
Gould, Ella E.,
Gallison, Ada C.,
Thompsou, Jennie D.,

Taylor, Sarah M.,
Blake. Martha W.,
Reed, Mary A.,
Rerr”. Flora B.,
Wei h Katie A.,
Nortou, Carrie B.

Howarth, Fannie,

PRIMARY NO.

Garvin, Isabella,
Foley, Mattie,
Clark, Annie J.,
Shirley, Emma C.

4, CASCO ST.
Colburn, Sarah F.,
French, Jennie E.,
Goold, Ellen,

PRIMARY NO. 7, BRACKETT STREET.
Stubbs, Augusta M.,
Langthorne, Helen, M., Wescott. Annie R.,
Coe, Ella F.
Fales, Mary E.,
PRIMARY NO. 8, M’LELLAN SCHOOL.
Short, Elizabeth A.,
Wyer, Alice M.,
Robinson, Mary F.,
Thurston, Clara A.,
Robinson, Isabel W.
PPIMARY NO. 9, VAUGHAN STREET.
Kyle, Alice M.,
Loring, Eleanor K.,

Langthorne, Margaret Moulton,

H.,

Dora

W.

PEAKS ISLAND.

Brooks, Isabel,

CROTCH ISLAND.
Kelley, Isabel M.,

BEFORE'JUDGE GOULD.
Monday—Lucy J. Ronco. Intoxication; 30
days in county jail.
John A. Carroll. Intoxication; fined 83 and

Cleveland may not pursue the blue fish
this season, as he is after game which is
likely to end in blueness of a different
“It is a little strange,” said a
well-known sportsman to the Pbess yesterday, “that our sportsmen and our
summer visitors have not awakened to
the fact that we have as good blue fish
ing right off Portland harbor as there is
Our season does not come
anywhere.
on until after the Fourth of July; but
the fish are in all the better condition
for that, and moreover at that time the
salmon fishing is ended and our sportsmen have nothing to do.
The blue fish
weighs from three to twenty pounds, and
is about the gamest fish there is.
You
troll for them under sail, and when you
hook one he is out of water about half
the time.
They are plenty, and the
sportsmen is about sure of a basketful.
Eight near Half-way Eock is a good
for it.

place
catching
A party of sportsmen are preparing to
go out just after the Fonrth. Messrs.
Frank Crawford of Kanakee, 111., James
Paddock of Springfield, 111., and John
Lewis of Portland, will go out with Line.
Daniels, taking boats from Long Island.
for

SINGING TEACHER.

Merrill,
On

motion

of

uuituiiiiuuoi<y

Ann E.

Mr.

Brownson,
wfiuaici

Giic

it was
xi<w-

tice school to the Chestnut street school.
Miss Sarah M. Taylor will be the princi-

pal

of that school.

That made it neces-

sary for Miss Ophelia A. Grover, principal of the Chestnut street school, either

$500

School
next

A pure cream of tartar powder.
Used in the U. S. Army an<> by

Cookery.

Cleveland’s is the standard, it

varies,

it does the most

work,

never

the best

work and-is perfectly wholesome.^- —T"
■

\

i

were

Practice

read and laid over until the

meeting.

They provide,

in

E DON’T LIKE IT.
SftTMW
know to be wortli much
something that
It isn’t

calion organ, which is

proving

so

general,

that the regular corps of teachers shall
be retained in the Chestnut street school;
ten teachers for
training shall be
chosen in addition each year, and they
shall serve a year without pay.
Mr. Webb moved-that the salary of

Reduced from $1 to 75c Per Yd,
We have marked down and otter for sale
this week the

we
a trade

pleasure to mark down
prices. It was not a highly exhilarating pastime to
thrown lot of $15, $18 and $20 Frock Suits on the
market at $10, or those $5 and $6 Trousers at $3.50.
No business man enjoys such things—they are busimore.

necessities—things accumulate
most discerning foresight.
ness

in

excess

of the

Lo it is with Boys’ Clothing, over 300 pairs of All Wool Knee rants are offered
to close at 40 and 50 cents per pair.
Boys’ All Wool Summer Reefers, $2.50, $3.50 and $5.
Children’s Summer Overcoats, All Wool, $5.
Lot of Boys’ Jersey Suits, $2.50, $3.50, $4 add $5.
Boys’ Vacation Suits, sizes 5 to 14, $2 and $2.50.

Bargains, pure and simple—people’s opportunities—seldom chances—such as lots of people are always looking for.
“Star” make of French Flannel Blouses, mostly large sizes, 10
worth $2.50.
Boys’ fine two piece Suits, double breasted, the latest and nicest
season, $6.50 and $8.
Boys’ Waists and blouses in profusion.

HIIIr0C

can

ff ll Lis L ity

for

to

16, $1.50'

goods

of

the

you begin to do as well as here, qualand price considered. COME TO-DAY

clothing.

ALL WOOL GREPORS,
Alligator

effects and all Fancy weaves in the most
desirable shades of Tan, Modes, Slate, Drabs
etc., which we have been selling at $3.00 per yard

only 75c per yard.
Cheney Bros. Printed Silk in tight colored
grounds, reduced from $1.00 to 69c per yard.
Storm Serges in Navy Blue at 50c, 87 S-2c
and $1.25 per yard.
Special value for this week in Navy Blue
Storm Serges at 50c per yard.
42 inch all wool Grenadines 75c, $8.00, $3.25
per yard.
24 inch Silk Grenadines Ribbon Stripes $3.23
per yard.

to

24 inch Silk Grenadines

Strictly One Price !

per

255 IHiddle
je28

St., Portland, me.

dti

Plain Weaves $3.00

yard.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

Organ and Piano Recital.

CORSETS.
Our line of Summer Corsets is now complete
embracing the most comfortable and perfect
fitting of the various makes, ranging in price from
50 to $1.75 per pair.
Our regular line of 50c [Corsets is very large
and we are offering some very good values at this
nrir.A.

popu-

RIMES

lar wherever it lias been heard.
They
were assisted by Miss Eice,
contralto,
and Mr. Given, violinist.
The following programme was rendered:
Overture—Poet and Peasant.Von Suppe
Messrs. Eankin and Murray.
Berceuse.Lefebure-Wely
Messrs. Eankin and Murray.

BROS.

TUESDAY MORNING

Ave Marla.Bach-Gounod
Miss Henrietta D. Eice.

March—Characteristique.Dulckea
Messrs. Eankin and Murray.

We

Ave Maria.Clark
Mr. Eankin.

Violin Solo.Selector!
Mr. F. A. Given.

Open Some New Things
-X3Nr

__

--

Overture—Coriolauus.Beethoven
Messrs. Rankin and Murray.
IQS

Largo.Handel
Messrs. Rankin and Murray.
Song—Good Night.Chadwick
Miss Rice.

Sonata, Op. 22.Dudley Buck,

Jr

SUMMER GOODS.

4i

Violin Solo.Selected
March Duptiate.Mendelssohn
Messrs. Rankin and Murray.
A good-sized audience was present,

chairs having been brought in and the
store turned into a very serviceable concert hall.

25 pieces Navy Blue and Black Percale with polka dots
and hair line stripes for short waists at 12 l-2c a yard.

Thirteenth Maine.
The annual reunion of the 13th Maine

Regiment Association will be held in
Portland today.
Free dinner by the
ladies of the association, camp fire and
entertainment in the evening. General
Dow will be present and say a word to
the boys.
Members are requested to
meet at Thatcher Post Hall, corner of
Congress and Elm streets, which will be
the headquarters.
Harrison Guards.

The Harrison Guards held a
and elected the

following

Our sale of Dress Coods at 39c has been a success.
We shall continue the sale. See display in window.
AIHIlXfSTRVi'OR'S SALE.

once

wrote:

cooking

is

meeting
evening,

officers:

“The very soul of
the stock-pot, and

stock-pot

ship

of

60,

is

Liebig Company’s
Extract of Beef.”
Genuine only

with

nomic cookery.
Soups, Sauces
Made pishes.

For

Captain—George W. Gilchrist.

First Lieutenant—Frank B. Welch.
Second Lieutenant—Edward Timmons.
Clerk—F. F. Harris.
Treasurer—H. Bradford Best.
The company starts with a member-

signature. Invaluable
in improved and eco-

_

and

to

a

w3w26

TIPPECANOES,

and will increase to about 85.

ATTENTION !

S1VIOKE AW

|

Flowers

^X1:8

j

| BDENN^THheFlorist^7Mongre33Streeti

new

selection of

for Dress

Graduating

Trimmings

at 17c

Fans from Sl.OOto

nn naph.

Bargains

in Ladies’ Cotton Underwear.

Our line of Corset Covers at 25c cannot be excelled for
the price.
New

styles

in Ladies’ Shirt Waists.

100 Cloth Covered Rubber Gossamers at $1.50 each,
marked from $2.50, $3.00 and $4.50. This is a great op-

Margaret Washington
112, by
Me., that her Deposit Book No. 55,886 is lost
and that she desires a duplicate book issued to

Portland, Me.,

MAINE SAVINGS BANK
by Alplieus G. Rogers, Treas.
June 27, 1892. ju28dlaw3wT

T.rmio F

In Harpswell, John Eastman, formerly of
Lewiston.
In Mt Vernon, June 17, Mrs. Sarah Pearl,
aged 92 years.
In Hartford, June 18, Joshua Young, aged
70 years.
In Maplewood, June 15, Mrs. Martha, widow
of the late Joseph Moore, aged 71 years.

Entire
ISA

Gimp

Revised Statutes, Chapter 47, Section
WE byMrs.
of Portland.

In this city. June 27, by Rev. Dr. Dalton. Harold Harris Hamilton of Concord, N. H., and
Miss Winnifred Rebecea Adams of Portland.
In Gorham, June 24, bv Rev. E. C. Strout,
Seth L. Meserve of Scarboro and Miss Katie
Kane of Gorham.
In Freeport, June 22, by Rev. W. F, Stowe,
Geo. A. Miller and Mrs. Ella M. B. Anderson,
both of Freeport.
In Freeport, June 24, by Rev. W. F. Stowe,

deaths]

25 pieces Colored
and 25c a yard.

join

morning.

Mrs. Carrie Cousins.

We have opened some choice patterns in Black and
White Lace in three widths, match patterns.

Every member and all intending to portunity to get a rainy day garment cheap.
this company, are requested to be
We call attention to a line of French Printed Batiste
present at the meeting Friday evening
at 7.30, at Room No. 6, Brown Block,
for summer wear at 25c a yard.
Congress street.
Per order
Choice patterns in Scotch Cinghams and Crepe Cloths
G. A. DOW, Captain.
F. S. FREEMAN, Clerk.
25c and 37 l-2c a yard.
at
dtd
je28_
Poika Dot India Silk, new patterns at $1.00 a yard.
SAYINGS BANK BOOK LOST.
Creat variety of Small Wares and Drug Sundries.
have been notified in writing, as required

A'Westbrook Packet Peddlar Arrested.

f’lirt.is ami Miss Marv K. Small hnth
of Freeport.
In Biddeford. June 19, David Fernald and

License from the Hon.
Judge of Probate for the County of Cumberland, as Administrator of the estate of Sally
Palmer, late of Gorham, in said County, deceased, I shall sail at public auction, (unless sooner
isposed of at private sale,) on Monday the first
day of August 1892, at 2o'cloek in the afternoon
on the premises, all the right, title and interest
which the said Sally Palmer had at the time of
her decease in and to the following described
real estate, situated in said Gorham, viz: the
homestead farm of said deceased, containing
about sixty acres of land, with the buildings
thereon, lying on the easterly side of a town
road leading northerly from the main road from
West Gorham to Buxton, and past the J. 8.
Files place; being the premises occupied by
said deceased at the time of her death, and now
occupied by Charles D. Elliot.
DANIEL F. PALMER, Administrator.
Dated this 27th day of June 1892.

PURSUANT

A Famous
French Chef

the finest

principal at her present salary, or to acIn this city. June 27, Hannah J., widow of the
Ezekiel D. Gammon, aged 75 years and (3
cept some other position. Miss Grover late
months.
proposed that she should be transferred
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clk,
to the Butler grammar school, in the at her late residence, No. 402 Cumberland St.
Burial at convenience of the family. Transcript
fourth grade, that being a continuance of please copy.]
In South
June 27, Isaiah Hiram,
for
a
her work which she has
long time only child ofPortland,
D. B. and Mary E. Stover, aged 1
22 days.
performed in the first grade primary. year 5 months
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
Accordingly Miss Grover’s request was at parent’s residence, No. 2 Stamford street,
South
Portland.
readily acceded to, and it was unani.
In New Gloucester, June 24, Mrs. Esther A.
voted
to
continue
her
at
White,
salary
mously
aged 83 years.
a year, as at present.
The new rules governing the

P
I
_SHARP

Last evening, at the store of Cressey,
Jones & Allen, Messrs. Frank L. Eankin
and Harvey S. Murray, gave a fine organ
and piano recital, using the splendid Vo-

to remain at Chestnut street as assistant

totuy

advertisements.

»

them.”

MARRIAGES.

Shaylor, H. W.

pealed.

teachers of

in

MASTER.

WRITING

Arthur Libby. Common drunkard; 30 days
in county jail.
Margaret Norton. Search and seizure; fined
$100 and costs and 60 days in county jail. Ap-

VULtJU

Anywhere.

About this time the aristocratic sportsmen

this

SPECIAL TEACHER.
Batty, Kate S.

costs.

♦

as

new

Frank Stevens of Westbrook was arrested by Deputy United States Marshal
Smith yesterday morning for selling
liquor without a United States tax receipt. Stevens is a pocket peddlar. He
will be heard before Commissioner Rand

LONG ISLAND.

Search and seizure; fined
Mary A. Rose.
S100 and costs and 60 days in county jail. Ap-

Are As Good Grounds at Portland

There

at the Lincoln Club rooms last

Barden, Rosa C.,

pealed.

BLUE FISHING.

6, PARK ST.
Goddard, Anna J.,
Fuller, Alice L.,

Wilbur, Eben W.,
Rogers, Nellie A.,
Jones, Alice E.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

$10,-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

of

950, were approved.
The board adjourned to meet at the
call of the secretary, probably about the
middle of July, after the examination of
teachers has been held.
At that time
the teachers in the schools not taken up
last night will be chosen, as well as Die
10 teachers for the Practice School.

NO.

Stackpole, Mary F..

the first of

September.

Blake in the negative.
Pay l-oll and bills amounting to

PRIMARY NO.

Knowles, Nettie M.

plain

a

S. Wescott of the High

All members of the company of 1888
PRIMARY
True, Rosa E.,
invited to be present.
Clark, Etbelyn G.,
Grand

Carleton, principal

the West School, be incx-eased from $800
to $900. Opposition was made to increasing any salary, but Mr. Webb stated that
Miss Carleton had worked for a long
time for a salax-y that was too low by
comparison with what other teachers of
her grade were getting,
Mr. Webb’s
motion was carried by a vote of 4 to 3,
Messrs. Webb, Thompson, Bradley an d
Brownson voting in th e affirmative, and
Mayor Ingraham, Messrs. McDonald and

;the region of Nairagansett Bay,
are having fine sport with that best of
the all sporting fish—the blue fish. Grover

might

PRIMARY NO

meeting of the Tippecanoes was held
evening, and the following officers

were

Number of Teachers

a

School Committee was held last

BUTLER

Mr. Harold H. Hamilton of Concord
and Miss Winnifred R. Adams were
united in marriage at 11 a. m. yesterday,
at the residenoe of the bride’s mother,
Mrs. Geo. H. Adams, on Cumberland
street. Rev. Dr. Dalton performed the
ceremony.

Re-

School

Accepted.

Hamilton-Adams.

After the

Practice

the Chestnut Street School—

Mr. Webb

again adjourned in consequence

so

North, Centre Street and Deaf Schools

school

Again Postponed.

of continued bad weather.

Choice of Teachers in the High, Shailer,

the schools of Somerville.

The races under the auspices of the
Woodfords Park Association, arranged
for Saturday and postponed until Mon-

day

School Committee.

Miss Jennie

Walter Jacobs.
Robert Tate,
Emery Stevens.

Races

Regular Monthly Meeting of tho,

Miss Adrianna M.

(hase Sanborns
Sea! Brand

•

i ■

Me

t to.
dlt

SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE
SALE.
Before taking account of stock
BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

Java and

Mocha

—

justly called

“

The Aristocratic Coffee of America.”

This is the Coffee served in the Japanese Garden

at

the Pure Food Exhibition.

Always packed whole roasted (unground) in 2 lb. air-tight cans.
You can get free 24 beautiful photographs of Eastern Life. Address,
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
We sell only to the trade.

MANSON

G. LARRABEE,.

246 Middle Street.
j«28

miscellaneous.

WIT AND

ITH-LO-PHO-ROS
The

A Nice

Way.

one

T

Standard and Scientific Specific

jj»|
L
®

Remedy

Largest Show on

and Kindred Diseases.
Prompt relief; permanent

I?

cure.

druggists. $1 per bottle; 6 for $5.
Beautiful picture free to any address.

Sold by all

if

SAVE

|

FOR

23-1

FOR

Earth!

to stand

mo

in

!

YOUR

SAVE

BY

front of

YOUR

BY

WITH US !

&

“They
Tommy Figg

my money,” averred
on the way home.
“Them poor
folks’ kids has a tough time enough any way
’thont jammin’ ’em into sciiool besides,”—Indianapolis Journal.

PORTABLE

Baby cried,

FOR WOOD OR COAL.
With the fact in view that with the practical
housekeeper the question of domestic economy is
always an important one, we invite attention to

the famous

Gold Clarion Portable Range,

with its many valuable

labor-saving improvements suggested by over fifty years' experience
Made in every variety and style
wanted, by skilful mechanics,
from the best materials.
We warrant the CLARION to comprise more improvements than
any other make.
Its great sales prove the fact that it
leads all competitors.
Sold by wide-awake Stove Dealers. If not for
}

sale in your

locality,

send to the makers,
32-page book <
c who will inform you
? how to purchase this
of testimonials.

VEND for
..

s

laaaaaa^wvw»J celebrated
Manufactured and for sale by

Range.

"Ti. WOOD, BISHOP & GO.
FOR

A. R.

SALE BY

When people lose their temper they are apt
say things that are contradictory. Two New
York gentlemen got into a quarrel at their club.
Finally one of them, who believes in the code,
said excitedly:
“You are a low blackguard, and an unmitigated scoundrel. Now, sir, if you are a gentleman and a man of honor, you know what you
have to do. Here is my card.”—The Christian
at Work.

H. T. BOYNTON,
95 Main St., Westbrook, Me.

eod0m_

To invigorate and beautify the hair use Hall’s
Vegetable Sicilian Hair Benewer.
Youthful Depravity.
Caller—What a pretty little pet chicken! Have
yon named it?
Willie—Yes’m. I call it McKinley.
Caller—On account of its bill?
Willie—No’m. ’Cause it's got a tarriflc appetite—Chicago Tribune.
The worst blood diseases are cured with
Its effects are felt at
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

She—But, George dear, do you think you can
support me on $10 a week?
He—Think, darling? I know it. There’s a
place down town where we can get 21 meal
tickets for $2.60.—Detroit Free Press.

persons in want of trunks

WANTED—All
bags to call at
and 558

E. D.

goods,

our

evenings until

REYNOLDS’,
Oak;

trunks repaired;

urices;

or

556

of

references,
to ability and character, wants posiCOMPOSITOR—with
chance of learnoffice with
the best

a

as
a

{printing
ing job printing.

one to know that R. S.
DAVIS & CO., 203 Federal street. Whitney building, have got in a lot of Window
Screens that spread 38 inches, the only ones in
28-1
town.

WANTED—Every

This is not only “just as good”
as others, but far better. One
SOLD
trial will support this claim.
EVERYWHERE
Williams k

Carioton, Hartford,

CL

CLIFF COTTAGE.
Mr. C. B. Saunders, so long and favorably known as the steward of the Cumberlaud Club, has taken the fine estate
known as Cliff Cottage, on the Shore
Boad, 2i miles from this city. The
house has been elegantly refitted and
will he kept as a first-class summer
resort.
All applications for board
Should he made to
C. B. SAUNDEBS,
Cumberland Club,
Portland, Me.
may9
__2m

SHARPE 3NT~

Lawn Mower.
buy

tool to do it with at Bailey’*
Gun and Fishing Tackle Store, 26£
Middle Street.
je22-lw

YOU

a

~~SMOKEJUV

Ten

to know that J. G.
at 137 Clark
Speaking tubes and bells of every deinto
hotels, private houses and
scription put
steamboats at short notice; all work warranted;
orders by mail attended to.25-1
street.

ANTED—The public to know
\\f
Vi

that I keep
my dining-room open evenings and Sundays and serve ice cream. A ladies parlor in
connection. G. DaSYLVA, 25 Pearl St. 26-1
The

place
flag.
WANT—You
to buy is at RYAN & KELSEY’S, No. 243

street.__23-4

to know the MUTUAL
RESERVE FUND LIFE ASSOCIATION,
176% Middle street. Free policies. Cash surrender. Paid up value. Incontestable. Average cost 816 per 1000. .3% millions surplus.
Call and see our ten year policy. Smart agents
wanted. Bigmoney.19-tf

T*7"ANTED—People

at

4.00,

worth 6.00.

CHILDREN’S SUITS.

a

Men’s Pants at $3, 3.50, 4,
4.50, 5 and 6.

at $1.00,

and 3.00.

For

Boys

1.50, 2.00,2.50, 3.00, 3.50,
4.00,4.50 and 5.00.

ODD SNORT PANTS.

SHOOTING STARS

Men’s Pants at $2, worth 3.

you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH, 131 Green
ll-lt£
street, city.

buy from $1000 to $15,-

000 worth of cast-oif clothing; I pay the
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children's clothing, and gents’ winter overor

postal to S.
auglOtf

WANTED—With capital in a
well-established business.
Address L.,
this office.
myl4-tf

PARTNER

and Oirls
1

GIVEN AWAY

200 pairs Knee Pants at 25c. a pair.
Knee Pants at 50c. a pair.
Knee Pants at 75o„ $1.00,1.25,1.50
and 2.00.

o’clock

a.

m., for the purpose of

examining

good canvassers. Previous experience not necessary. Correspondence invited. THE PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY, Office 98 Exchange
6-8
street, Portland. Me.

following subjects: Reading. Spelling, Engiist
Grammar, Geography. U.S.Histcry, Arithmetic
Bookkeeping, Physiology, and the elements o:
the Natural Sciences, especially as applied t<

Agriculture; also Physical Geography. Engiisl
Composition. Elements ot r ree Hand Drawing
Elements of Music, and the Theory and Prae
tice of Teaching, Per order of the Superintend
0. M. LORD, Supt.
ing School Committee.

je!6eod3w

SMOKE AiV

FEMALE

can

didates for positions as teachers in the Portlanc
schools. The examination will continue througl
two days. Candidates will be examined in tin

FURNISHING

::

DEPARTMENT.

W ■

w V

1 UUi3Vl

JL IV>3

JK. VVt

linen
Shirts, perfect fitting,
each, 3 for 25c.
continuous
bands,
bosom,
Will
double front and bach.
wear longer, looh better, and
be more satisfactory than any
Our
50c. shirt made.
price
37 1-2 c.

Outing Shirts at 25c., 45c., 75c.,
98c.. $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00
and $2.50.

dozen Seamless

11c.

a

iSUII lS

uvai/U

and Drawers at 33c. each.

50 dozen Suspenders
each, worth S 5c.
60

WV

at

15c.

Boys’ Shirt

waists

in

nel, Percales and Prints,
Hose

at

Pair.

50 dozen Shirts and Drawers
at 25c. each.

Flanat

35c.,

50c., 75c., 98c., $1.35 and $1.75.
Men’s, Boys’

girl for general houseCall at 204

or

and

Children’s

MONEY

evening.
25-1

sense

good cook and laundress at
53 PEERING ST,22-1
Wanted—A

success.

_25.1
SAFE—Two

business Horses at a
pounds each.
J. C. MERRILL, 364 Commercial street.

1AORbargain, weight good
about 1100
-i.

jL’viit

aAar,—-v

-j

vei

icuauie

uun-

M''■.
ily horse, weighs 1070 pounds, color
dark bay. sound and kind in every particular,
not afraid of steam or electric cars, safe for a
lady to drive. Applv to G. B. MCGREGOR,
203 Commercial street.
24-i
house, eight finFORished rooms, story
bath room, perfect drainage,
SALE—2

new

large airy cellar, steam heat in every room,
desirable location, best
of
workmanship
throughout the house, 1 mile from Portland,
near electric cars.
N. S.
GARDINER, 185
Middle St.

23-1

ElOR SALE—One 8x10 Camera English style
A
double lining and reversable back, raising
front, fine 8x10 lens, magic dust shutter 4
double plate holders, tripod, magic finder, all in
fine shape. For sample photo, ancl price direct
Camera, BOX 25, East Peering, Maine. 23-1

SALE—A desirable and cozy home of
T^OR
A
seven rooms on Munjoy
Hill, just built
with Sebago, gas, cemented cellar, excellent
furnace, large lot and a view that is extended
and unsurpassed; price low if closed immediately. Apply to N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle St.23-1
SALE—Bay View House, nicely situated
at Jones’ landing, Peaks Island, two miles
from Portland, will accomodate 80 guests;
steamer stops there every hall hour, fine view
of the harbor and surrounding country, a nice
spring of water on the premises, large lot of
land. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange

FOR

street.

23-4

AfOR SALE—Light two-seat wagoh, similar
A
to beach wagon; also a gig, a two-seat
covered carriage land several other articles, including bee hives H. P. MERRILL, Falmouth,
Me.
22-1

SALE—Houses for sale. Prices, $500,
FOR$1,000,
$1,100, $1,300, $1,400, $1,500,

$1,700, $1,900, $2,000, $2,200, $2,500, $2,700,
$4,000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105% Exchange
OR SALE—2% story house
containg 12
rooms in first class repair, has gas. Sebago
water, bath room, furnace, cemented cellar and
all the modern improvements;
situated on the
corner of North and Quebec Sts., in front of

RET—Small lower tenement of 3 rooms
No. 51 Spring street, Portland. Price $9
Apply at BINES BEOS.’store.23-1

and

TO

The One Price

TO

WMWI,

TUU

vuiuuLiiauu,

afraid of work.
Must have the best of references.
Address C.
D. this office.
32-1

lutvci

Cllt O

6 St. Lawrence St.; whole house ten
and hath 915 Winter St. L. 0. BEAN &
40 Exchange St.
22-1

rooms
rooms

CO.,

LET—Lower tenement No. 295 CumberApply to BENJAMIN SHAW
No. 51Va Exchange street, or at No. 608 Congress street.
15-tf
O LET ON LONG ISLAND—One cottage,
one
hall
suitable
for
eight rooms;
lectures
or other purposes, one minutes work from the
West End landing.
Also for sale, groceries,
wood, coal and ice, delivered to any part of the
Island.
For further particulars
inquire of
JOHN M. FREEMAN. 11 Exchange street, or
HUGHEY BROTHERS at Long Island.
LET—For

LET—Two furnished Cottages, each connine rooms.
Situated in Cape
Elizabeth and near Cape Cottage Hotel. A fine
beach for bathing in front of the premises with
abundance of pure spring water. Price reasonable. Inquire at 608 CONGRESS Street or
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61!/a Exchange street,
Portland, Me.
6tf
COTTAGES TO LET—Some of
the best summer cottages in Portland harbor to let.
Imquire of A. M. SMITH, Portland,

SUMMER

Me.

_10-t.f

LET—Store 278 Middle street,
TO
ument square,
occupied
Lowell. Tnis store has

near

now

Mon-

by Cyrus

been occupied as a boot
20 years.
Possession

and shoe store for over
given July 1st. CHAS. MCCARTHY, JR.
11-tf

heat

and

aud 27 Commercial Street.

22-1

Fort Sumner Park.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY,
42% Exchange St.17-2

set of modern style
FORdrugSALE—Elegant
fixtures; hand made, finished in ash

walnut; consists of prescription counter,
sales counter, labelled drawers, patient medicine cases, etc.; a rare chance to secure a valuable set of fixtures for less than one-third their
cost; will prepay freight and charges to any
place within reasonable distance. C. B. DALTON, 57 Washington street.2tf

FOR

(Lower Corner), the nice residence ot lie
late Mrs. I. H. Keith.
Buildings in good repair, good cellar, plenty of water, abundance of
apples and some small fruit.
This place is
pleasantly located and would make a nice home

delightful summer residence; fine schools
and churches within a few minutes’ walk, and
short distance to Maine Central and Grand

or a

.Aiutiiv

mu uo buiu

iiuiuuau

close the estate.

Enquire

of

cueap wj

ANDREW C.

CHANDLER,
residence, J. M.
Thompson, Esq., Register of Deeds, Portland, or
L. J. STROUT, Administrator, Limington, Me.
near

above

I-tf
SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East and West End; known as
Hussey tarm. Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills. Me.
14-8
OR

Administrator’s Sale of Real Estate,
to
license from the Honorable
PURSUANT
Judge of Probate for the County of CumI
a

berland, shall sell at public
day, the 28th day of June, A.

auction on TuesD. 1892, at three
o’clock p. m. on the premises, all the right, title
and interest which Martha B. Farrar, (otherwise known as Martha F. Farrar) late of Yarmouth. in said County, deceased, had in and to
tile following described real estate, viz;
Sixteen acres of land more or less about one mile
from Yarmouth, (lower village) on the road to
Portland, together with the buildings on said
premises, being a one story house and a barn,
both in fair condition.
For a description by metes and hounds reference is made to Cumberland
County Registry
Of Deeds, Book 444, Page 363, and Book 554,
Page 386. This property will he sold subject'
to a mortgage of about $260. This mortgage is
now over due, but arrangements can be mado
with the holder for its extension, if desired.
E. DUDLEY FREEMAN,
Adm’r. of the estate of Martha B. Farrar.
June
Yarmouth,
13,1892.
jel5,21,27

OED

RELIABLE

FIRM

E.B.R0BIN80N&C0.
(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

400 Congress St.,
and
high grade
ORGANS at prices that defy comand offer

TO LET.

petition.

Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
for sale.
fehl3eodlv

Spot Cash Clothiers

and

CO.,

Furnishers,

very

light.

SHORT & HARMON,
LURING,
mar31
dtf

482

Congress Street,

:

:

:

Portland, Me.

SALESMEN

BOARD.

LOST AND FOUND.

Farm. Summer
near Lake Marranocook; horses, carriages, pleasant drives;
references given. MRS. CHARLES STANLEY,
8-4
BOX 55.

pug dog; answers to the name of
Fido. Return to ISAAC C. ATKINSON
and be rewarded.27-1

ME., Stanley
WINTHROP,
board; 2y2 story house,

MISCELLANEOUS.
PICTURES! Those in want of a
a small amount of money,
would do well to call on us. Pictures framed
to order; moulding for sale: picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. KEY'N OLDS, Cor. Oak
and Congress streets.28-1

PICTURES!
good picture, for

lower harbor, a fifteen foot dory,
■poUND—In
■*and

painted yellow inside

on

LET—Two good furnished
quire at 43 M YETLE Street.

TO
hand bell.

rooms.

In-

Bing right
18-2

at 71 Free St.
MISS L. B.

near.

14-tf

LET—Pleasant rooms, single or in suites'
with board at 110 PAEESt! MBS. H. M.
BICE.
as-tf
L

4

yellow and black

GEO. H. ,SNYDER.

25-1

Boarders Wanted at Hotel Long,

ROOMS.

TO

outside.

Buckfleld,

Me.

This house has recently been enlarged, newly
painted, and otherwise improved.
papered and
Buckfleld is a beautiful village on the Portland
amlRumfort Falls R. H., and easily reached by
train.
Saturday train leaves Portland at 5.10
Corresp. m.; due at Buckfleld at 7.25 p. m.

pondence solicited.
jell

GEO. M. LUCE, Proprietor,
dtf.

SAYINGS BANK BOOK

nice No. 2 Tteminptnn
i complete, with stand and cover, to let. Address REMINGTON, Press office.
28-1
five

PASTURAGE—For
three miles of city.

LOST.

have

six horses within
F. FARN23 1

Adcountry board.
dress M. C. BURNELL. Gorham, Me.,
Box 4, reference required and given.
23-4

prices

these
•
goods. Quaker Oats, fresh goods, 10c.
1 pound can beef, 9c; 2 pound can beef,
15;
V2 pound devilled ham 15; i/2 pound chipped
dried beef, 15.
Don’t forget that our tumour
50c Tea is at the head. Call for free sample.
GEO. If. LORD, 272 Congress street.
22-1

NB.—Lowest

ever

find

made

sue

luciui

aiicimuu

ui

uujcio

iu

uio

The sale is to be made to close
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2
an estate.
Exchange St.
jn24ilir

a

we

we

making those

to measure for 812
and upwards, which we still continue to make
at SAM'L WATERHOUSE & SON’S,307 & 30.9
Fore
22-2
can

St._

TO I.OAN—Oil
first
MONEY
real estate, good
mortgages
or

on

second
commer-

Insurance policies or any good
collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. Li FRY
42ya Exchange St.
10-4
cial paper. Life

GREAT

BARGAIN
-IN

A-

VICTORIA,
by Fred F. French & Co., Boston to
order; cost JS650; light. Has been used
but little and is in prime order,
will be sold very cheap.

Built

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., 82 Plum Street.

jnn23.__fllvv

Steamboat For Sale.

on

that the people know good thing
when they
WE
have had all
it, and
do in
suits
see

been notified in writing, as required
by Revised Statues, Chapter 47, Section
112, by John Casev, No. 9 Newbury street,
Portland, Me., that his Deposit Book No. 51,305
is lost and that he desires a duplicate book issued to him.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK.
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treas.
Portland, Me., June 18th, 1892.
“Uaw3wTu

TlfE
*’

or

Apply atH.

HAM & CO’S., Railroad wharf.

PARTIES—wishing

LOST—A

a 2
between Park and State Sts., number 139
Spring St., with right of way from
Park St.
We are having frequent inquiries for centrally situated and comfortable houses like the above and desame.

filYPEWRTTER—A

rooms

rapid, plain writer,

or

JOHN M. HOVEY, 27 Monument square,
Portland. Me.
22-1
RET—Lower rent 6 rooms, corner Sherman and Grove $15; upstair rent 6 rooms

power. Apply to GIANT ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25

SAVED!

::

ERA F. CLARK &

LET—Pleasant
lady clerk of good address, TO GOod boarding house
WANTED—A
quick with needle and understands the
DAY._
of
and not

FOR

The spacious second
every dollar counts for lOO cents worth of benefit to yon in merover our store, with
NOW
it, quality, style and value, and the result of each transaction floor
is a favorable opportunity to buy
steam
central story briek house and lot situated
heat,
with us will be as good as gold.

W

to learn

BAILEY & CO.25-1
SAFE—Pianos to let; also a number of
second hand pianos, for sale. One square,
carved legs, &c., very low for cash or by installments. C. K. HAWES, 414 Congress street.

TO

teaches that to

WANTED—To sell the best
cash Kegisterin the market. $10.00 per
Perfect
dav easily made by first-class men.
machine, low price, sells readily, live men
FAENHAM MANUFACshould investigate.
24-1
TUBINGCO, Bangor, Me. Box 554.

SHIRTMAKERS

ladies dresses,

A new. custom made, two seated
top surry, natural wood, russet
Will be sold very low. F. O.

street.

buy judiciously means MOIEY
SAVED, and in this connection points directly to our store where
Common

WANTED—Women are
wanted immediately to make fine shirts.
Applicants must bring samples of handmade
buttonholes and machine hemming and stitchCHARLES
ing. Work to be done at home.
CUSTIS & CO., 548
23-1
Congress St.

willing

trimmings.

mar7dtf

MALE HELP.

makeup
one

FOR
canopy

THE

to

ANTED—A capable girl to do first work,
must be a good cook; references required.
Apply to 750 CONGRESS ST., between 8 arid 9
o’clock in the evening.
23-1

The dread of forfeiture has been
the greatest drawback against life
insurance. The absolute removal of
this possibility is one of ihe prime
causes of the UNION MUTUAL’S

SAfe

RET—Two large sunny rooms, all modern conveniences, terms reasonable.
437
CUMBERLAND ST.23-1
RET—At 84 Green street, a nice rent of
10 rooms and bath room; and large shop to
let at 37 Pearl street; can be used as one or two
shops; a good business locality. Inquire over
35 PEARL ST., up one fight.
23-1

Floor space with

do general house work
girl
for the summer.
Apply at 724 CONGRESS ST., in the evening.
24-1

WANTED—A

25-1

;

___24-1

Straw Hats, from 35c. up.

HELP.

of two.
forenoon

room

TO taining

evening.25-1
STREET,

Saturday morning
novels, all good
authors and popular books, to be sold at the
very low price of 10 cents each 3 for 25 cents.
615 Congress street.
FRANK B. CLARK,

-OF-

WANTED—A
SPRING

down stairs rent of
and pantry, $15;
upstairs rent of 8 rooms, $14; upstairs rent of
6 rooms, $10;
new houses,
sebago, perfect
drainage. D. R. FROHOCK, 23 William St.
rooms

SAFE—Commencing
FOR
June 25th, 450 paper

y

competent girl, good wages.
Call at 75 EMERY street, forenoon and

WANTED—Capable
work in family

25-1

TO 7RET—OAKDARE,
with bath

TO

are

School Building, Wednesday, July 6,1892, at S

Address ROOM 5, First National

Building._

10-3

men

ance

on

Bank

location,

wanted to sell
agents
WANTED—Alive
able bodied
the cheapest life insurin the United States. Liberal terms to

Examination of teacher;
THEwillCommittee
be in session at the Portland Higl

TO

Cape Elizabeth a furnished cottage containing 9 rooms, plenty of water,
RET—At

the season, a furnished cottage on Peaks Island: seven rooms, lathed
and plastered. Inquire of F. C. WHITE. 480
Congress street.
19-tf

AGENTS.

Examination of Teachers.

St Lawrence $25; also desirable cottages.
N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle St.
25-1
96

fine view.

1,101

_

or

call, or address letter
LEVI, 97 Middle street.

TO

TO land street.

I

call at your store
house
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
metals of all kinds. If

coats:

Island, a pleasantly
cottage of five rooms,

steamers; good water and kitchen
conveniences. Apply to F. BRUNEL, room 16
Oxford Building, 185 Middle street.
25-1
RET—116 Winter St., $25; 105 Clark
29
Sheridan
1
Sherbrooke $10;
$12;
$14;
21 Williams $15; 8 Tate $9; 190 High $22.25;

TO

BOYS' ODD LONG PANTS

75c., 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00

V?

NOTICE—Wanted

FOR

on

100 pairs All Wool Pants $1.50
pair, worth 2.50.

27-1

public
WANTED—The
CURRIER, bell hanger, is

to

28-1

RENT—The four story brick store No.
241 and 243 Middle St. formerly occupied

to

at

m.

p.

Maine.__27-1

Commercial

street.

RET—On Long
TO located
furnished
to all

at No. 1

a new

1

St._28-1

Boys’ long pant Suits

MEN’S ODD PANTS.

in want of a lady for a
a
or of
faithfnl
with good references, please address
MBS. L. H. M., care Kingsley’s Express, Port-

have

It,,

by Messrs. Chenery & Co.; has good frontage
and back entrance; elevator and steam heat;
would rent ground floor and basement separately from upper stories should tenant desire.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51Va Exchange St. 28-1
RET—A large sunny and pleasant furTO nished room,
private family, location central. Inquire of J. F. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange

—

Address
27-1
State street, Boston. Mass.
i SAFE—A new light express or grocery
wagon, custom made, will tie sold very low.
JOHN IV. DYER. 24SJ Commercial street. 25-1

seen

iron, rubbers, bottles,

YOUR OWN

$10.0©,

SAFE—Fully equipped printing office,
FOR
four presses, electric power, best location
W. M. L. McAdams. 106
Boston.

m

on

WANTED—Those
responsible position

to

Tl,n

__28-4

also Drums and Banjos
of Sheet Music, Music Books and Musical Instruments just received aud for sale by HAWES, 414 Congress
street, Portland.28-1

SAFE—Drums,
IAORrepaired.
A line lot

24-1

very

-1. brick residence, 2(i2 Cumberland street, 14
rooms, thoroughly renovated; just ready; every
room pleasant.
Beautiful lot running back to
City Hall. H. H. SHAW, 154 to 160 Middle

nurse

land,

apr28eod4in

can

cook.

Apply
good
WANTED—A
THOMAS street between 7 and 8

T IP rri

cheap—A second hand jigger.
DENNISON & CO., No. 174

Short pant Suits at $1.25, worth $1.50.
RET—No. 5 Laurel street, 6 rooms, down
Seerssucker Goats at 45c., 50c.
stairs, $15; 75 Quebec street, 6 rooms,
Short pant Suits at $1.50, worth $2.00. TO
down stairs, $13; No. 48 Turner street, 6
and 75c.
up stairs, $10; No. 159 Newbury street,
Short
Suits at
worth $3.00. rooms,
SALE—End spring top buggy nearly
up stairs. $12. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42ya
FORnew;
built for ladies use, extra large seat
Young men’s three button cutaway Alpaca Goats at 1.50,1.75,2.00 All woolpantSawyer Suits$2.50,
23-1
Exchange
at $3.00, worth
street._
and stylish. For sale cheap. Can be
at
Sack Suits at $15, worth 18.
RET—A nice cottage
Peaks Island, 149 MAIN ST.. Westbrook, box 286.
16-tf
$4.00.
and 2.50.
TO situated Island avenue, opposite the
SALE—Dry and desirable house lots;
View House, containing nine rooms, fur- FOR
also
Short pant Suits at $4.00, 5 00, 6.00, Bay
and loams for filling. Inquire
nished, water in the house, bath tub, nice gar- of A. L. gravel
RICHARDSON, Peering Centre. 6-S
low.
den,
everything
complete,
very
price
Apand
12.00..
7.00,8.00,10.00
WHITE AND FANCY VESTS
SALE—In the village of New Gloucester
the island,
ply to M. MORSE, the grocer,

a

Address M. K. B., Press
Office.28-2

Sparkling and healthful. Enjoyed by the
family. No other root beer extract equals Williams’ in strength and
purity. One bottle of extract makes 5
gallons. The great temperance drink.

Men’s finer Light Suits at $12,
worth 15.

give

WANTED—A

tion in

mn

Boys’ long pant Suits at 5.00,
Men’s Overcoats $4.98, worth 6
Men’s light and dark Overcoats worth 7.00.
Men’s fancy all wool Suits at
Boys’ long pant Suits at 6.00,
$5.98, worth 8.
$8, worth 10.
Men’s dark mixed Overcoats at worth 8.00.
Men’s all wool Suits at $9,
Boys’ long pant Suits at 8.00,
worth 10.
$8,
worth 12.
Men’s fine Overcoats at 12,15, worth 10.00.
Boys’ long pant Suits at 12.00,
Men’s dark mixed Suits at $10, 18 and 20.
15.00 and 18.00.
worth 12.

open
9.28-1

few boarders on a farm at
Buxton Centre, 1 % miles from station,
large, airy rooms, good board,terms reasonable.
28-1
Address MRS. J. M. HUTCHINSON.

■whole

LET—Pleasant,

convenient upJ- stairs rent 7 rooms, large yard, 3 Sumner
Court. Also third flat, four rooms, 299 Cumberand street, for man and wife or two or three
adults. Each $10 per month to right party. H.
H. SHAW, 154 to 160 Middle street.
28-1

BOYS’ SUITS.

MEN’S THIN GOATS.

street, Boston,
23-1

handy

Spring Overcoats.

Men’s ail wool Blue Flannel Suits
at $8, worth 10.

Milk

TO LET.

DEPARTMENT.

MEIN’S

SUITS.

corner of
as wo
and can therefore

Congress street,

manufacture
you bottom

to the amount of
Hollars worth or upwards at one time.

purchasing goods

::

21

safe

FORSARGENT,

Commercial street.

on

WANTED.

1

MEN'S

to

He Was Sure of It.

—AND—

CO., auctioneers,

T1AOIIO

GIVEN AWAY

CLOTHING

Castoria I

:

ocen.

ALEXANDER,

22 Monument Sq., Portland, Me.

apr28

Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed

range

aaa/wwwwws

get

to customers

SALE or to

WITH ITS !

TICKETS

of

none

a

Mass.

mo

“We will take a special collection next Sabbath,” said the teacher, “for the purpose of
making a fund to defray the expense of sending
poor boys to school.”
don’t

business of this kind write us just
what you want and will try and find it.
.1. \V,
BKITTAN & CO., auctioneers, 21 Milk street,
Boston.
23-1

FOR

Dollars

TRADIM

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has done wonders in curscrofula. Proofs furnished on application.

Cooking

—

LET—Greenhouse and
florist’s business, one hour’s ride from
Boston, good stock and good local trade; will sell
at a bargain on easy terms.
J. W. BKITTAN

ng

...

POB SALE
Columbia pneumatic bicvcle
1
in first class condition, been in use only
three weeks, will besoidata bargain, double
luggage carrier and bicycle rack with wheel.
Inquire at office of W. A. ALLEN, stair builder
foot of Preble St.
28-1
you desire

him and fix it.”—Life.

$$

SALE—AH kinds ot business chances
in and near Boston, Mass. ,Anv kind of
business you may desire bought, sold or exchanged.
Correspondence solicited. .1. \V.
BKITTAN & CO., Auctioneers, 21 Milk street,
Boston, Mass.
28-1

SALE—Lodging houses in Boston, from
FOR$500
to $3,000, for cash
easy terms. If

Dollars

“What do you suppose Mr. Clinker
said when 1 told him that his necktie
was up behind?”
“I haven’t the least idea.”
“He asked

r

FOR SAFE.

or

—•*-> TH E

Clarion

SALE.

FOR

;

_JanlSTu,Th.S.ceS6mnrm

(Gold

FOR

SALE—A good work liorse.
.T. T.
FICKKTT, 59 Lincoln St.
28-1
SALE—Boot and shoe store, 30 miles
from Boston, Mass.; old established business; good clean stock; splendid store; trade
$1,000 per month; no bonus; best of reason for
selling; investigate. ,T. W. BKITTAN & CO.,
Auctioneers, 21 Milk street, Boston, Mass

EXHIBIT IX PORTLAND OX

WILL

THE ATHLOPHOROS COMPANY,
New Haven, Conn.

ga

MISCELLANEOUS.

4-PAW’S

for

RHEUMATISH,
NEURALGIA,

0

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WISDOM

The sound and serviceable steamer
the “City of Richmond,” 600 tons,
and having 61 staterooms, now run*
ning between Portland and Machias,
on {lie route of the Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Company, is
offered for sale, delivered af either
Portland or Dockland, after July 1st
next. She may now be seen on lier
For description and
present route.
terms apply to PAYSON TUCKER, Genoral Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert &
Machias Steamboat Company, Portland, Me.
«nay3-dft

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Quotations of Staple Products in the
leading Markets.
and

Stocks

Bonds—Money Easy-Sterling

Exchange Quiet

and

but

Generally

and

Steady—Government

Steady—Railroads Bull

Bonds Bull and

Closed

Firm—Stocks

Bull

Steady.

At New York, yesterday, money
easy,
ranging from 1V2 ft2 per cent.; last ioan at
Frime
3 per cent, closing at 2 per cent.
mercantile paper was quoted 3@5 per cent.
Sterling Exchange was quiet and steady with
actual business in bankers’ bills at 4 87 for 60day bills and 4 88V4 for demand; posted rates
at 4 88@4 89. Commercial bills were 4 Rfi'/s®
4 87%.
Government bonds were dull and
Railroads were dull and generally
steady.
was

firm.

In the stock market after 12 o’clock, stagnation still held the general list with no apparent
tendency in either direction. A spurt In Chicago Junction and stock yards carred the price
up from 96 to 99 V2. This result was accomplished on very light, transactions. The fractional advance in New England was nearly all
lost. Sugar displayed more animation at advancing figures; at 98% it was up 1 per cent
from first price.
After delivery hour prices
yielded slightly. Deadness remained without
special feature,and the market closed dull close

to first figures.
ransatactions at tne stock
gated 129,200 shares.

Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.147
American Express.118
Central Pacific. ISO
Ches. ft Ohio. 23
Chicago & Alton.148
Chicago & Alton preferred.... 105
Chicago, Burlington ft Oumcy.101%
Delaware ft Hudson Canal Co.136%
Delaware. Lackawana ft West..157
Denver & Rio Grande. 16%
Erie. 27%
Erie preferred. 65%
Illinois Central.103
Lake Erie ft West. 24
Lake Shore.133%
Louis ft Nash. 71%
Michigan Central.107%
Minn, ft St. Louis. 11%
Minn, ft St. Louis pfd. 28%
Missouri Pacilic. O'JVs
New Jersey Central.137%
Northern Pacific common. 20%
Northern Pacific pfd. 56%
N orthwesterp.i 17V3
Northwestern pfd.144
New York Central.113
New York. Chicago & St-Louis. 10
do 1 st pfd. 71

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. June. 27.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portr
and. 91 cars miscellaneous merchandise; foxconnecting roads 139 cars.

PORTLAND. June 25,1892.
Grain steady and unchanged. Pork 50c better on all grades. Cheese easy and in buyers
favor. Hams higher. Pea Beans lower.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Grain.
Flour.
I
Superfine &
[Corn, car lots... 61362
low grades.$4Vi@4% Corn, nag lots. 63@64
X Spring
&
jMeai, bag lots. .60@61
XX Spring $45/834% lOats.er lots.... 43(344
Patent Sprng
j Oats, bag lots.. 45®47
Wheat
.5 25@5 501 Cotton SeedMich, str’ght
i car lots. 25 60@26 00
roller-$47/s@5 lOi bag lots. $26(327 00
clear do... $4%®4% (Sacked Br’n
StLouls st'gt
! car ots.
®19@20 00
rooler.$5@5 12 Vs 1 bag lots. $20321 00
clear do... $4%@4ys IMiddiings.. $19®22 00
Wnt’r wheat
i bag lots. 821324 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 25,35 60!
Fish.
j pork. Bks.10 60317 00
I
clear... 15 75®16 00
Cod—Large
Shore
5 25@5 60; short ctsl6 60®16 75
Small do.. 3,7 534 25. Beef .extra
.2 7533 751 mess... 8 00@ 8 25
Pollock
Haddock... 2 00g2 501 plate... 9 oo® 9 50
Hake.1 75(32 00 j ex-plate.10 00310 50
Herring,box
jLard. tubs. 6Vs® 7V»
Sealed....
ll@15c| tierces... 6 3 7Vi
Mackerel, bl
:
pails.... ov2(311
Shore ls..$
1 pure leaf.lo
@ioy2
Shore 2s..S
IHams ...11V2@12
Med. 3s.. .10 00@$12|
docov’rd.l2V<i3l3
....

..

Largess.. 13 50@$15 i

Oil.

Produce.
I Kerosene. Port1 land ret. pet... 6<4
CneCran’s, busn..
Pea Beans.. 1 90.32 001 Ligonla. 6V4
Ger. mea.. .2 0032 101 Centennial.6V4
Yellow Lyes.1 7532 001 Pratt’s Astral.. 8V4
Cal. Pea.. .2 5532 661 Devoe’s brilliant 8V4
New Potat’s IS 003 2 60Raisins.
34 00 i Muscatel... 1 503 2 00
Sweets
CaDDage.bbl 1 60®1761 London lay’r2 0033 50
Onions—Her
lOnpura lay’r.8 ®9y2
—

....

muda-1 6031 7o|Valencia.
6Vi®7
]
Sugar.
Egyptian do 3 00®
Chickens...
1531716 IStandara Gran4%
Fowis.
13@ l4c|Ex-aual’ty flue
Turkevs.... 17® 19cI granulated... 411-16
..

'.Extra O.

Apples,
'1

x

xiua-

4,ya

»eeu.

setts.

1 Red

Top... 1 76@1 85
ating.
| Timothy.. 1 66;® 1 70
7
vap 53 ft...
©8ciClover... .12 @16
Lemons.
Butter.
I
Palermo
.4 50@5 50 j Creamery.20@21
Messina-6 00©5 76|GiltEdge 'Vr’mt.l9©20
1 Choice.18©20
Oranges.
Valencia—
IGood.17©19
Florida
IStore.14@16
Clieese.
Sicily.5 25@5 761
|N. Y.lfct’ry.JO @10 V3
Rggs.
Eastern ext... .16@181 Vermont. .10 ©10%
Held.
[Sage.liy3@12
....

Limed....

Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORBECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Opening.
Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

July.
863/s
86y3
86%
86y3

Auer.
86%
865/8
863/s
86%

July
54%

sent
63%
53%
53 v3
63%

CORN.

Opening.

Highest..

5 5 Vs

Lowest...
Closing.

64%
56

Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

.Tulv.
86%
86%
86%

Opening.
Highest..

Aug.

86%

86V2
86%
86%
86%

July.
66%
66%
5534.
5 6 Vs

Sent.
64y3
5434,
543/3
643/4

Lowest.

Closing..
CORN.

Opening..

Highest...........

Lowest..
Closing..
....

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Saturday’s quotation*
WHEAT.

July.

Sept.
78
7ay«

Opening. 78%
Closing. 78s/a
CORN.

Julv.

Sept.
4734
47%

WHEAT.

/

Jmv.
Opening.78%
Closing. 78%

Sept.
78%
7334

CORN.

July.

Sept.
48*4
48%

Opening.:50%

Closing. 503/s
Boston Stock Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of

stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Toneka & Stanta Fe R. 3fii/a
C. B. & Q.102
Mexican Central... 16
Union Pacific
40
Boston & Maine R.1843/
do pfd.

Bell Telephone.207
New York and New England R. 38s/s
do pfd.1
luaiut Uttui

ai

it..........a

New York

a

..

Stocks.

Mining;
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. June 17. 1892.-The following
are to-day’s closing quotations oi mining stocks:
Col. Coal.7.. 34
Hocking Coal.14

Homestake.14 00
Ontario... 39%
Quicksilver. 414
do

131
157

1(5%
27%
65%
102%
24%
133%
72

107%
11

28%
50

138%
20%
56%
117 Vs

18%
33%

196'

00
81 %
76

Louis ft San Fran. 70
Paul. 83%
do pfd.127%
St. Paul ft Omaha. 49%
uopfd.122%
Sugar Trust. 07%
Texas Pacific, new.
8%
Union Pacific. 39%
U. S. Express. 50
Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific
10%
do pfd. 25%
Western Union. 03™
St. Paul. Minn, ft Mann.
Richmond « West Point.
7
do pfd. 42%

83
127%
49
122

OSVe
8%
39%
60!
10%
25%
93%

..

*

7
40

c.

Butter—Western extra creamery at 00—@20e;
fancy higher: firsts ana extra firsts at 17(5)19c;
extra imitation creamrv 15® 16 c: factory choice
13@14c;Northern creamery, choice at
@21 c:
New York ana Vermont dairy, good to choice
16@19c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
19@20e. The above quotations are receivers,
prices for atrictlv wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams, new at
8V2@9c; fair to good at 5@8c; Western
choice, new, at8@8A/2C; fair to good 6@7ysc:
sage 3@10c.
Eggs—Eastern extras 17c: Vt and N H extras
at 17c; Mich, extra at 16y2C; Western firsts at
16c; seconds at 1514c.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed spring chickens at 25®28e; fowls at 16@17c; Western iced
fowls at 12c; broilers at 16@20c; live fowls at
—

12c.

Beans—New York, hand-sicked pea. at|l 90®
1 95; marrow pea 1 85; choice screen pea at
1 50@l 76; hand-picked medium at i 80;choice
yellow eyes. 1 80@1 85 •. California pea beans
2 30@2 40; hand-picked. 2 50@2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 60.®1 75: Western red top
1 50@$2; clover, I2@13c ;Hunganan,l 15®1 30.
Hay—Choice. $21@00 00: some fapcv hfglier;
fair to to good 18 00@$3 9 00: Eastern fine, $18
@$19: poor to ordinary. $15®$17.
Potatoes—New Potatoes at 1 25@1 76 p^bbl.
old stock at 25@30.
Apples—No 1 Russets at 00®4 50; No 2s at
00.

__

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph-)
CHICAGO. June 27. 1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 16,000; shipments 4000; steady to
strong: good toprime steers 4 35@4 55; others
at 3 90@4 25; Texans 2 30@3 40; cows 2 75@
3 45.

Hogs—receipts 28,000 shipments 9000;cIosed
steady; mixed 5 30@5 40; assorted light 5 26®
5 30; light at 5 00@6 10.
Sheep—receipts 9,000: shipments 4000:
fairly active; mutton grades steady ;others lower; stockers at 3 50@3 75; Texans 4 50; Mixed
Westerns 5 40@5 80; Iambs 5 70@6 70.
Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)
NEWYOKK. June 27.1892.—The Flour marker—receipts 23.108 packages; exports 2531
bbls ana 25,122 sacks; dull and heavy; sales
21.850 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 35(23 15;
city mills extra 4 2524 55: citv mills patents
4 60@4 85; winter wheat low grades at 2 36®
3 25; fair to fancy at 3 25@4 SOfpatents at 4 00
75; Minnesota clear 3 25 34 00; straights
o at 3 65@4 50; do patents 4 00@4 85; do rve
mixtures 3 25@3 75; superfine at 190:22 60;
fine at 176(22 25. Suothern is flour dull and
weak at 3 2024 65. Cornmeal firm and quiet at
2 85@3 10. Wheat—receipts 153,500 bush lexports 355,636 bush;sales 184,000 bush; moderately active and irregular, closing easy; No 2
Ked at 80@80% c store and elev. 9iy2@92%c
afloat; 89i/2@9iy2c fob; No 3 Eed at 86'/2@
86*4c; No 1 Northern 87%@88yse; No 1 hard
at 9iy2@92e; No 2 Northern at 81i/4®81V2c;
No 2 Chicago at 87%c ;No 2 Mil at 84@84i4c;
No 3 Spring 80V2@80%c. Eye firm and quiet—
Western at 83@89c. Corn—receipts 31.425
bush ;exports 185 bush;sales 69.000 bush;quiet
and unsettled; No 2 at59M>@59%c elev, 59y2
@60%cafloat. Oats—receipts 189.675 bush;
exports
bush; sales 147.000 bushifirmer and
fairly actte-; No 3 at 38c; do White at 41%@
42c; No 2 av 38y2@39%c; White do at 42y2@
42% c; Mixed Western at 37@39y2c; White do
and White State at 42247c; No 2 Chicago at
39%c. Coffee—Kio dull and steady; No 7 at
12%c. Sugar—raw quiet and firm; refined fair
lv 'active; * No 6 at 3%@4c; No 7 at 3 131633 lo-16c; No 8 at 3%@3%c: No 9 at 3y2@3%c; No. 10 at 3 11-16@3 18-16c: No 11 at
3 9-16(313 ll-16c: No 12 at 3ys@3%c; No 13
at 3V4@3%c : otl A 3 15-1624 3-16c; Mould A
4y2@4’/kc; standard A 4 5-16@4 7-16c; Confectioners’ A at 4 3-16@4 5-16; cut loaf at 5@
SVec; crushed at 5®6 c; powdered 4% @4% ;
granulated 4 5-16@4 9-16c: Cubes at 4 9-16@
4 11-16C. Petroleum steady and quiet; united
at 53c.
Provisions—Pork is quiet and higher;
Beet strong ;beef hams firm ;tierced beef strong;
cut meats firm (middles firmer :I,ard higher and
moderately active; Western steam closed 7 15;
city steam 6 1026 15; refined firmer and quiet;
Continent 6 70@7 30; S A at 7 60@7 75. Butter is firm and quiet with fair demand; State
dairy at 15@20c; do crm at 19@21c; Western
dairy 14216c; do cnn 16:221 ; do factory 132
15y2c; Elgin at 21c. Cheese is firm and fairly active; State 7@9e: fancy colored at 8@
0; do White at 8% ; part skims 2V»@6.
Freights to Liverpool weak and quiet; grain

f!4

—

per steam —d.

CHICAGO.June 27.1892.—The Flour market
wiuici

patents

4

*u;

wniter

straights at 3 90@4 20; spring patents at 4 10@
4 50; do straights at 3 30®3 t o; bakers 3 00@
3 35. Wheat quiet and firm—No 2 Spring 79 V*:
No 2 Red 80V*@81c. Corn quiet and higher;
No 2 at 61c. Oats are quiet and higher; No 2 at
32%(q/32%c. Rye, No 2 at 76%c. Barley, No 2
at 60c. No 1 Flaxseed at 1 04. Pro visions—Hogs
active and higher; mess pork 31 15@1117%.
10 80. Lard at 6 85^0 87%. Short rib sides
7 22%@7 25. Dry salt meats—shoulders 5 75
@6 00; short clear sides 7 12%@7 27%.
Receipts—Flour. 0.000 bbls: wheat. 53.000
bush; corn. 372.000 bush: oats. 250.000 Dush;
rye. 6,000 bush; barley, 3 2.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 12.000 bbls; wneat. 96.000
bush; corn, 115,000 bush; oats 289.000 bush;
rye. 17.000 bush; barley. 5.000bush.
ST. LOUIS. June 27. 1892.—The Flour market is dull and unchanged. Wheat firm; closed
%c higher; No 2 Red at 76%@77Vic. Corn is
fairly active and higher; No 2 at 43%. Oats
unchanged; No 2 at 30%c. Rye dull at 77%c.
Provisions strong and generally higher—pork in
job lots at 11 50. Lard at 6 40@6 50. Dry salt
meats—loose shoulders 6 75; longs and ribs at
7 37% ; shorts at 7 62% ; boxed lots 16c more.
Bacon—shoulders at 6 62Va; longs and ribs at
8 00; shorts 8 12%@8 25.
Sugar cured Hams 11 00@12 50.
Receipts—Flour. 4,000 bbls; wheat. 62.000
bush: corn 103,000 bush: oats, 54,000 bush;
rye, 0,000; barley. 00.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 6000 bbls; wheat. 6,000
bush; corn, 9,UUU| bush; oats, 36,000 bush;
rve. oo.ooo husli: barley, 0.000 bush.
DETROIT.Jne 27.1892.—Wheat-No 1 White
at and No 2 Red at 88% c. Corn nominal ;No 2
at 4Sc.0ats—No 2 White at 36%c; No 2 Mixed
34c. Rye—No 2 at 75c.
Cotton Markets.

York Stock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK. June 27.1892.
The following are to-day s closing quotations
of Government securities:
June 25. [June 27
New 4’s reg.116%
116%
Sew 4's coup.117%
117*4
United States 2s reg.
100’
100
Central Pacific lsts...106
108
Denver & R. G.

1st.,.116V4

Erie 2ds..
........
105%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%
Oregon Nav. lsts.112
Kansas Pacificists.109%
...

116

105%
109%
109V4

\

Moon

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. June 27. 1892.—The Cotton
market is firm, quiet and 3-16c lower; sales 153
bales; good ordinary uplands at 5c; do Gulf at
53/sc; good ordinary stained at 4%c; middling
uplands at 7%c: do Gulf at7%c; do stained
at 6 15-16c.

NEW ORLEANS, June 27.1892.—The Cotton
steady; middling 7VsC.
CHARLESTON. June 27. 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 7Vsc.
SAVANNAH. June 27. 1892—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 7 l-16c.
MOBILE.June 27.1892.—The Cotton market
is dull; middling 7Vac#
market Is

DR. WOODBURY'S ANTIDOTE
used in
f u 1 doses

MABINE NEWS

healthy

railroads.

MONDAY, June 27.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Colby. Boston foi
Eastport and St John. NB.
Scji Telegraph, Rondout—cement to Carlton
Bros.
Sell Fannie Hodgkins, Dunton, Boston—salt
to J A Emery & Bro.
Sell Marcia Bailey, Cole, Boston.
Sell Celleetor, Johnson, Boston.
Sell Vandalia, Betts, Boston.
Sell W S Dough, Plymouth for Bangor.
Sell Veto, Boston for Thomaston.
Sell Lucy W Dyer, Nickerson, Grand Banks,
with 900 qtls fish, (15 men,—out since Apl 4).
Sell J C Jameson, Woodward, Wood Harbor,
with lobsters to A L Johnson.
Soli L P, iBr) Read. St John. NB, for Boston.
Sell Annie Harper, River Hebert, NS, for Salem, for orders.
W Al.-evc

rll,-, nieVcnn

A

in-,.,

-mo

Grand Trunk

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

SACO, June 26—Ar, schs Theresa Wolf, from
Philadelphia; Jona Sawyer, do.
BOOTHB AY HARBOR, June 27 —In port,
brig Katahdin. Bangor for New York; schs Titmouse, Deer Isle for Boston; Metropolis, do for
do; Pemaquid. Rockland fordo; Eva L Leonard, Calais for do; Eagle, Bangor for New York
Jennie G Pillsbury, Rockland for do; Hannah
F Kimball, Rockland for Fall River ; Corvo,
Bangor for New Bedford; New Boxer, Boston
for Ellsworth; Woodbury M Snow, Rockland
for New York; Carrie C Miles, do for do; Gen
\ malhaven for Portland.

EXCHkNGE

DISPATCHES.

Ar at Arica, Peru, May 1, barque C P Dixon,
Gilkey, Valparaiso.
Ar at Queenstown June 25, barque C Southard
Hulbert. Southard, Portland, O.
Ar at Pernambuco prior to June 23, sch Nantasket, Guptill, Buenos Ayres.
Memoranda.
New London, June 25—Sch Mary Augusta,
from Rondout, collided with schr A Tirrcll, off
Race Rock. The Mary Augusta lost her headgear and started a leak of 300 strokes per hour.
The A Tirrell filled and sank.
Fishermen.

Ar at Canso June 24, sch JohnW Plummer,
from Pori land for North Bay.
Domestic

Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 25th, schs Grace Davis,'rfm
Windsor, NS; Garland, Advocate, NS; John S
Case, Hillsboro for Newark; Laina Cobb, do for
do; Hattie E King, St John, NB; Henry, Sackville, NB, for Newark; Hannibal, Bangor; Ben
Hur, Bath; Ernest T Lee, Calais; Lizzie Brewster, do; Senator, do; Damon, Deer Isle; Victory, Ellsworth for Rondout; Abigail Havnes,
Franklin; D S Siner, Kennebec; Geo S Tarbell,
Mt Desert for Newark; R F Hart, Prospect.Me;
5 E Nightingale, Red Beach; Caroline Knight,
Rockland; Race Horse, do; R L Kenney, and
Mary Brewer, do; Magnolia, Rockport; West
Side. Swan Island; W Saulsbury, Somes Sound;
Sarah Mills, do; F R Baird, do; Druid, Thomaston; Dora M Erench, Boston; Cornelia
Soule, Vinalhaven; Northern Light. Fall River.
Ar 26th, schs Ella Maud, and Mary J Lee,
Ro "' land; J D Ingraham, Gardiner; Damietta
6 Jo nna. Portland; Alice Belle, St George;
Luv.^, Calais; Abbie Bursley, Sullivan; Sarah L
Davis, Belfast; Annie P Chase. Bangor; FR
S E Nightingale, Eastport; Lincoln,Edgartown;
Ella May, Bockport.
Passed Hell Gate 25th, sehs A Hayford, from
New York for Belfast; Hattie Godfrey, do for
Haverhill; Maggie Ellen, Cambridge Creek for
Portland.
Ar 26th, sehs Nimrod, Falker,
BOSTON
East Harbor; Belle O’Neil, Dunton, ApalachiNathan
cola;
Lawrence, Haskell, fm Newport
News; Tim Field, Dyer, Baltimore; Neptune,
Berry, Amboy; Gen Scott, Berry, Bangor.
Clu 25th, sch Fred B Belano, Sawyer, for
Hillsboro.
Ar 27th, sehs Morris W Child. Beck, Apalachicola; Mildred A Pope, Steele, Machias.
Cld 27th, brig Sparkling Water, Cole, Windsor, NS; sch Merom, Kelley, Bath.
Sid 26th, sehs Augustus Hunt, for a coal port;
Joel F Sheppard, PTiiladelphia.
GALVESTON—Shi 25th, sells Cactus, Wiley,
Apalachicola; Henry Clausen, Appleby, do.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 23d, sch Bessie E Creighton, Sagua.
Sid 24tli, sch Nelson Bartlett, for New York.
FEBNANDLNA—Sid 25th, sch Wm Frederick, New Haven.
BBUNSWICK—Sid 24th, sch M K Eawley,
Providence.
SAVANNAH—Sid 26th, sells Jennie Thomas,
Young, Savannah; Gen Adalbert Ames, Jameson, New York.
CHABLESTON—Sid 25th, brig Jennie Hulbert, Baltimore.
BALTIMOBE—Cld 25th, sch John K Souther,
Boston, (and sailed).
Ar 26th, sch Douglass Dearborn, Welch, fm
Gloucester.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 24th, sch Jesse Murdock, Kennebec.
Ar 25th, sells Willie H Higgins. Kennebec;
Percy Birdsall, Portland; Maggie S Hart, Ken—

nebec.

Cld 26th, sells Henry J Smith, Adams, Bangor; M F Godfrey, Gardiner; barque Au Sable,
Loring, Portland.
Ar 27th, sch Geo E Wolcott, Beed, Bangor.
Ar 26th, sell Sarah C Bopes, Kreger, Ken-

nebec.
Sid fm Delaware

Breakwater 27th, barque Au
Sable, Loring, Portland.
Passed out 25th, sch Addie Charlson, from
Philadelphia for Salem,
cln port 20th, barque Emita, Nash, Boston.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 25th, sch H C Middleton,
Kennebec.
Sid 25th, sch Ben Hur, for Calais.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 24tn, sch G M Porter,
Calais.
Ar 26th, sch Elbridge Gerry, Bangor.
PBOVIDENCE—Ar 25th, sehs John Somes,
Calais; Carrie Belle, do.
FALL RIVER— Ar 24th, sehs Clara Jane,
Calais; A L Wilder, Bockport; Puritan, from
Mt Desert.
NEWPOBT—Sid 26th, sch Nat Meader. Dunton, Wiseasset; Jos Oakes, Smith, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid

25th.

soli

Buckmaster, New York.
Sld 24th, schs A It Keeue, Bath; E B Coombs
Sullivan.
NOBSKA—Passed by 25tli. sch Morris W
Child, from Apalachicola for Boston.
Passed by 26th, sch City of Augusta, from
Philadelphia for Portland.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 24th, schs Sandy
Point, Amboy for Salem; Palestine, Port Johnson for do; Addie Sawyer, Hobokenfor do; C J
Willard. New York for Portland; Telumah, fm
Weehawkenfor Newburynort; (and sld 25th )
Sld 25th. sch Walter M Young, for New York
EDGARTOWN—Ar 25th, sells Julia & Martha, Hamilton, Hoboken for Calais; Bertha E
Glover, Dyer, New York for Salem; Telumah,
Marshall, do for Newburyport; Susan Stetson
Gott, New Haven for Portland; Sandy Point
Grant, South Amboy for Salem; Union, New
York for S W Harbor.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 25th, sch Bessie H Gross,
from New York.
SALEM—Ar 26th, schs Raven, Pendleton,
Hoboken; Emma Green, Smith, Port Johnson;
Louisa A Boardman, Aylward, Weehawken;
Cora, Hagan, Philadelphia; Addie Sawyer,
Cook. Hoboken; Loduskin, Port Johnson; Palestine, Swain, Port Johnson.
FRANKLIN—Ar 25th. sch Mattie J Alles,
Crockett, Portland.
BATH—Sld 25th, barque Alice C Dickerman.
Philadelphia; D M Anthony. E B Phillips, W S
Sheppard, and Lavinia Campbell,-

Railway

26tli,

departures.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 8.40 a.
m.. 1.10. 1.25, 5.15 and 8.] 5 p. m. For Gorham and Island Pond. 8.40 a. m.. 1.25 and
8.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago
8.40a.m., and 8.15 p. in. For Quebec, 8.40
a. m. and 8.15
For Buckheld and
p. in.
Canton, 8.40 a. ni. and 1.26 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 7.35, 8.25 and
11.45 a. m., 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From
Island Pond and
Gorham, 7.35, 11.45
a. rn.. and 5.40 n, m.
From Chicago and
Montreal,}7.35 a» I®-, and 5.40 p. m. From
Quebec, 7.35 a. m., and 5.40 p. m.
The 8.15 p. m. train leaves daily, Sundays
included.
TICKET OFFICE.
Exchange Street, and Depot foot of
India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, "V armouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and #15.00; St. Paul, $31.50 and
$25.75; San Francisco. California, $90 and
$60.75. These rates are subject to change.
J,. J. SEARtrEANT, General Manager.

jun27dtf

AROUND THE WORLD m
to
JAPAN and return,
$428.50. ALASKA and return,
$223. 50. Apply to CANADIAN
PACIFIC RAILWAY, 197 Washington
St., Boston.
je!4_____tu,th&S3mo
Boston

Portland & Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

At Cape Town, CGH, May 25, barque Henrv
Gregg, Bunker, from New York; brig Ilavillah.tRichardson, do.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 12th Inst, barque Glenehla,
Frost, New York, 35 days.
At Vera Cruz June 15, sch Maud Briggs, from
Fort Monroe, 81 days.
At Nuevitas June 17, barque Rebecca Crowell
for Delaware Breakwater.
At Port Spain June 16th, barque henry Norwell, Cushman; schs Warren Adams, Gilchrist,
and Edward C A True, McLaughlin, for United
States.
Sld fm Cienfuegos June 11, sch Fred A Small,
Thompson, New York..

26, 1892.

In Effect June

and

Rochester),

7.30

a.

Manchester and
a. m., 12.20 p.
8.45 a. m.

m.:

Concord, (via Lawrence), 8.45

111., (via So. Newmarket
3.30 p. m.

Junction),

Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m.,
1.00. 4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for
Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Beach, Saco, Biddeford, 9.00, 10.30 a. ill..
12.55, 2.00, 3.30, 4.15. 5.30, 6.20 and
and 7.15 p. m.; Kennebunk, Mells Beach,
Great Falls, Dover, 12.55, 4.15, 6.30 p. m.;
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55, 5.30 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.

Scarboro Crossing, {jggf=*8.45 a. m.; Amesbury, 3,30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 6.00 l). m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport. Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.15 t3.30 a. m. daily),
t9.00 a.m., (*12.30 p. m. daily) 6.00 p. m.
Boston icr Portland, 7.30 a. m., (*9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., (.§7.00, 9.45 p. m. daily.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
Cape Elizabeth and Scarboro Crossing
4.30 p. m.
For Portsmouth and way stations. 4.40 p. m.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New Fork,
South and West.
tConnects with Sound Lines for New York.
*Western Division from North Berwick SunFor

Igr-12.25,

days only.

^Western Division

from Dover.
tPf“Connect,s at Scarboro Crossing with
trams for Boston via Eastern Division.
Through tickets to all points South and West
tor sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN. Acting Gen. Man.
W. E, BERRY. Gen’l Traffic Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.
D. W. SANBORN, Genl, Supt.
Je27dtf

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.
Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pull,
man sleeping cars. Call on or address E. E.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Par
etfic Co., 192 Washington St, Boston, Mass.
]U19
coders

Portland & Ruintord Falls
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.
On and after Monday, June 27,1892, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
Clin toil, Ayer Junction,
'or Worcester,
Nashua, Windham and Fpping at 7.30 a.

§er

m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.

points North

For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Water-

boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.30 n. m. Sunday 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.30 a. m.. 12 30,
3.30, 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m. Sunday 6.00
p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.00 and 10.30 a. m„ 12.30, 2.00, 3.30, 5.30,
6.20, 9.00 and 11.15 p. m.
Sunday 6.00 p.
m.

For Forest Avenue (Peering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. tram from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rocliefdfer at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.30 and 11.45 a. m., 1.30, 4.45, 5.50 and
p. m. Sunday 9.30 p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORDWELL, Ticket
Agent. Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Sunt.

7.3^

C. J.

oct5

WiGGIN,

Gen’l Ticket Agent
dtf.

POND’S EXTRACT
Should\

be, like

a

WEDDING
BING

Railway.

In Effect June 27, 1892.
Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, daily 8,40
m.

1.20 p.

m.

RETURNING—Leave Canton daily 8.35
3.20 p.
STAGE

a.

Mondays only

m.

5.00

a.

m.,

a. in.

CONNECTIONS-Daily-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for W.
Sunmer and Turner; Canton for Peru, Dixtieldand Mexico; also for Brettun's Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
]e25

ALWAYS ON HAND.
You can’t tell when you will
most want it—the POND’S
EXTRACT,— and you had
better have it ready. UsS it
freely in aU cases of WOUNDS,

BRUISES, CUTS, CONTUSIONS, LACERATIONS, for

HEADACHE, TOOTHACHE,
EARACHE, INFLAMED
EYES, SORE FEET, LAME
MUSCLES, also for SORE

THROAT, HOARSENESS,
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, wherever you have PAIN
and whenever INFLA3IMATION exists, and you ivill
quickly find that you have been
saved a great deal of pain. Did
you

ever

try

POND’S EXTRACT OINTMENT?
It is wonderful how well it acts
in all cases where an ointment
is applicable. It is a remarkable cure for PILES. Only 50
cents. Sold by all Druggists.
Take

Allfriie +

fi AC\

U

Q

TYX

lin

1

OfF

$11.20p. m., and for Brunswick,

S

fir.

l. 00,1.20, 11.20 p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston. 11.10 a. m., 1.15 p. m.;
via Augusta, *1.00,1.20 and $11.20 p. ni.,
111.20 a m„ and Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, at
11.10 a. m., 1.00 and 11.20 p. m.; via Oldtown at 11.10 a. m., 11.20 p. m.
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, 11.10 a. m.. *1.00
and $11.20 p. m. and lfl.20 a. m.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
11.10 a. m., *1.00, 1.20 and $11.20 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook, 1.20 and 11.20 p. 111.: St. Andrews, 11.10 a.in., 1T11.20 p. m. The 11.20 p.
m. train Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
connects at Rockland with

for Bar Harbor, Machiasport and intermediate landings.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. $Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting Bar Harbor, on
Sunday mornings.
IfRuns daily, Sundays included, through to Bar Harbor.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills. Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. m., 1.05 and
6.15
p. m.; and for Cumberland Mills and
Sebago Lake at 2.50 p. m; St. Jolinsbury,
Newport and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 6.15 p.
m.; Jefferson and Lancaster. 8.4t>
a. in.
and 1.05 p.m. For North Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.05
p. m.
The 8.45 a. m. train connects for all points in
Northern New Hampshire. Vermont.
Chicago
and the West: and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 6.16 p. m. train
runs daily, Sundays included, and has
through

.sleeper

for

Montreal,

made with trains via
apolis and St. Paul.

where connections are
*‘Soo” Line for Minne-

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

Waterville and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m.: Augusta, Bath, &c., 8.36; Montreal, St. Johnsbury, Fabyans and Bridgton, 8 a. m.; St.

From

John, Bangor, etc., 11.45 a. m.; Farmington,
Skowhegan and Lewiston, 11.oO a. m.; Bar
Harbor and Bangor Express, *12.05 p. m.;
St. Johnsbury, Lancaster. Fabvans and Bridgton, 12.15 p. m.; Sebago Lake
4.45
p. m.;
Bath,
Waterville,
Augusta and
5.25
Rockland,
Yankee
p. m.; Flying
5.35 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington,skowhegan,
Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. in.; Montreal, Quebec, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton,
8.15 p. m.; Night Pullman, *1.40 a. m. and
Bar Harbor Night Express, *3.20 a. m.
♦Sundays Included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vina T>i'ao

F. E. BOOTHY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 24, 1892.
dtf.

POND’S EXTRACT CO., ™lrokndon

royaiTblue

anti ranm.ol

Finest and Safest Trains

T.T&R&wcS

nov7

is hereby given that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Executor of t.he Will of

make to order ah kinds of custom harness
and sell every grade of harness from $10
up. Our stock of whips is lirsbclass, prices
10 cents to $4.
JAMES G. McGLALTFLIN,
Portland, Me.
jull lmo

WE

H. E.

MILLS,

Piano Tuner.
Order Slate atCliandler's Music Store 413

Congress Street.

feb5eodtf

line.

in the World

—BETWEEN—
New

Notice

MARY M. HADEMAN, late of Portland,
In the County, of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust hy giving bonds
as the law directs,
All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
PERCIVAL BONNEY, Executor.
Portland, .June 11,1892. inn21dlaw3wTu

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

*6, 7 8, 9.30,10.80 a. m.; 1,15 2.15, 3.30, 4.45,
6.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Keturn for Portland—Leave Peaks: 6.20,
7.30,8.20.9.50, 11 a. ill.; 1.45, 2.35, 3.50,
+6.15,0.36, 9,+10.15 p. Hi
Leave Cushings: 7.20, 8.30,10, 10.50 a. m.;
I. 35. 2.45, 4. 5, 6.45, 8.45, 9.50 p, m.
Sundays—For Peaks and Cushings: 9, 10,
II. 30 a. in.; 1, 2.15, 3.30, 5, 6.15 p. ill.
Keturn for Portland, leave Peaks: 9.20,10.30,
11.50 a. m.; 1.30, 2.35, 4.1.0, 6.30, 6.35 p. 111.
Leav Cushings: 9.30,10.20,12 a. m.; 1.20,
2.45, 4, 6.20, 6.45 p. ill.
* Does not.
stop at Cushings Island,
t Or at close ol entertainments.
L. C. ME> NS. Agent.
ju27dtf

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Washington
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted b)
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME

table

May 22,

1892.

Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.80 with dining car, a. m„ 1.30, 2.16, 3.30
with dining car 4.00,6.00,0.00, 7.30.8.45 p.m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00, 10.30, 11.80
with dining car a. m. l.3o, 3.30 with dining
car 6.00, 6.00, p. m., 12.16 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 with diningcar a. m.; 1.30, 3.'30, dining
car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night
Additional train week days for Baltimore at

PHANTOM
STEAMER
day June 20 will leave

cars

trains.

on' day

tralns-Seepers

on

nighl

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and Nev

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22

dtf

Weekly

Steamers Manhattan

PAClFlCilAIUTEliiliFcOMPAM

tolrinre

Min

D OC

O

1.i

r_

Freeport will arrive in time for trains going
East, Passengers coming West by all a. m.
trams can have a delightful ride and sail by
taking our carriages at Freeport Village for
2.05 p. m. boat, arriving in Portland at 3.50 p.
m.

NEW EXCURSION ROUTE
By STEAMER PHANTOM,

Will leave Portland Pier for Mere Point and
all landings, week days, at 9.25 a. in.
Returning leave Mere Point for all landings
6
at 1.30 p.

in.

Will leave Mere Point Tuesdays.Wednesdays.
Fridays and Saturdays at 5.50 a. m. for all landings. Returning leave Portland Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
at 5 p. m. for Mere Point.
H. 11. SOUEE. Manager.
ju20dtf

CASCD BAY STEAMBOAT

CO^

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
/WEEK BAT TIME TABLE.

Monday, May 30, 1892.
For Forest. City Landing, Peaks Island,
5.45,6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a.m.; 2.15, 3.15,

COMMENCING

6.00, 6.10 p. m.
For Cushings Island, for cottagers only,
6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a.m.; 2.16, 3.16,6.00.0.10
p. ill.
Por Little and Great Biamond Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, Peaks
Island, 6.30, 6.40. 8.00, 10.30, a. in.; 2.00
4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, long Island, 5.30,
8.00, 10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00 p.m.
RETURN.
Leave

Forest

8.30, 0.30, 10.50

a.

City Landing, 6.20, 7.20,
m.; 2.35 3.45, 5.30, 6.30 p.

Leave Ponce’s Landing, 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a.
m.; 2.50, 5.10, 6.60 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s, 7.05, 8.15, 11.05 a. m.;
2.45, 3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Biamond, 6.30, 7.20. 9,20 a.
m.; 12.00, 3.30, 5.36, 7.15 p. m.
Leave Great Biamond, 6.25, 7.15, 9.15,
11.65 a.m.; 3.25, 6.30, 7.10 p. ill.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9.10, 11.50
a. m.; 3.20, 6.25, 7.05 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a.
Leave Marriner’s Landing,
a. m.; 3.00 p. m.

11.30

Long Island,

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest
m.

—

California, Japan, China, Central

and South

America and Mexico,
From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The lsth>
mas

of Panama.
For Japan and

China,

CITY.QF PARA sails Thursday June 80, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA, sails Saturday, July 9. 3 p. m.
For Flight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address tne General Eastern Agents.

CO.,

E. A. ADAMS &
115 State

jelO

Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LIKE.

From Boston every
fenm FiUtlnrh.Inle.'t

and Saturday.
Wednesday
TiiAnJ.u ahJ

niiA'n

NltUUVIjlNIU VIVIJ ■ UGVUtlJ UliU ■llUUJt
From Lons Wliarf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
■ IVIN

Passage

SIO.OO.

Round

Meals and

Trip

room

Portland, Mt. Desert&MachiasS. B.Co.
Notice to Passengers and Shippers of Freight.
CITY OF RICHMOND
11HE
will make its last trip from Portland on FriSTEAMER

June
day,
will run

24th, at usual hour and thereafter
from Rockland, leaving there Tuesdays,
Maine
Maine
Central R. K. trains, thus making three trips
per week instead of two as formerly. Passenger trains will leave Portland for Rockland commencing June 27th, at 6.40 a. m., 1.20 p. m.
and 11.20 p. m.t the latter train running daily
Sundays included with sleeping car attached.
After Friday the freight business will he handled by the Maine Central R. R. and shippers
must deliver goods at the freight house of the
Railroad Company instead of sending to the
wharf.
Freight will he received at Freight House
West Commercial street up to 4.30 p. m. and
sent forward by express freight leaving Port- J
land at 6 p. m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and I

Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 a.m., from
Central R. K. wharf in connection with

Fridays.
Returning City of Richmond leaves Machiaeport Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 4 a. I
ni., passengers arriving in Portland at 1.20 a m.
The City of Richmond will he succeeded by
the Steamer “Frank Jones” on or about July 10.
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.

jun21

City Landing, Peaks Island,
a. m.; 12.15, 2.16, 3.15, 5.00

Cushings Island, for cottagers only,
9.00, 10.30 a. in.; 12.15. 2.15. 3.15, 6.00 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. m.; 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
10.30 a. in.; 2.00 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING.
General Manager.
may30dtf

SI8.CO.

Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, S3 State St., Flake Building. Boston,
Mass.
oct22dtf

Line

Koyal Mail Steamships.

For

BETWEEN LIVERPOOL, QUEBEC AND MONTREAL
From

I

From

I

From

Liverpool Steamships | Montreal I Quebec.
28 April i *Numidian,
14 May
1
15 May
5 May
I Parisian,
21
] 22

28
I Circassian
| 29
4 June 1
5 June
*Mongolian
*S. S. Mongolian andNumidian will only carry
•'

12
19

Cabin $45 to $80 according to steamer and
location of stateroom.
Second cabin $30.
Steerage $20.
Service of Allan Line Steam-

Delightful

Sail 22 Miles Down Casco
Week Day Time Table.

Bay.

Commencing June 5, the steamer Merryconeag will leave Portland Pier for Long Island,
Little and Great Chebeague, Hope Island,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 9.00 a.
m., 4.00 p. m. Return for Portland, leave Orr’s
Island 6.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m., touching at intermediate landings.
Sunday Time Table.—Leave Portland for
Harpswell and intermediate landings, 10.00 a.
m.. 2.00 p. m.
Return leave Harpswell 11.30 a.
m., 3.45 p.

!

dtjly3

Allan

8.00, 9.00, 10.30,
p.

LINE FOB

—

Freeport,

Pticconrrovo

Xjine.

Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m., affording a splendid
day trip on hong Island Sound. Returning,
leave Pier 38. East River. New York, on Mondays. Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Pare $5.00; Round trip, $8.00.
J. B. COYhE, Manager.
,J. F. hISCOMB, General Agent.
mySodtf
or

and

after MonFreeport at 6.30 a.
m.; 2.0op.m. Wolf’s Point 6.40 a. m.: 2.10.
p m. Great Chebeague 7.05 a. m.: 2.4o p. m.
Littlejohn’s Island 7.10 a. m.; 2.45 p. in.
Cousins’ Island 7.15 a. m.; 2.50 p.m. Falmouth Fore Side 7.40 a.m.; 3.10 p. m.
Arrive at Portland 8.30 a. m.; 3.50 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Portland Pier 9.25 a.
m.; 5.00 p. in. Falmouth Fore Side 10.00 a. m.;
5.30 p. m.
Cousins’ Island 10.25 a. m.; 6.00
p. in. Littlejohns’ Island 10.30 a. in. 6.05 p. m.
Great Chebeague 10.40 a. m.; 6.10 p. m. ♦ olfs
Point 11.05 a. m.; 6.45 p. in.
Arrive at Freeport 11.10 a. m.; 6.60 p. m.
Fare to South
including a drive of
five miles, making an Excursion of 38 miles for
$1 the round trip.
on

STATE LINE j

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $40 and upwards. Return $76 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and

Galway. Prepaid steerage $19: .intermediate
$30. Apply to T. P. MeGOWAN Portland or
H. &. A. ALLAN, Boston.

ylOm

j
i
i
!
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ISAIAH DANIELS, General Manger.

DIAMOND ISLAND, YARMOUTH &
FALMOUTH FORESIDE ROUTE.
Time Table 1892.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

June 6, steamers Alice and
COMMENCING
Isis leave Portland Pier for Yarmouth,
8.25
2.20 and
a. m..
5.00 p. m.
For Falmouth Foreside, 8.25, 11.00 a. m.
and 2.20, 5.00, 6.16.
For Diamond Island, 6.50, 7.46, 10.00,
11.00,12.15 a. m. 2.10, 4.00, 5.15 6.15 p. m.
RETURN.

Leave
Yarmouth for Portland and inter
mediate landings, 7.00, 9.45, a. m. and 3.40
p. m.
Leave FalmouthTown Landing, 5.50, 7.30,
10.15 a. m.; 1.00, 4.15.
Leave Diamond Island, 6.30, 7.20, 8.15,
10.30 a. ni.; 1.25, 2. 45, 4.45, 5.30 p. m.
Royal ltiver House carriages from Yarmouthville will connect with steamers at Yarmouth
Foreside.
B. M. SEABURY, Gen’l Manager.

Daily, Including Sundays.
THE

NEW

AND

PAIaATIAL

PORTLAND

AND

STEAMERS,

TREMONT

Alternatly leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o'clock; arriving in season
for connection with earlies trains for points be-

yond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell

Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening at 7 o’clock.
J. F. LISCOMB,
J. B. COYLE,
General Agent
Manager,
dtf
sepld
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STATE OF

Portland & Bootlibay Steamboat Co.

MAINE.

CUMBERLAND, SS.
wuiui,

Summer
nt'Ui

LCIIII,

11. 109^,

Ryan, of Gorham, in the State of
New Hampshire, Flantiff versus Clinton A.
Haley, of Ashville, in the State of Alabama as
Denis A.

alleged in plaintiff’s writ but now of narts unknown, Defendant. Action of assumpsit on account annexed to Recover the sum of two thousand dollars ($2000) alleged to be due from
the defendant to the plaintiff according to the
declaration in the writ.
The writ is dated
March 17th, A. D. 1892, and made returnable
at the May Term, A. D. 1892 of said Superior
Court.
Ad damnum, Three thousand dollars ($3000.)
Wm. H. Looney, attorney for plaintiff.
Upon the foregoing, the Court order, that the
plaintiff cause the above named Clinton A.
Haley to be notified of the pendency of this
suit, by publishing once a week for three weeks
successively m the Portland Daily Press, a
newspaper printed in Portland in the County
of Cumberland an abstract of the Writ of Declaration and this order of Court thereon, the
last publication to be thirty days at least before the term of said, court to be holden at Portland aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of September, A. I). 1892, that he may then and there in
said court appear and show cause if any he has
why judgment should not be rendered against
him and execution issue accordingly.
PERCIVAL BONNEY,
Justice of said Superior Court.
Abstract of writ and declaration, and order of
Court thereon,
Attest: H. F. LIBBY, Deputy Clerk.

ju21dlawhwtu

Arrangements. On and after Mon-

day. May 9. Stmr. Enterprise will leave East
Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a. m. for Portland, touching at So. Bristol, ‘Heron Island,
Boothbay Harbor and ‘Squirrel Island. Every

Tuesday leave Franklin Wharf, Portland at 8
a. in. for Bound Pond, touching at ‘Squirrel
Island Boothbay Harbor and ‘Heron Island.
Every Wednesday leave Round Pond at 6.30 a.
m. for Portland, touching at ‘Heron Island,
Bootlibay Harbor and ‘Squirre Island. Every
Thursday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for VemaSuid, touching at ‘Squirrel Island, Boothbay
Harbor, ‘Heron Island. So. Bristol and East

Boothbay. Every Friday leave Pemaquid at 6
i. m. for Portland touching at So. Bristol, East
Bootlibay, ‘Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor
uid ‘Squirrel Island.
Every Saturday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for East Boothbay, touching
u> ■"ovjuiiici

iMitim,

DuuiriiLhvy

ntuiKJi

’'neron

island and So. Bristol, *Steame 1 touches from
June 16 to Sept. 16. No freight received after
1.45 a. in. on day of sailing.
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
mylOdtf

International
—

Steamship Co.
FOR

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
md all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scoria, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
it. Andrews, N. B.

Spring Arrangement.
On and after May 2, and until further nosteamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf. Portland, Monday and Friday at
5.00 p. m„ for Eastport and St John, with
ibove connections; Returning, leave St John
md Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
x> destination.
st5E*Freight received up to 4.00

Ice, the

6.00 p. in.

Parlor

Tri

Time Table For 1892.

and

Augusta at 111.20 a.m.
Farmington, Phillips, and Rangeley via
Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.15 p. m.; via Brunswick, 6.40 a. m., 1.00 p. m.
Monmouth, Wintlirop, Readfield and Oakland, 8.30 a. m.. 1.15 and 5.10 p. m., and for
Wintlirop and Oakland at 11.10 a. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 8.30, 11.10 a. m.,
1.15.5.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 6.40 a. m..
*1.00, 1.20, $11.20 p. m., and 1ft.20 a. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.15 p. m.; via
Augusta, 6.40 a. m., 1.20, $11.20 p. m.
Belfast, 1.20 and 11.20 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 11.20 a. m.,

Cushing’s

Commencing June 27, 1892. steamer S. E.
Spring wilUeave Portland Pier as follows:
Week days—For Peaksand Cushings Islands:

Gardiner

substitutes for these
goods. Manufactured solely by
no

•

m.

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.
On
and after
June 26, 1892, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30, and 11.10 a. m., 1.15, 5.10 p. m.,
and on Sundays at 6.40 p. in.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 6.40 a. m., *1.00,
5.05 anu +11.20 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
6.40 a. m., 1.20 and til.20 p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and

and

STEAMERS.

Island Steamboat Line.

_dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Steamer Frank Jones

Foreign Ports.
L

Boston & Maine R. R. Greenwood Garden

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Scarboro Beach. Pine Point, 7.30. 10.15 a.
m., 1.45, 3.30, 5.15. 6.15. 8.30 o. m.; Old Orcliard Beach, Saco, 7.30. 8.45, 10.15 a. m.,
12.20, 1.45. 3.30, 5.15, 6.05, 6.15, 8.30 p. m.;
Biddeford. 7.30, 8.45. 10.15 a. 111. 12.20, 1.45,
a 3.g0, 6.15, 8.30 p. m; Kennebunk, 7.30, 8.4a
a. m., 12.20, 3.30. 5.15. 6.05 8.30 p. m.; Wells
so Beach, 7.30, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.;North
Berwick, Great Falls, 7.30. 8.45 a. m., 12.20,
3.30, 6.15 p. m: Kennebunkport, Dover,
7.30, 8.45 a. m., 12.20, 3.30, 5.15, 6.05 p. ill.;
South New Market Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.30,
18.45 a. m.,+12.20. 3.30 p. m., 16.05 p. ill.;
| Rochester. Farmington. Alton Bay. Wolfboro. 8.45 a. ni., 12.20, 3.30 p. ni.;
Wolfboro, Center Harbor, Weirs, (via Alton Bay
and Steamer Mt. Washington), 8.45 a, ni.,
12.20 p. in.; Worcester,
(via Great Falls

of Canada.

and
After SUNDAY,
June
Trams will leave as follows:

On

50

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—
J B Coyle.
Sell Susan H Ritchie, Brown, Savannah, to
load cargo for New York—Gallagher & Co.

ISLAND STEAMERS.

petite,
to good
Sold by
Druggists everywhere.

FORT OF PORTLAND.

Sell Annie
for Boston.

RAILROADS.

wineglass
I creates

ap
essential
health.

of days..
sets.

Cleared.
are

to-clav’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, etc.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00®15 50: short cuts at
00 00@15 75; backs at 16 75@00 00; lean lends
at
u0_00@15 75; pork tongues 17 75; butt pork
11 2d.
Hams at 11 Vz c; small do 12c; pressed liams
liy2c.
Lard—Choice at 7%c p Jb in tierces and tubs;
10-lb pails in cs 8y«c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6% c p lb; country

Mexican..

JUNE 28.

Length

Boston Produce Market

00@4

19th, schs Penobscot, French, Matanzas;
Scotia, Shearer, Apalachicola.
Ar at-Two Rivers, NS, 20th. sch Allston, from
Saco.

LIVERPOOL. June 27, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull ^middling at 4 1-I6d; sales 7,000
bales; speculation and export 1000 bates.
LIVERPOOL. June 27-1892.—Quotations—
Winter wheat 6s 8d@6s 8y2d; Spring wheat at
6s 7Wd@6s 8d. Mixed American com at 4s lOd.
Cheese 47s Od for white.
...

Cardenas 19th, sch Georgia Gilkey, Gil-

Sid

(By Telegraph.)

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sun rises
Sun sets.

Ar at

key, Mobile.

Sell Franklin, St John, NB, for New York.
Sch Hattie M Mayo, Calais for Boston.

BOSTON, June 27,1892.-The following

3

mar-

Foreign Markets.

Ex-Div’d.

pfd.21 00

New

MEMPHIS.June 27. 1892.—The Cotton
ket is quiet i middlings 71/ie.

144
113
10
71
21

St.
St.

us

Opening. 49l/a
Closing. 49%
Monday’s quotations.

101%

Miss. 21
Western. 18%
Pacific Mail. 33%
Pullman Palace.19)5
Reading. 00
Rock Island. 82 Vs

do

Portland W holesale Market.

30
23
148
165

Ohio &
Out. ft

nxcnauge aggre-

Retail Grocers’ Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5 Vic -.confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6e; powdered, 6c; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3% e; yellow, 3e.

147
117

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK BJiD JOB PRINTER,
No. 37 PLUM STREET..

i. m.

F'or Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the UnTicket Office. 40 Exchange St, or for other
nformation at Company's Office, Railroad
Wharf, f6ot of State street
J. B. (JOlLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
je20
on
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THE HIGH SCHOOL.

PBEBS.

THE

Tomorrow Will Be Graduation Day for
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY.

the Class of

FINANCIAL.
C. D. Wainwright & Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
P. L. S. B. S. excursion.
FIFTH PAGE.
X. John Little & Co.
Eines Brothers.
Mansoii o. Larrabee.
Standard Clothing Co.
Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
Administrator’s sale.
Savings bank book lost.
AUCTION.
F. 0. Bailey & Co.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Qwen. Moore & Co.
J. E. Libby.
Farrington & Bickford.
Sanford’s ginger.
Tidbecanoes, attention.

For additional Local News

Circus today.
The

S Ik

Trunk will

train

m

Sundays

run

the

nn

as

well

Grand

as

week

There

days.

who

The schooner Laura Bell is in from the
Cape Shore with the last catch of mackerel fi’om that region for the season.
A large number of Portland grocerymen have decided to close their stores
Wednesday afternoons at 1 o’clock during the remainder of this month and July and August.
Ship Exporter was towed into the

for

stream

yesterday

afternoon.

will arri ve from Boston

today,

A crew
when she

The

was

Lynch,

second class

r»rpl i mi now

fivamiriai.ioTis

into

Young Democratic Dictators Hoist

who was member of

SANFORD'S

ties and

legislative districts, even though
party vote did not at

in some of them the

ing

of nervousness, wakeful-

so

pure,

best of

warming stomachics.

Containing among its ingredients the purest of medicinal French brandy and the best
of
ginger, it is vastly superior to
the cheap, worthless, and often dangerous
urged as substitutes. Ask for SANORD’S GINGER and look for owl trademark on the wrapper, bold everywhere.

imported

Ju28

showery.
Portland, June 28, 1892.

Kverybody

Frank L. Thayer of Waterville was in
Portland yesterday.
Mr. Gardiner Wilson of North Raymond was in the city yesterday.
A benefit concert is to be tendered Mr.
Will Stockbridge in Freeport.
General Charles H. Smith, formerly
Colonel of the 17th IT. S. Infantry, now

Street store and the sort
of goods she kept, and
the fact that what’s left of

Scarboro

quite lively.

Somers, Swett and
Tolman were all in the fight; but Tolman won, the delegation being instruct-

her stock has been moved
here and is being sold out
this week at

school work

are

invited to he

present.

cost and at

fraction

and

Tally Ho.
George C. Shaw & Co. will serve this
delicious summer beverage iced, and tree
to all at their Congress street store during the present week. Better drop in and
Iced

try

it.

Is It Worth
the Chance ?
If you

are

sincere in

encour-

aging honest manufacturers in
you pure preparations
instead of worthless ones, at
fair instead of seemingly
cheap price, is it worth the
chance to purchase the dozen
and one adulterated extracts
on the market instead of Dr.
Price’s Delicious Flavoring
Extracts of Lemon, Orange,
Vanilla, etc., that impart the
natural flavor of the fruit, and
are endorsed for their purity,
strength and economy?
Atrial of Dr. Price’s Delicious
Flavoring Extracts will -prove
a
great movement towards
good eating, active digestion
and happy homes.

giving

bring back

the Forest

Queen,

which

The Forest
there this spring.
Queen will go on the island route after
went
an

overhauling.

for the Portland &
Rochester has arrived in the schooner
Maud Pye for Moncton, X. B.
Quite a fleet of weather bound vessels
are in the harbor.
Many of them have
A cargo of ties

Deen

in a week.

Sheridan Rifles'

Doubtless

there

will

Besides

filoselles,
there’s

assortment

of commenced

pieces with

a

finishing.
Baskets,

imported

Fans and better class of

completed

articles,

which there’s
nave

eiy,
no

quite

Deen

very low and

duplicates,

of

a

50c. Night Robe,

18 tucks, lace neck, sleeve and
front, and one lot 12 tucks,
pointed collar, cambric ruffle,
couar ana

The sale is

first

are

comers

strictly

for

cash.
Miss Fairweather will

75c. Night Robe,

very handsome hamburg insertion and tucked yoke, hamburg
and tucked full sleeve, and one
lot low neck, torchon trimmed,
with 24 tucks,
torchon and
tucked sleeve.

88c. Night Robe,

elaborately tucked and insertion
yoke, low neck effect, tucked
and hamburg sleeve, and one
lot 4 rows line Insertion, 6 broad
tucks, hamburg and insertion
SICC W Ct

$1.00 Night Robe,

20 tucks in clusters, front and
back, long: pointed hamburg:
collar, and hamburg: cuffs. One
lot 14 hemstitched tucks, V neck
front and
back, hemstitched
tuck and hamburg: sleeve. One
lot 32 tucks in clusters, V neck,
elaborately tucked and hemstitched Hamburg: cuff.

$1.25 Night Robe,

the sale which closes Sat-

urday night, and

in future

will be connected with
Art-needlework

our

depart-

ment.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

broad tucks,

front and back,
collar and cuff.
One lot
solid
insertion
and
tucked yoke, insertion sleeve.
One lot broad tuck front and
back, sailor collar, hamburg:
and feather edge trimmed collar and cuff, and fine lines up

Hamburg:

wide

to

BROWN FACES

50c. Skirls,

-AND-

9 inch tucked ruflle, broad tuck

ruffle,

ARE TO BE SEEN ALREADY.
■

m

■ ■

NFS Amandine
AND PREVENT THAT.

77^k

Sold

7

$1.25 Skirts,

inch

ruffle,

_•
HOOD’S PlLL3 are the best after-dinner Pills,
assist digestion, cure headache and biliousness.

“HOSE!-

satisfactory

to

hamburg trimmings,
ioi

ijonsaaie

wicit

and

one

uroau

nem

and font* tucks.

Best cotton, 5 tucks, wide hamtrimming and one lot
Lonsdale with 4 clusters of tucks
of 4 tucks each. Also out sizes
that are usually hard to find.

burg

can

you

XX

you

now

while

and go

away

come

get your kind,

happy.
Light Homespun, Cheviot and
Scotch Suits, $7, $8, $10, $15 to $20.
Blue Serge, $10, $15, $18.
FARRINGTON

BICKFORD

&

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

CONGRESS

542

65c. DRAWERS.

rlicannnin

J

STREET.
dit

Best cotton, 10 narrow and one
wide
broad
tuck,
liainburg

trimming.
AUCTION

75c. DRAWERS.
Best cotton, 10 tucks, 3 rows
feather edge, fine wide hamburg trimming, and one lot fine
limstitcheed
trimliainburg
Also fine lines up to
ming.

SAXES.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

Auctioneers.

EXECUTORS’

SALE

Household Furniture, &c.
June 30th at |10
THURS1>AY,
shall sell the furniture of the
No. 8

a.

$1.50.

_

m.,

we

late Edw.'
Locust street, consistiug of Parlor
Furniture, Carpets, Chamber Furniture, Bedding, Cooking Range, Crockery and Glass Ware„
Kitchen Furniture, 1 iron Safe, &c., &c., &c.
NATHAN CLEAVES,) Executors estate of
JOHN CRONIN,
Edw Gould.
)

Gould,

CORSET COVERS.
12 1-2c. CORSET COVERS.
li
TI vlt

"■

umuuvj

_ C
VA

NO. 222 MIDDLE

Fine cambric, hamburg: neck.

25c. CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric and best cotton,
V shape, square and high neck,
hamburg neck.

Fine cambric, high neck, elaborately trimmed with hamburg,
low neck, with hamburg front.

50c. CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric and cotton,
and low neck, V shape

high

and
square, hamburg and torchon
trimmed.

Fine cambric and cotton, high
and low neck front and back,
square and V shape, hamburg
and lace trimmed.

$1.00 CORSET GOVERS.
hamburg and
sleeves,

lace insertion neck and

ug

u Ulll

CHEMISE.
25c. Chemise.

STREET,

Consisting of about $5000 worth of

CLOTHING,

be sold at
WILL
28th, at 10
of
Is

Auction Tuesday, June

a. m.

and 2 p.

A

m.

largo

this stock
but slightly damaged and
the sale offers a splendid opportunity to obtain
Clothing at less than half price. Men's Youths’
and Boys’ Suits, Overcoats, Pants, Vests, &e.,
&e. Sale positive and without reserve.
dtd
je24

part

38c. CORSET COVERS.

iu

flurtlnnoaro

Stick of J. H. Wolf,

17c. CORSET COVERS.

(tua{«tGu

RAM FY Ri P.n

i.

material.

Fine cambric,

je28td

F fl

BY F. 0. BAILEY &

CO., Auctioneers.

importantTuction
--

Kennebec

sale

OF THE

Framing and Lumber Co.’s Plant,

FAIRFIELD,

ME.

WEDNESDAY, June 20th, at 11 a.m. on
the premises, we shall sell this valuable
property, consisting of large and commodious
mills, having floor space of about 70,000 square
feet, and track facilities for twelve cars: Framing Mill, 110x53; Planing Mill, 111x50; Window Frame Department, 80x30: Carpenter’s
Shop and Cutting Rooms, 110x53; Loading
Room, S7x53; Pattern and Finishing Rooms,
two Dry Houses, etc., etc. This plant is in first
class shape for business. Has 85 horse power
Corliss engine, two 80 horse power Whittier
Steel Boilers; lighted by electricity throughout;
situated online of M. C. R. R., where labor and
material can be had at minimumpriees. Would
be well adapted for Furniture Factory or any
wood working business. Land rent, 8175 per
annum.
Immediately following sale of mill
will be offered the entire machinery aud tools,
etc., a catalogue of which can be had upon application to the auctioneer, Portland, Me., or of
GEO. L. BRIGGS, Fairfield.

ON

F. O.

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O

C. W. ALLEN.

BAILEY.

aw

marl-4

hemstitched

hamburg

5 clusters of tucks above.

Also fine lines up to

$5.00.

38c. Chemise.
Excellent
tucked
material,
front, and one lot with ruffles.

75c. Chemise.
Good cotton, all over fronts,
neck
and
sleeves
worth $1.00.

hamburg

OFFICE SUPPLIES
-AND-

CHASE & SONS & CO.,

ALL KINDS OF

ACCOUNT BOOKS
Made

to

Order

at

Short

Notice.

A FULL LINE OF

DENNISON’S

J.R.

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
BIATNE
d6m

J

Counting House Stationery.

Lined,

Hose Reels and Nozzles; best
quality, lowest prices.

PORTLAND,
jania

Good cotton, 5 tucks and wide

C5|«;GacoiBj

$1.00 Skirts,

j

Sarsaparilla

iimjm

9 inch hamburg ruffle, 6 tucks
above. One lot, 14 inch ruffle,
10 tucks, lO tucks above ruffle.
jelSeodtf

Hood’s

«

be

anH vnn’11 Kp

crnnp

Supposing

hamburg edge, 4 with thin waists.

6 inch hamburg tucks above
ruffle. One lot, lO inch cambric
ruffle 8 tucks, 10 tucks above
ruffle.

& BANCROFT.

which effected a perfect cure. Mr. Hauer is
now in the best of health.
Full particulars of
ins case wrill be sent all who address
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

iui

narrow

75c. Skirts,

by

Rubber and Cotton Rubber

will

Good cotton with rutiles.

EASTMAN BROS.

0£ Frederick, Md., suffered terribly for over
ten years with abscesses and running sores on
his left leg. He wasted away, grew weak and
thin, and was obliged to use a cane and crutch.
Everything which could be thought of was done
without good result, until lie began taking

38c. DRAWERS.

tucks above.

USB

gusta woman several months ago. Murphy was captured in Lawrence, Mass.,
yesterday.

vim;

aouv^

am

season

when you start on your vaca25c. DRAWERS.
tion, but you will possibly change
Made of good cotton, 4 tucks,
your mind and decide to have a fresh
one lot with ruffles,
superior
Suit. Likely the Suit you want will
shape aud fit.

75c. CORSET COVERS.

$3.50.

SKIRTS.

ROUGH SKINS

last

wear

m
a
A AWlUt

superintend

personally

March.

Mr. Chas. N. Hauer

DRAWERS.

50c. DRAWERS.

very good cotton, 30 tucks in
yoke, tucked cuffs and sailor
collar, and one lot tucked hamburg and insertion yoke, hamburg sleeve and broad collar.

mancea

there

as

sleeves.

65c. Night Robe,

vari-

get the choice,

Smartest Town tn the County.
The first town to pay its tax to County
Treasurer Chenery, is Raymond.
Wm.
H. Jordan is collector and Fred W.
Plummer, treasurer. The tax of $210.90
was paid yesterday in full.
The other
towns will
come in between now and

for a murderous assault made on an Au-

Do you ever change your mind ?
Most people do.
Maybe you think the Suit you wore

hp

be

City Marshal Morse of Angusta went
through the city last evening on the late
train with John Murphy, who is wanted

Few Leading

a

On June 28, 1838, Queen
Victoria was crowned in Westminster Abbey.
Since the last anniversary of
her coronation-day, she has lost
her favorite grandson by the
death of the Duke of Clarence
His brother,
and Avondale.
Prince George of Wales, now
heir-presumptive, will lead to
the altar Princess Victoria Mary
of Teck, with whose marriage to
the Duke of Clarence, death interfered.

<->

fancy work,

large

The

crowds at both performances.

John Murphy Taken to Augusta.

Noble Grand—F. M. Strout,
Grand—C. A. Cummings.
ltecording Secretary—D. J. Small.
Permanent Secretary—A. J. Cummings.
Treasurer—J. V. Bradley.

wools and other

the materials for

prepared by the committee and it is
probable that several entries will try for
A potato race,
sack
honors.
race,
sprinting foot ball, base ball, etc., will
make it a happy day. Following is the
committee of arrangements:
Captain
M. E. Conley, J. McCarthy, Lieutenant
Maurice Sheehan, M. F. Sheehan, John
McDonald, J. Burke and R. J. McGuire.

Vice

front and sleeve.

bargain

a

materials for

The Sheridan Rifles will today have
their field day at the Waldo.
Several
contests of various natures have been

Harmony Lodge, No. 19, I. O. O. F.
elected the following officers Saturdaj
evening:

for

fairly good
embroidery silks,

line of

Field Day.

Harmony Lodge.

be induce-

seekers to attend the sale
which is for this week only.

lady in ner artistic way, ana miss natneia,
who has also a warm place in their
hearts, and played her part in a very

done well.

of

enough

ment

original

very small
the actual

a

value should

will not be

steamer Governor Bodwell to Rockland

58c. Night Robes,

good cotton, cambric ruffle neck,

considera-

a

ble loss from the

magnitude, are predicting that it
possible for the Adam Fore- careful manner.
Mr. Canfield, always a favorite, is with
paugh Shows to be profitable, and that
another season will see them brought the company. Mr. McCallum presented
back somewhat nearer to their dimen- through Miss Edith Pollock, first time
sions of last and other previous years.
here, Miss Boswell and Mr. Gray, also
It is said that Manager McCaddon first timers, an unexpected and pleasing
simply smiles confidently when he bill of specialties which were well reretired, was in the city yesterday. He hears of this, and states that he is willing ceived. Matinees at 3 p. m.
Evening
is on his way to Eastport, where he ex- to take his
Take Casco Bay
chances; that as soon as the performance at 8.
a
of
the
summer.
pects to pass portion
American people learn how big the Show steamers.
Reserved seats at Stockare, they will turn out in such bridge’s and at the box office.
really
Practice School Graduation,
numbers as to make them not only
Leon W. Wasliburne’s Circus.
The graduating exercises of the Portprofitable, but more so than they have
At the circus grounds in Deering toland Practice School, Miss Sarah M. ever seen been before. He is
probably
Taylor, principal, will take place at Re- right. We will have a chance to see day Leon W. Washburn’s circus and
ception Hall next Wednesday evening. when the Shows exhibit here on July 4. wild west show will give exhibitions
afternoon and evening, with a grand
The exercises will be of unusual interHarbor Notes.
street parade at 10 a. m.
This is one of
est, the principal feature being an adThe ship Exporter, loaded with lum- the very best 25 cent-shows on the road.
dress by Albert P. Marble, Esq., superin
intendent of schools
Worcester, ber for Buenos Ayres, dropped into the The performance is in many respects
Of
Mass., on “The Scope and Modifications stream yesterday ready to go as soon as equal to Barnum or Forepaugh.
All peo- the weather serves.
of Public School Education.”
course there is not a bewildering maze
Captain Edward Parsons will take the of performers, but what is attempted is
ple in the city who take an interest in
mous

NIGHT JOBES,

Elm

weather’s

_

servative managers, who are unaccustomed to even dreaming of such enor-

Brief Description of

knows Miss Fair-

■

PERSONAL-

COTTONUNDERWEAR

_T&F&w mrm8thp

The Weather Today
is likely to be

The Prohibitionists of Deering will
Red Men’s Hall, Woodfords,
to
choose
Wednesday
evening,
delegates to the state convention to be
held in Portland, July 1.
was

Great Sale

!

meet at

in

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

fingers

in the
stree^ in front of
district,
39th, permit, gathered
Congress
the headquarters of the Young Men’s
40th and 41st Congresses, is at the HusDemocratic Club. The arrangement was ed for him.
sey house on Park street. It is underthat the flag should flutter down when
stood that Mr. Lynch is very ill, and
Anonymous circulars have been disthe string should be pulled, while the
fears are entertained that he will not retributed through the county warning
band should play the “Star Spangled
the rural democracy
cover.
not to support
Banner.” The string was pulled, and
Those desiring to attend the opening
Swett for sheriff.
the band struck up, but the flag didn’t
reception at the Delsartian Summer
Falmouth Democrats will support Tolflutter down.
This hesitation of the
School of Expression on the afternoon
stars and stripes to appear before the man for sheriff.
of July 6th, can secure invitations by
seemed to be a dePavilion Theatre.'
calling at once at Shaw’s Business Col- young Democracy
omen.
But finally the coy banIt was a success and all who attended
lege, 507i Congress street. An exposi- pressing
ner was induced to come forth, and the
were well pleased. No better proof of
tion of the method of Delsarte will be
Mr.
speech making appeared ts begin.
given.
Manager McCallum’s popularity could be
Nathan Clifford appeared at a window
asked for than was given last evening
Sunday evening, when the Manhattan
bobbed his head once or twice and
had been .docked the drop was found to above,
when his popular island theatre was
seemed to be making a speech.
The
be higher than the deck. The men at
opened for its first performance of the
and
then
the
elder
Na
crowd
cheered,
work at the windlass slipped on the wet
season.
The large crowd present, dethan, ex-Surveyor Cleaves, appeared,
planks, allowing the handle to get the bobbed his head and uttered some words spite the very unfavorable weather, was
a great compliment to Mr. McCallum and
drop on them. Dennis C. McCarty was that
sounded like “hard work and vichis home comedy company.
“The Paystruck, and had the small bone in the left
tory.” The flag is a beautiful one and master” proved to be a most pleasing
forearm broken.
will do its part well in the coming camIn Taunton, Mass., next Thursday, the
military drama, with the scenes laid in
paign.
Ireland. Manager McCallum was disapcorner stone of the new Bristol county
The Forepaugh Show.
court house will be laid, the building to
pointed in his leading man, who did not
The show world is looking with in- appear, but Mr. Horne, who was secured
cost $250,000. Some of our citizens, fortense interest and curiosity toward the just in time to have one rehearsal, at
mer residents of that city, among others
ex-Mayor King of Portland, will be pres- outcome of this season’s business of the once won the favor of the audience. The
ent. A few days later comes the centen- Adam Forepaugh shows. It seems that company is a very large and well balnial of the old Bristol County Academy, Manager J. T. McCaddon,
inspired, anced one and will, we believe, prove to
and quite a number of the graduates of doubtless to a degree by youthful enthu- be the strongest ever at the Pavilion.
that institution from Maine are expected siasm, has made the shows so much The regular patrons were pleased to see
to be present.
larger and more expensive than they in the company the old time favorites,
have ever been before, that the old con- Miss Hamilton, who played the leading
in the

from this

little

a

exhaustion, nothing
so safe, so wholesome as SANFORD’S
GINGER, the purest and

is

This ruling does away with the series
bulletins issued by a subordinate in
in the Secretary’s of State’s office and
published in the Kennebec Journal and

AC

is

ness or

of

caucus

ADVERTISEMENTS.

in the stomach or bowels, a
touch of rheumatism, a feel-

Nicholas Fessenden.
Secretary of State.

The Democratic

NEW

J.R. LIBBY.

cramp or pain anywhere, a sense of chill with
cold extremities, uneasiness

limit prescribed by the law. He held
that as the Prohibition party in the
whole State vote had attained the one per
cent, limit, it thereby secured recognition as an established party for all its
sub-divisions.
Hon. Nicholas Fessenden, Secretary of State, under date June
25, has written to the Portland Sun as
follows:
C. Thornton Libby1 Esq.
Dear Sir:—I can see no impropriety in my intterpreting the law in accordaneeljwith the consruction you place upon it—and I shall do so,
Yours Kespectfully, &c.

DO

THERE

JP

the last election reach the one per cent,

a

Flag.
The Young Men’s Democratic Club
raised its Grover and Adelai flag last evening with the aid of a band and the two
Nathans of the Democracy in this town.
A fair sized company of citizens, as enthusiastic as the damp weather would

the architect.

_

Party

Editor C. Thornton Libby, of the Portland Sun, sometime ago raised the point
that under the new ballot law the Prohibitonists should be allowed to nominate
by convention its candidates in all coun-

A

voyage to South America.
The Architects’ and Builders’ edition
of the Scientific American contains a
picture of the new house of J. H. Drummond, Jr., on West street. John Calvin
Hon. John

several in the

entrance

>r

They aro
collage.
the various county newspapers, stating
Pierce, Cook, Donham, Gribben, Davis,
that in such and such counties and legisO’Brion, Shaw and Smart, who will enter Itlfuro /Uofl'ipfo til
I’fl
/lAllIll
Bowdoin, and Waterhouse, who will go
nominate by convention like the Republito Harvard. All of these but Pierce will
cans and Democrats, but in others must
stay in the High School another year. He
has passed in everything but Virgil, nominate by getting a certain number of
Homer and Geometry, which he make up signers to a petition. Under the ruling
of Secretary Fessenden the Prohibitionduring the summer and enter Bowdoin
ists and the Union Labor party can nomthe coming fall.
nate by convention everywhere.

will be towed outside and started on her

Stevens

are

Prohibitionists and Union Uab

AUVERTISEjtENTS.

NEW

advertisements.

May Nominate by Conventions.

Stockwell, Jr., to University of .Pennsylvania; Edward N. Chase, Carroll F.
Eustis and Benj. H. Heald to Harvard;
Mary E. Ellis and Elizabeth King to
Smith; and Mary R. Lunt to Wellesley.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

The

’92,

The High School graduating exercises
will occur tomorrow afternoon at 2.30
o’clock. The exercises will be as in
former year's, and the members of the
graduating class are as follows:
Armstrong, Grace E., Austin, Flavilla E.,
Bennett. Mary V., m
Bryant. Harriet A.,
Cnrran. Mary E.,
Dunbar,IMary E.,
Ellis, Mary £.,
Gilson, Maria L.,
Hannegan, Mary G.,
Hughey, Mary E. J.,
Hussey, Annie C.,
Hyatt, Bertha M.,
Kenney, Mabel A.,
King, Elizabeth.
Lunt, Mary R„
Roberts, Mary E. L.,
Trefethen, Trulette P.. Webb, Janet,
Benson, Vivian L.,
Bolster, Frelon E.,
Brooks.Joseph B.,
Burrage, Champlin,
Chase, Edward N.,
Cheney, Howards!'.,
Eustis, Carroll F.
Foss, Percy H.,
Heald. Benjamin H.,
Hersey, George R,,
Hllborn, Seth B.,
Horton, Percy R.,
Malone, Frank P.,
Stockwell, John W., Jr.
Of this class ten will enter college this
fall: Frelon E. Bolster to Amherst;
Champlin Burrage to Brown; John W.

see

new

POLITICAL NOTES.

ie28

LIBBY, Stevens ilonesto,

Congress Street.
It

TAOS AND LABELS.

u
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